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Mario Durocher
President

More than 25% of our products are made in Canada 
and 50% of our products are purchased from Canadian 
companies. Find them in the catalogue!

In a list of products, the red asterisk indicates a single 
product made in Canada.

All stainless steel products identified are powder coated.

Look for this symbol throughout the catalogue!  
It identifies our customers’ top picks.

2020 will be remembered for years to come. A 
year when our lives were upended to the point 
of profoundly changing our daily lives due to the 
prevailing uncertainty.  

At Aquam, this resulted in a significant decline in 
our operations. In fact, because of public pools 
closures in both Canada and the United States, 
we were forced to lay off several employees over 
a period of four weeks as others worked from 
home to prepare for the return to normal. At the 
time of writing these few lines (September), life 
was not back to normal, but we are very pleased 
to see an increase in our sales for every week 
since the beginning of July.  

Now more than ever, we appreciate your loyalty. 
Thanks to all of you from coast to coast, we will 
be able to come back even stronger when the 
storm has passed. We know that you understand 
the importance of purchasing your products from 
a 100% Canadian company, as Aquam has been 
since 1987. 

The entire team joins me in thanking you and 
telling you that our thoughts will be with you and 
your families in the coming months for we know 
that challenges are not quite behind us yet.  

Sincerely,

Table of ContentsA Word From The President

FOB Factory

Products identified with this mention will be shipped from 
the manufacturer’s warehouse. Transport fees will therefore 
be added to the cost of the product. Contact our customer 
service team for more information.

IMPORTANT NOTE

Our prices will be revised in 2021.

Starting in January, please contact us for current prices and to request a quote for your 
budget forecast.

Be informed of new arrivals and price updates by visiting our website and by subscribing to 
our newsletter.



What do all the members of our team 
have in common? They are all authentic, 
competent, talented people who join 
forces day after day to meet your needs 
in the best way possible. From those in 
the forefront to those in the shadows, 
each group works in synergy with the 
next to offer you products and services 
second to none.

Aquam has always been, since the 
beginning thirty-two years ago, a 
great place to work and to evolve, 
which is why our team counts among 
its members passionate employees 
who have accumulated several years 
of experience working in the aquatic 
industry. You are in good hands!

The Strength of a Team

From top to bottom: : Mario Durocher, Alain 
Chalifoux, Paul Tellier, Claude Latulippe, 
Danielle Hervieux, Richard McGee, Cathy 
Limoges, Maria De Los Rios,  Corinne Roberge, 
Paule Tremblay, Marie-Lou Lapointe, Camille 
Pépin-Dorais, Catherine Mercier, Stéfany 
Duchesneau, Sophie Viau, Djindé Timéra, 
Karine Ouellette, Julien Garceau, Sylvie 
Beaudoin, Jacynthe Fortin, Nancy Sauvageau, 
Stella  Sangineto, Nacim Bouchouareb, Linda 
Iapalucci, Miroslava Mircheva, Inhyun Nahm, 
Maxime-Béré Pelletier, Angel Arias, Ricardo 
Chaves Da Cunha, Rodolfo Azeredo Neves





Innovation

Products

Always a leader in the 
development of products 

designed to meet the needs of 
our clientele, our product line is 
constantly evolving as current 

trends change.

We distribute some 4000 individual 
products, over half of which come 

from Canadian companies.

Employees
We employ thirty-five people in 
various positions: sales, special 

projects, customer service, 
accounting, design, shipping, etc.

Commitment

Customers

We proudly support 
organizations who work in the 
fields of aquatic development 

and accident prevention.

In 2019, 3000 North American 
customers showed their trust 

by choosing us as their aquatic 
equipment supplier.

 A Partner You Can Count On 

Aquam in Numbers

Our Values

Consulting
It is our pleasure to be 
able to advise you and 

accompany through every 
step of your project. 



This year, $105 000 will be given to various aquatic organizations.

Aquam Is Involved

Partnerships

Affiliations
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team@alltides.com

Pro Shop Resale Program
Goggles & Accessories

Your Online Catalogue
aquam.com

What We Offer
• Competitive pricing
• Huge inventory
• Large selection of brand names
• Hassel-free return policy
• Free display 

How You Benefit
• Extra revenue
• Additional service to your customers

Which Clubs?

Water Polo TriathlonSwimming LifeguardingDiving Artistic 
Swimming

Team Advantages
• Personalized customer service
• Customized products
• Large selection of brand names
• Competitive prices

Team Service
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For the eleventh consecutive year, Aquam is participating in a tree 
planting program promoted by Tree Canada.

This year, we are funding the planting of 300 trees in different 
Canadian regions to offset the paper used in the printing of this 
catalogue.

1  Atlantic - Cardwell, NB
2  Quebec - Wakefield
3  Ontario - Greater Sudbury
4  Prairies - Boissevain-Reston, MB
5  Bristish Columbia - Alberni-Clayoquot Regional District

The development of aquatic sports has been tremendously 
important to us since the very beginning, and we are proud 
to support several aquatic federations, organizations, and 
sporting events.

As well, beginning 2015, in partnership with the Fondation de 
l’Athlète d’Excellence du Québec, Aquam has participated in 
a scholarship program tailored to meet the needs of student 
athletes.

We proudly support the following rising stars:

Aquam Plants Trees

Aquam Supports Student Athletes

Cédric Fofana - Diving

Marianne Bouchard-Côté - Water Polo

Audrey Joly - Artistic Swimming

Edouard Fullum-Huot - Swimming
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Special Projects



Starting Blocks
Blainville Recreational Aquatic Centre

Project: Replace the existing starting blocks with a model 
that would satisfy user demands and the requirements of 
competitive swim meets.

Achievement: Removal of the existing starting blocks, 
installation of anchors and ten new Elite starting blocks 
complete with Track Start.

Daktronics
Drummondville Indoor Pool

Project: Install a digital timing system for use during sports 
competitions.

Achievement: Supplying and installing a Daktronics video 
screen for displaying results of swimming, diving, and water 
polo competitions, as well as informational content and 
advertising.

Our Achievements

Our Special Projects department is a team of professionals 
who are passionate about meeting the specialized needs 
of our clients. Experienced industrial designers and project 
managers work hand-in-hand with aquatic directors, 
architects, engineers, and contractors to turn your request 
into reality. You will be accompanied through every phase of 
your aquatic construction or renovation project. 
That’s our commitment.

We’re also committed to your peace of mind. The 
department has a thorough knowledge of current safety 
procedures, as well as a complete understanding of 
applicable regulations when hosting an international 
competition. And when it comes to details, every project, 
regardless of its size, is given equal attention.

Our expertise is at your disposal.

Julien Garceau, Assistant Project Manager
Karine Ouellette, Project Manager
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Slide
McMasterville Outdoor Pool

Project: Install a 5-metre slide.

Achievement: The design, supply, and installation of 
a slide including an accompanying staircase with a 
landing, in accordance with local safety regulations.

Pirate Boat
Dieppe Aquatic and Sport Centre

Project: Propose a pirate boat to enliven the 
recreational area of the pool.

Achievement: Designing and supplying a fibreglass 
pirate boat, complete with a slide, canons, and water 
jets.

Barriers / Railings
City of Sept-Îles Aquatic Complex

Project: Installation of a safety barrier to separate the 
two pools.

Achievement: The design, supply, and installation of a 
barrier according to the client’s specifications.

Water Games
Annie-Pelletier Pool, Montreal

Project: Develop an entertaining play area for small 
children.

Achievement: Furnishing the wading pool with a 
carefully chosen selection of water games, including an 
elephant slide and a serpent.

Special Projects - 11



Desjardins Sport Complex - Rimouski

The sport complex in Rimouski is among the largest projects 
we have participated in recently. Inaugurated in February 2019, 
the complex features two distinct zones, ice and aquatic. The 
aquatic centre comprises a 25 m x 25 m competition pool, 
leisure pool, lazy river (current channel), hot tubs, and a splash-
and-play area for kids. 

In addition to acting in an advisory capacity to the project 
managers, we also supplied several pieces of key equipment, 
namely access ramps, hand rails, ladders, Ultra Lifeguard 
Chairs, Elite Starting Blocks with Track Start, 1 m springboard, 
3 m springboard, 3 m diving stand, and an entire Daktronics 
timing system and video display scoreboard. All stainless steel 
equipment was powder coated to prolong its lifespan. 

One element of the project that is a particular source of pride 
for us is the bridge spanning the lazy river. The powder-coated, 
stainless steel structure was custom-built for the facility, and it 
not only serves the practical purpose of connecting two zones, it 
is also a unique architectural point of interest.

Large-Scale Projects

Stainless Steel Care
Powder Coating
All new stainless steel products may be powder coated, choosing 
from a selection of colours. As well as adding colour to your 
installation, this procedure effectively protects the material from 
corrosion.

Refinishing
In some cases, we may be able to restore the finish of the stainless 
steel on your equipment; the level of wear will determine whether 
such a process is feasible or not.

Maintenance
We offer maintenance service for stainless steel products, as well 
as deep cleaning for diving board components. Upon request, 
we also offer staff training sessions for optimal equipment 
maintenance.

Powder Coated Ultra Lifeguard Chair
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16000 16200 1680416400 16820 16822 16824 16830

Personal Flotation Devices
Our personal flotation devices are designed to keep an unconscious 
person’s head out of water and to assist them through rough waters. 

The child vests feature a head support floating collar with safety grab-
loop, a two-colour design for easy sizing and a 1 in waist belt and 
crotch strap with side-release buckles.

Adult vests are equipped with a 1 ½ in waist belt with side-release 
buckle.

See Size Chart below

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

ER-16000 Infant (20 - 30 lb) ........ 34.90 ......... 31.50 ......... 29.90 
ER-16200 Child (30 - 60 lb) ......... 36.90 ......... 33.50 ......... 31.90 
ER-16400 Youth (60 - 90 lb) ....... 38.90 ......... 34.90 ......... 33.90 
ER-16804 Adult (XXS / XS) ......... 39.90 ......... 35.90 ......... 32.90 
ER-16806 Adult (S / M) ............... 39.90 ......... 35.90 ......... 32.90 
ER-16808 Adult (L / XL) .............. 39.90 ......... 35.90 ......... 32.90 
ER-16810 Adult (XXL / XXXL) .... 39.90 ......... 35.90 ......... 32.90

Deluxe Personal Flotation Devices
Only the best materials and workmanship are used in the production of 
our Deluxe line of PFD's. A plastic whistle, reflective tape and piping on 
the collar and chest for increased visibility are featured on every vest.

The child vests feature a head support floating collar with safety grab 
loop, two-colour design for easy sizing and a 1 in waist belt and crotch 
strap with side-release buckles. 

Adult vests include a 1 ½ in waist belt and a drawstring bottom.

See Size Chart below

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

ER-16820 Infant (20 - 30 lb) ........ 39.50 ......... 36.90 ......... 33.90 
ER-16822 Child (30 - 60 lb) ......... 41.50 ......... 38.90 ......... 36.90 
ER-16824 Youth (60 - 90 lb) ....... 43.50 ......... 39.90 ......... 37.90 
ER-16830 Adult (XXS / XS) ......... 44.90 ......... 42.90 ......... 39.90 
ER-16832 Adult (S / M) ............... 44.90 ......... 42.90 ......... 39.90 
ER-16834 Adult (L / XL) .............. 44.90 ......... 42.90 ......... 39.90 
ER-16836 Adult (XXL / XXXL) .... 44.90 ......... 42.90 ......... 39.90

Storage
p.164

Aquam flotation devices
Our PFDs are all approved by Transport Canada.

Made of high quality materials, they are treated with an antimicrobial agent to help protect from unpleasant odors, 
bacteria, mold and mildew. All zippers are corrosion-proof.

Specialized Inflatable 
PFD's p.141

Size Weight Chest size

LB KG PO CM

XXS - XS 90+ 41+ 24 - 32 61 - 81

S - M 90+ 41+ 32 - 40 81 - 102

L - XL 90+ 41+ 40 - 48 102 - 122

TTG - TTTG 90+ 41+ 48 - 60 122 - 152

Infant 20 - 30 9 - 14 16 - 22 41 - 56

Child 30 - 60 14 -27 18 - 28 46 - 71
Youth 60 - 90 27 - 41 22 - 34 56 - 86

Aquam PFD's (ER-16000 to ER-16836)

 SIZE CHART 
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06124
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PFD-A LJ-V

Adjustable Swim Diapers
These diapers offer optimal hips and tights adjustment. Reusable, they 
are a must for young children. The diaper is 100% polyester.

Sold individually.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

Price ................16.99 ......... 16.99 .......... 14.99

ER-06124-XX Pink Fruits 
ER-06126-XX Green Dinosaurs 
ER-06128-XX Navy Space 
ER-06130-XX Blue Octopus

01 - Small 0-5 months 15 lb 
02 - Medium 5-12 months 20 lb 
03 - Large 12-18 months 26 lb 
04 - XLarge 18-24 months 33 lb

Dorsal Ball     
The dorsal ball is used as a swimming aid. Attached to the waist and 
easily adjustable, it may be deflated gradually as the swimmer gains 
confidence in the water.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

Price ................19.95 ......... 16.90 .......... 16.50

ER-06020-05 Pink Fruits
ER-06020-06 Green Dinosaurs
ER-06020-07 Navy Space
ER-06020-08 Blue Octopus 

Storage
p.162

Specialized Personal Flotation Devices
These specialized personal flotation devices are useful for aquatic centres 
welcoming multi-handicapped clients as they provide stable and ergonomic 
support during supervised activities.

PFD-A Model
Designed for dorsal position.  It keeps the user’s face above water as 
well as avoiding neck tension.

Available in 4 sizes (XS-L)

 Unit ($)

ER-16900-XS ..204.00
ER-16900-S .....209.90
ER-16900-M ....226.90
ER-16900-L .....248.90

Veste LJ-V
Designed for vertical position. A soft Velcro band protects the chin and 
four harnesses allow tilt adjustment for stable support. The neckline 
has a 10cm height.

Available in 3 sizes (XS-M).

 Unité ($)

ER-16902-XX ..492.00 

PFD-A

Size Recommended 
for

Weight
lb

Weight
kg

Neck
cm

Chest
cm

Buoyancy
N

XS Infant 14 - 30 6 - 14 20 - 25 37 - 60 49
S Child 30 - 40 14 - 21 20 - 33 37 - 74 65

M* Teenager 40 - 90 18 - 41 29 - 39 54 - 100 93
L Adult 90 - 190 41 - 86 32 - 45 68 - 115 154

*max height 142 cm / 56 in

LJ-V

Size Recommended 
for

Weight
lb

Weight
kg

Neck
cm

Chest
cm

Buoyancy
N

XS Enfant 30 - 45 12 - 21 24 - 40 35 - 129 152
S Adolescent 45 - 75 21 - 34 24 - 40 35 - 129 179
M Adulte 75 - 145 34 - 65 31 - 46 35 - 129 207

Recreation - 15Prices are subject to change without notice. As of January 2021, revised prices will take precedence over the prices displayed in this catalogue.



05995-03

05995-04

BEMA Schwimmflügel
We offer the world-recognized, highest quality swimming aid on the 
market, the BEMA Schwimmflügel. It has qualities such as heavy 
gauge laminated PVC, dual air chambers and safety valves.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

Price ................9.50 ........... 9.00 ............ 8.75

Waist Belt      
This waist belt is made from durable foam. For instructional or 
recreational purposes, you will love the versatility of this product.

Size 55 cm
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

ER-06023 Waist Belt (XS) .......... 26.99 ......... 25.99 ......... 24.99

More sizes p.55

ER-06002 Baby  (up to 1 yr)
ER-06004 Small  (1 to 6 yrs) 

ER-06006 Medium (6 to 12 yrs) 
ER-06008 Large (12 yrs +)

Aquafun Hippo Swim Belt     
A timeless classic, this hippo belt is still the safest, most effective 
swim aid on the market. Five friendly foam hippos help keep the child 
upright in the water, and may be adjusted to allow for swimming on the 
stomach or back. The hippos may be removed gradually as the novice 
swimmer gains confidence.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

ER-06000 Swim Belt .................. 20.99 ......... 20.15 ......... 19.25 

Replacement Parts

PER-06000-01 Waist Strap ................ 7.99 
PER-06000-02 Crotch Strap .............. 6.99 Storage

p.162

Dolphin Floating Seat     
This is the perfect product for seating little ones during parent and 
tot fitness classes or simply to use during a family aquatic activity. 
Manufactured from top-quality EVA foam, this product floats perfectly 
and is completely stable. It is ideal for children between the ages 
of 6 months and 3 years (15 to 35 lb). The child sits in a durable, 
comfortable neoprene seat and floats around the pool. Equipped 
with a floating cord that allows constant contact with the child. Please 
keep in mind that even though the Dolphin seat is an extremely secure 
product, children should never be left unattended.

Dimensions: 91 cm long x 68,5 cm wide x 7,5 cm thick

 Unit ($) 12 + ($)

ER-05995 Floating Seat ............. 177.99 ....... 166.99

Replacement Parts

PER-05995-01 Red / Blue Seat .......... 21.99 
PER-05995-02 Yellow / Blue Seat ...... 21.99 
PER-05995-03 Floating Rope ........... 8.50 
PER-05995-04 Foam Star Handle ..... 4.99

Storage
p.163
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Deluxe Sea Serpent     
This Aquam original has a 10-year history of innovation and 
indestructibility. It was the first-ever Sea Serpent designed for 
institutional pools, made of EVA foam, and sold with a two-year 
warranty. Ten years later, its reputation speaks for itself. Various 
colours available.

7 cm diameter

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

ER-20610 150 cm ....................... 20.99 ......... 19.99 ......... 18.99 
ER-20615 120 cm ....................... 16.99 ......... 15.99 ......... 15.99

Regular Sea Serpent     
Our sea serpents are colourful and always fun. Though not indes-
tructible, they will provide hundreds of hours of entertainment. Various 
colours available.

Dimensions: 150 cm x 6.5 cm

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

ER-20600 Sea Serpent ............... 6.95 ........... 5.25 ........... 4.50

Sea Serpent Connectors     
The holes are for poking sea serpents through, and these cute 
connectors will bravely withstand even the wildest configurations. 
Compatible with both the Regular and Deluxe Sea Serpents.

Sold in packages of 6. Colours may vary.

Approximately 33 cm x 19 cm x 4 cm

 Unit ($)

ER-20606 Connectors (6) .......... 55.99 

Circular Tube
This sturdy circular tube is made of 25-gauge PVC. Tough standard 
inner seams and push-in valve. They’re perfect for a water polo game 
played on tubes. 

Dimensions : 85 cm outside diameter. 40 cm inside diameter

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

ER-05150 Blue ............................ 38.00 ......... 33.95 ......... 28.95 
ER-05175 Yellow ........................ 38.00 ......... 33.95 ......... 28.95 

Replacement Part

PDV-82105-02 Plug for Tube ............ 1.99 

2.5 m Tube
Our 2.5m inflatable tube is great for organized activities in the pool, or 
to put a bit of life in your free swim time. The size of the tube makes it 
perfect for many swimmers to use it at the same time. It's also small 
enough for easy lifeguard surveillance and storage.

 Unit ($)

ER-09300 2.5 m Tube ................. 790.00  
PER-09300-02 Repair Kit .................. 31.99 

Storage
p.164

Inflators
p.48

Storage
p.162

Mantiro Swimming Aid
The unique, horseshoe-shaped Mantiro float is the ideal teaching aid. 
Its shape surrounds the body, which naturally encourages novice or 
insecure swimmers to put their faces in the water, and facilitates the 
learning of various swimming strokes.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($)

TR-25450 Mantiro ...................... 48.99 ......... 42.99

Recreation - 17Prices are subject to change without notice. As of January 2021, revised prices will take precedence over the prices displayed in this catalogue.
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Aqua-Kin Ball     
It’s big. It’s light. It’s colourful. But most of all, it’s fun! Aqua-kin balls are 
lightweight, yet robust enough to be used either in the water, or in the 
gym. These oversized balls are also great for playing giant volleyball 
or any other cooperative aquatic sport.

Dimension: 91 cm (36 in) diameter. Bladder included.
 Unit ($)

ER-15000 Aqua-Kin Ball ............ 195.00

Replacement Part

ER-15300 Bladder ...................... 72.00 

Stability Ball
Made of thick vinyl for superior durability, these tough balls are fantastic 
for core-strengthening, balance and coordination exercises. Their 
bright colours also make them irresistible to children in a swimming 
pool.
 Unit ($)

ER-18500 75 cm ......................... 30.00 
ER-18600 65 cm ......................... 27.00 
ER-18700 55 cm ......................... 22.90 

Econoballs
Our econoballs are made of vinyl and are available in 2 sizes: 8” and 
15” diameter. Colours may vary.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

ER-17197 38 cm ......................... 6.30 ........... 6.05 ........... 5.75 
ER-17200 25 cm ......................... 3.50 ........... 3.25 ........... 2.95

Beach Ball
Never underestimate the lowly beach ball. This summer classic is 
second to none for spontaneous beach volleyball games!

Assorted colours. Diameter : 60 cm
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

ER-17504 Ball ............................. 5.50 ........... 4.25 ........... 3.50

Foam Balls
These light, durable foam balls allow for an infinite number of safe 
games in the pool. They are available in an assortment of colours.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

ER-17102 7.5 cm (3") Ball ......... 1.75 ........... 1.65 ........... 1.55 
ER-17104 10 cm (4") Ball .......... 2.25 ........... 2.10 ........... 2.00 
ER-17106 15 cm (6") Ball .......... 8.70 ........... 8.00 ........... 7.75 
ER-17108 20 cm (8") Ball .......... 14.90 ......... 13.90 ......... 13.25

Rubber Ball
This ball is tough in and out of the water. The rough surface allows for 
excellent grip and control.

Dimensions : 25 cm (10"). Assorted colours.
 Unit ($)

ER-18100 Rubber Ball ............... 13.90 

Soft Touch Ball
This ball is very durable, with a nice texture and great gripping 
properties. It is very popular for aquatic volleyball. Available in one 
size: 23 cm (9") diameter. Assorted colours.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

ER-17000 Soft Touch Ball ......... 12.75 ......... 12.25 ......... 11.25

Inflators
p.48

Water Polo Balls  p.122

Medicine Balls
These heavy balls are perfect for limbering-up exercises as well as 
bodybuilding.
 Unit ($)

TR-36410 6 lb, 2.7 kg ................. 48.92 
TR-36413 8 lb, 3.6 kg ................. 60.34 
TR-36416 10 lb, 4.5 kg ............... 71.75 
TR-36419 12 lb, 5.4 kg ............... 81.54 
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Hoops     
Our hoops will give you hours of fun in your pool. With a flat surface 
and a solid interior, our hoops float on the water surface, allowing for 
educational or recreational activities.

Dimension: 70 cm diameter

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

ER-19300 Hoop (1) ..................... 9.90 ........... 9.50 ........... 8.50

Aquafun Underwater Tic-Tac-Toe Game     
The ideas and strategies of the game are the same as in conventional 
tic-tac-toe, except this game is played at the bottom of the pool! It is 
the perfect way to teach children diving skills, and how to open their 
eyes underwater to see if their animal is on the right square.

Playing carpet (75 cm x 75 cm) and a set of 12 animals, both made 
from resistant rubber. Colours may vary.
 Unit ($)

ER-14600 Tic-Tac-Toe Game .... 183.99 

Ring Toss Game     
A classic game with an aquatic twist—even more fun than its terrestrial 
cousin! The game may be played in the shallow end for younger 
players, or in the deep end to challenge big kids of all ages! Fun and 
laughter guaranteed. Made of solid EVA foam and plastic. Suitable for 
ages 4 and over.

Four rings included.
 Unit ($)

ER-20490 Ring Game ................ 99.99  
ER-20492 Set of Rings (4) ......... 46.99 

Hoop Set
These weighted hoops stand up on the bottom of the pool, and 
are perfectly suited to slalom diving, underwater swimming, and 
underwater games. Set of 4.

 Unit ($)

ER-19627  Hoop Set (4) ............. 41.99 

Grippy Ball Set
Six sensory balls made of soft vinyl construction and covered with a 
triangular texture for a fantastic grip.

Phthalate free. Assorted colours.
 Unit ($)

ER-17600 9 cm (6) ...................... 31.90 
ER-17602 20 cm (6) .................... 58.90 

Porcupine Balls
These soft balls have a bumpy texture for irregular bounce and 
tactile sensation. They are made of soft vinyl. Designed to encourage 
manipulative play and enhance gripping capacity.

Sold individually.
 Unit ($)

ER-17604 Green - 10 cm (1) ....... 5.99 
ER-17606 Orange - 18 cm (1) ..... 8.19 

Recreation - 19Prices are subject to change without notice. As of January 2021, revised prices will take precedence over the prices displayed in this catalogue.
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Sinking Mats and Spots
Young swimmers will immediately engage with the comical characters 
and bright colours of our sinking mats and spots. Use them as dive 
toys, station markers, etc. Made of sturdy, flexible vinyl that will not 
crack or fade. Sold in sets of 6 or 10.

Approximate sizes:  
Barnyard Animals: 28 cm x 33 cm 
Rainbow Frogs: 28 cm x 51 cm 
Penguins: 29 cm x 18 cm 
Rainbow Sharks: 28 cm x 51 cm 
Numbers: 23 cm 
Circles: 9 cm 
Stars: 9 cm 
Dinosaurs: 9.5 cm

 Unit ($)

ER-18975 Barnyard Animals (6) 60.99  
ER-18976 Rainbow Frogs (6) .... 60.99  
ER-18977 Penguins (6) .............. 52.99  
ER-18978 Rainbow Sharks (6) .. 77.99  
ER-18979 Red Numbers (10) ..... 67.99  
ER-18980 Blue Numbers (10) .... 67.99  
ER-18981 Circles (6) .................. 32.99  
ER-18982 Stars (6) ..................... 31.99  
ER-18983 Dinosaurs (6) ............ 46.99 

Diving Animals     
This set of twelve cute animal cutouts consists of duck, hippo, and 
whale shapes. Made from rubber, these animals sink to the bottom 
and the children dive in to retrieve them. Assorted colours.

Dimensions: 23 cm x 13 cm

 Unit ($)

ER-19600 Diving Animals (12) .. 94.99 
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Ribbed Diving Rings
These textured rings will have enthusiastic divers heading to the 
bottom of the pool in no time. Sturdy, safe, and easy to pick up, they 
make excellent teaching aids. Sold individually.

Dimensions: 15 cm diameter

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

Price ................4.95 ........... 4.75 ............ 4.45

ER-19213 Purple (1) 
ER-19214 Orange (1)
ER-19215 Red (1) 
ER-19216 Green (1) 
ER-19218 Blue (1)  
ER-19219 Yellow (1) 

Squidivers
Squidivers are a great teaching aid to help introduce the underwater 
world to your young swimmers. Made of soft and durable rubber, they 
sink to the bottom of the pool and remain standing. Their tentacles will 
then imitate the movements of a squid in the water. Their appealing 
colours will make them a very popular toy with your little ones. Colours 
may vary.

 Unit ($)

ER-19625 Squidivers (3) ............ 13.50

Louie Lobster
Squeeze the handle and - SNAP! - Louie Lobster’s claws clamp shut. 
Colorful, easy to use and so much fun to squeeze, this play set comes 
with three fishy sinkers to grab.

 Unit ($)

ER-19454 Louie Lobster ............ 16.99 

Mini Bath Buddies
These brightly coloured floating animals make playtime fun! Two sets 
of 6 animals are available: sea animals and farm animals. Made from 
soft, durable vinyl, these Mini bath buddies also squirt water. A great 
addition to your line of toys for the little ones!

Dimensions: 9 cm x 6.5 cm

 Unit ($)

ER-19707 Sea Buddies (6) ........ 15.90  
ER-19709 Farm Buddies (6)  ..... 15.90 

Seaside Sidekicks Creature Set
These marine creatures come ready for aquatic adventure—no mission 
is impossible. Their bright colours make them easy to spot underwater, 
and their friendly faces will enliven any swimming lesson. Well-made 
and durable, they can take on even the wildest imaginations! Ages 3 +.

Dimensions : 5 cm approx.

 Unit ($)

ER-19460 Creature Set (6) ......... 10.99 

Spark Shark Fish Hunt Pool Toy
A fish hunt like no other. Swim through the pool with a shark to catch all 
the fish! The set comes with two shark nets and six colourful sinkers. 
Great for developing gross motor skills and hand-eye coordination.

 Unit ($)

ER-19467 Fish Hunt ................... 31.90
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Little Duck
Brighten any pool with this classic yellow rubber ducky. Made of soft 
plastic, it is perfect for the little tykes in your pool.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

ER-19700 Little Duck (1) ............ 4.99 ........... 4.99 ........... 3.99

Number Fun Ducks
Finding the odd duck (or two) will be easy with these little guys. The 
spots on their backs match the numbers on their bellies—odd numbers 
in blue, even numbers in orange. Dividing a swim class into teams will 
be a child’s play! Set of 10. Ages 18 months+.

Dimensions: 7.5 cm L x 6.5 cm W

 Unit ($)

ER-19458 Fun Ducks (10) .......... 33.50 

Smart Splash Color Play Penguins
These smart penguins in their jaunty top hats (colour-coded to match 
the tubes) will open a whole new world of teaching possibilities for little 
swimmers. Each set comes with a mesh bag for convenience. Made 
of soft, mildew-resistant plastic. Set of 6 penguins and tubes. Ages 2+.

Dimensions: 9 cm L x 7 cm H

 Unit ($)

ER-19457 Smart Penguins (6) ... 33.50 
Plastic Boats
Two models of colourful boats are available for the little sailors in your 
facility. They are fashioned in the tugboat style. Both models are made 
from durable plastic. Styles and colours may vary.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

ER-19400 15 cm (1) .................... 5.75 ........... 5.50 ........... 4.90 
ER-19410 30 cm (1) .................... 7.75 ........... 7.50 ........... 6.90

Geometric Mirrors
This kit of three colourful mirrors will open doors to all sorts of 
adventures in the pool. Specially designed for children, they are made 
of EVA foam and flexible, shatterproof, reflective material.

Square: 19 cm x 19 cm; Circle: 19 cm; Triangle: 23 cm
 Unit ($)

ER-19465 Mirrors (3) .................. 27.50 

Seaside Sidekicks Funnel Fun
Pour water through this tower of sea creatures to see the many layers 
funnel, tip, spin and sift. Made of sturdy plastic in a rainbow of bright, 
fade-resistant colours, with sea-creature decorations.

 Unit ($)

ER-19466 Funnel Fun ................ 28.50 
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Buckets and Watering Cans
More toys to have fun with in the pool! Our plastic bucket allows the little 
ones to collect water and then pour it out. When our plastic watering 
can is emptied, a gentle shower of water sprays from the spout. Styles 
and colours may vary.

Dimensions : 15 cm H approx.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

ER-18900 Watering Can (1) ....... 13.75 ......... 11.90 ......... 9.95 
ER-19000 Bucket (1)  ................. 6.75 ........... 5.99 ........... 5.50

Chameleon Watering Can
Lesson planning becomes a breeze with this engaging toy. Ages 3+.

Dimensions: 27 cm x 22 cm x 9 cm
 Unit ($)

ER-19003 Watering Can (1) ....... 21.99 

Funny Monster Buckets
These monsters will definitely do some damage at the pool or beach. 
Don’t worry, none of it will be serious, but it will involve large quantities 
of water shifting places, to the delight of the bucket operators! When 
playtime is over, the monsters obligingly nest together for space-
saving convenience. Set of 3 buckets. Ages 1+.

Dimensions : 10 cm H
 Unit ($)

ER-19002 Buckets (3) ................ 17.90 

Coloured Traffic Cones
As the name implies, these brightly coloured cones are useful for 
controlling traffic on the pool deck, or marking out-of-bounds areas 
during swim meets. Use them also for games, meeting points, station 
markers, etc. Sold in sets of 6.

Dimensions : 30,5 cm H
 Unit ($)

ER-18984 Cones (6) ................... 69.99 
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Aquafun Friendly Animals     
Ideal for small children, our colourful foam animals will provide tons of 
fun in the pool. Kids love their softness and their animal shapes. They 
are available in four attractive colours and shapes (whale, duck, hippo 
and shark). 

Dimensions (animals): 23 cm x 11 cm x 4 cm  
Dimensions (bricks): 18 cm x 7.5 cm x 4 cm

 Unit ($)

ER-14000 Animals (12) .............. 81.99  
ER-14200 Bricks (24) ................. 81.99 

Foam Numbers and Letters     
Another innovative way to have fun and promote recreational and 
educational activities. Made from resistant EVA foam, they are durable 
and colourful. There are 26 letters (the alphabet) available and ten 
numbers (0 to 9). Both measure 23 cm in height and are 4-cm thick. 
Both sets boast of a variety of colours: blue, red, yellow, and green. 
The ABCs of swimming start with this game.

 Unit ($)

ER-18915 Letters (26) ................ 164.99  
ER-18918 Numbers (10) ............ 69.99 

Floating Puzzles     
Teaching kiddos the basics of swimming will be a child’s play for 
your monitors, using these floating, foam puzzles. Swim drills, team 
challenges, and more are just the beginning of endless possibilities for 
combining education with fun. Made of EVA foam, they are available 
in animal or transportation themes. Thickness: 1 cm. Puzzles sold in 
packages of 12.
 Unit ($)

ER-18908 Animal (12) ................ 104.99  
ER-18909 Transportation (12) ... 104.99 

Aqua Foam Buddies     
Ever conscious of our environment, we are working on reducing waste 
from foam toy production and have found the perfect solution! We 
recycle foam cutouts to make new colorful and attractive shapes. Fifty 
pieces of the Aqua Foam Buddies are included in the kit. The price as 
attractive as the shapes, they’re hard to resist! 

Approximate dimensions: 10 cm x 10 cm

 Unit ($)

ER-18925 Puzzle (50) ................. 23.99  
ER-18926 Assorted (50) ............ 23.99 

Foam Dice
There are endless ways these foam dice can be used on a pool deck. 
Roll them, and you have the number of laps your swimmers need 
to swim, or the number of times they need to dip their heads under 
water—swimming lessons will never the be same! Made of soft EVA 
foam. Sold in pairs: one of each, blue and green. Available in two sizes.

 Unit ($) 
ER-01493 15 cm (2) .................... 35.99  
ER-01494 20 cm (2)  ................... 55.99 
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Aquafun Play Raft     
These unique and funny floats will make your facility fun and popular. 
Gone are the days when a pool was for lap-swimming-only. Fun is 
what makes a swimming pool popular and profitable! The Aquafun 
mats are made from specially formulated EVA foam. Their durability 
makes them the best in the industry. They will withstand many kids 
taking them out to play. Great for free swim or swimming classes! 

Thickness: 4 cm

  Unit ($)

ER-01000 Duck, 90 cm x 90 cm 102.90  
ER-01100 Square, 100 cm x 100 cm ............ 102.90  
ER-01200 Sailboat, 90 cm x 90 cm .............. 102.90  
ER-01370 Butterfly, 90 cm x 90 cm ............. 102.90  
ER-01380 Frog, 90 cm x 90 cm . 102.90  
ER-01365 Octopus, 90 cm x 90 cm ............. 102.90  
ER-01400 Fish, 90 cm x 90 cm .. 102.90  
ER-01401 Turtle, 90 cm x 90 cm  ................. 102.90  
ER-01405 Rectangle, 200 cm x 100 cm ....... 188.60  
ER-01410 Hippo, 180 cm x 90 cm ................ 198.99  
ER-01412 Whale, 180 cm x 90 cm ............... 198.99  
ER-01414 Train, 180 cm x 90 cm ................. 198.99  
ER-01416 Submarine, 180 cm x 90 cm ....... 198.99  
ER-01425 Crocodile, 45 cm x 180 cm ......... 103.99  
ER-01430 Dolphin, 45 cm x 180 cm ............. 103.99 

Colours may vary
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The Canoe     
The Canoe is made for children to pretend they’re in the great 
outdoors. It was built to accommodate 1 or 2 children at the same time 
while paddling about the pool. Manufactured from the highest quality 
EVA foam on the market, the Canoe is a great tool for developing 
coordination and balance in the water. You’ll enjoy this foam toy for 
years to come. Colours may vary. Assembly required. Two paddles 
included with the canoe.

Dimensions: 2 m x 66 cm. 

 Unit ($)

ER-01460 The Canoe ................. 560.99  
ER-02395 Paddles (2) ................ 101.99 

The 6.5 Mat     
Here is the thickest play raft that we’ve ever distributed! Created for 
having a blast in the water and making all kinds of playful structures, 
the raft features apertures for inserting sea serpents (ER-02600) 
and creating as many floatable games as your imagination lets you. 
Boasting extraordinary rigidity and buoyancy, this raft is 6.5 cm thick. 
Sea serpents not included.

Dimensions: 95 cm x 1.95 m x 6.5 cm

 Unit ($)

ER-02200 The 6.5 Mat ................ 309.99 

The Car     
This unique toy brings life to your pool! Let your kids drive around the 
pool by kicking their feet to ‘power’ the car. Manufactured from the 
highest quality EVA foam on the market, this foam toy will last for years 
to come. Colours may vary. Assembly required.

Dimensions: 1.5 m x 82 cm

 Unit ($)

ER-01456 The Car ...................... 478.99 

Foam Toys

The Channel     
The Channel was designed to accommodate several children at the 
same time. Kids sit on the channel, allowing water to funnel through 
or channel along the surface of the foam toy. Helpful in developing 
balance in the water, it can be rocked from side to side. Turn it over and 
it becomes a mountain kids will love to climb. Manufactured from the 
highest quality EVA foam on the market, this foam toy will last for years 
to come. Colours may vary. Assembly required.

Dimensions: 1.8 m long x 88 cm wide

 Unit ($)

ER-01458 The Channel .............. 751.99 
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The Wreck     
This foam toy is just like a shipwreck. There is no floor so the kids 
can straddle the cylinders on each end of the wreck. They can play 
teeter-totter games, practice balancing while sitting or lying on their 
stomach, as well as practice diving into the water from a sitting position. 
Manufactured from the highest quality EVA foam on the market, this 
foam toy will last for years.

Colours may vary. Assembly required.

Dimensions: 1.5 m x 1 m

 Unit ($)

ER-01455 The Wreck ................. 520.99 

Serpano     
Built to accommodate several children at a time, the Serpano will 
amuse and delight the kids at your pool. You can move its head and tail 
from side to side to simulate the movement of a snake. Manufactured 
from the highest quality EVA foam on the market, this foam toy will last 
for years.

Colours may vary. Assembly required.

Dimensions: 3.5 m x 50 cm

 Unit ($)

ER-01457 Serpano ..................... 513.99 

The Mini-Boat     
The Mini-Boat is one of our most popular foam toys. Built to 
accommodate up to 6 children at the same time, this foam toy can be 
used with the deluxe sea serpents as oars, to move about the pool. It 
is a great tool for developing coordination and balance in the water, or 
for teaching boat safety to kids. Manufactured from the highest quality 
EVA foam on the market, this foam toy will last for years to come. 

Colours may vary. Assembly is required. Paddles not included. 

Dimensions: 2 m x 1 m

 Unit ($)

ER-01450 The Mini-Boat ............ 726.99  
ER-02395 Paddles (2) ................ 101.99 

Floating Tot Slide     
Slides are always popular with children. This floating version is no 
exception! Let kids climb onto the slide using the steps and gently 
slide into the water. The bottom part of this slide can also be used as 
a tunnel. For easy storage, simply detach the top from the bottom part 
and it becomes flat. Manufactured from the highest quality EVA foam 
on the market and Neotex for a more slippery slide, this foam toy will 
last for years. Colours may vary. Assembly required.

Dimensions: 2 m x 1 m x 60 cm

 Unit ($)

ER-01462 Floating Tot Slide ..... 681.99 
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The Super Bowl     
Great fun and awesome challenge if used as a small boat. Kids will 
learn how to paddle from point A to B without spinning in circles. 
The Super Bowl is also designed to be spun around in free swim. It 
can also be used as a small gathering place for tots during lessons. 
Manufactured from the highest quality EVA foam on the market, this 
foam toy will last for years to come.

Colours may vary. Assembly is required. Paddles not included. 

Dimension: 90 cm diameter

 Unit ($)

ER-01452 The Super Bowl ........ 575.99  
ER-02395 Paddles (2) ................ 101.99 

The Splash Bike     
The Splash Bike is sure to add fun to your pool. Designed with a low 
center of gravity and large wheels to ensure stability, it can easily be 
mounted by children without difficulty. Kids will ride around the pool 
using the ecological ‘kicking power’. Manufactured from the highest 
quality EVA foam on the market, this foam toy will last for years. Colours 
may vary. Assembly required.

Dimensions: 1.3 m long x 1 m wide x 50 cm high

 Unit ($)

ER-01454 The Splash Bike ........ 581.99 

The Ladder     
The Ladder will amuse and delight kids at your pool. It can be used 
in free swim or for organized games. Let your imagination run wild! 
Manufactured from the highest-quality, vibrantly-coloured EVA foam 
on the market, it is made to accommodate several children at the same 
time. You will enjoy this foam toy for years to come! Colours may vary. 
Assembly required.

Dimensions: 2 m long x 86 cm wide

 Unit ($)

ER-01451 The Ladder ................ 543.99 

The Airplane     
Made to accommodate several children at the same time, the Airplane 
lets kids use and develop their imagination. You can sit on its wings 
and tail and power the airplane to move in the water by kicking your 
feet. Manufactured from the highest quality EVA foam on the market, 
this foam toy will last for years. Colours may vary. Assembly required.

Dimensions: 1.6 m long x 1.47 m wide

 Unit ($)

ER-01459 The Airplane .............. 628.99 
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The 1.20 m & 2.40 m Water-Rolls     
Kids enjoy this product during free swim for games and challenges. 
Instructors love it too. It allows children to practice balancing while 
lying on their stomach or diving in the water from a sitting position. 
Manufactured from the highest quality EVA foam on the market, this 
foam toy will last for years to come. Colours may vary. Assembly not 
required. Available in 2 lengths.

Dimensions: 23 cm diameter x 34 cm wide

 Unit ($)

ER-01470 1.20 m ........................ 258.99  
ER-01475 2.40 m ........................ 512.99 

8.5 m Water Walkway     
Extremely popular, the water walkway is the perfect solution for 
free swimming time, birthday parties, special events, day camps, 
and spring break activities held at your pool! Light and durable, it 
is made from the highest quality EVA foam. This product requires a 
minimum water depth of 4ft. The colours may differ from one shown. 
No assembly required.

Dimensions: 8.5 m long x 1 m wide

 Unit ($)

ER-09700 Water Walkway ......... 1312.99 

The Flat Water-Roll 1.20 m & 2.40 m     
A useful tool for developing balance, this foam toy can be used in 
free swim periods and swim classes. Slightly different from the original 
water-roll, this model is oval-shaped instead of perfectly round. Made 
to accommodate several children at the same time, the flat water-roll 
is manufactured from the highest-quality, vibrantly-coloured EVA foam 
on the market. You will enjoy this foam toy for years to come! Colours 
may vary. Assembly not required. Available in 2 lengths.

Dimensions: 13 cm thick x 34 cm wide

 Unit ($)

ER-01480 1.20 m ........................ 258.99  
ER-01485 2.40 m ........................ 512.99 

Replacement Parts for Foam Toys    
 Unit ($)

MP-TPR-REC Rectangular Plate ..... 31.99 
MP-TPR-R Round Plate .............. 28.99 
MP-TPR-DL Half-Moon Plate ........ 31.99 
PER-01480-01 White Rod .................. 7.50 
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Finis Swimmer’s Snorkel
The front-mount design allows swimmers to concentrate on body 
balance, head position and stroke technique by eliminating the 
breathing cycle rotation. Can be worn with any standard goggle.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

ER-07710-01 Yellow ........................ 39.99 ......... 36.99 ......... 33.99 
ER-07710-02 Pink ............................ 39.99 ......... 36.99 ......... 33.99 
ER-07719 Junior Yellow ............ 39.99 ......... 37.99 ......... 35.99

YLON-A Snorkel
The YLON-A Competitive Snorkel meets the needs and technical 
requirements of both the competitive and fin swimmer. Ergonomic and 
hydrodynamic in its use, this snorkel stays stable in turns and at high 
speeds. Comes with a removable mouthpiece for easy cleaning.

 Unit ($) 12 + ($)

ER-07705-01 Black .......................... 36.99 ......... 35.99 
ER-07705-06 Aqua .......................... 36.99 ......... 35.99 
ER-07705-11 Pink ............................ 36.99 ......... 35.99

Aquam Masks and Snorkel
They offer flexibility, comfort, and an good durability. The snorkels 
have a silicone mouthpiece and fit with the masks using a lateral strap. 
They are perfect for underwater activities.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

ER-07100 Mask .......................... 26.95 ......... 24.95 ......... 21.95 
ER-07300 Junior Mask .............. 19.90 ......... 18.90 ......... 17.90 
ER-07702 Snorkel ...................... 12.99 ......... 11.99 ......... 10.99 
ER-07703 Junior Snorkel .......... 12.99 ......... 11.99 ......... 10.99

Michael Phelps Focus Swim Snorkel
This training snorkel allows the swimmer to focus solely on technique 
and proper body position by eliminating breathing motion. It features 
a triangular tube shape to avoid side-to-side rotation. Its adjustable 
lightweight head bracket ensures comfortable fit and its silicone 
Comfo-Bite mouthpiece minimizes jaw fatigue. The one-way purge 
valve is positioned to maximize clearing of excess water. Offered in 
regular fit or small fit.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36+ ($)

ER-07740-BK Regular Fit - Black .... 36.54 ......... 34.39 ......... 32.24 
ER-07740-BL Regular Fit - Blue ...... 36.54 ......... 34.39 ......... 32.24 
ER-07742-YW Small Fit - Yellow ...... 36.54 ......... 34.39 ......... 32.24 
ER-07742-BL Small Fit - Blue ......... 36.54 ......... 34.39 ......... 32.24

Finis Cardio Cap
The Cardio cap is designed to fit on top of the snorkel to increase 
conditioning and workload to the lungs by 40%. Compatible with 
models ER-07710 et ER-07719.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

ER-07714 Cardio Cap ................ 7.99 ........... 6.99 ........... 6.99

Head Bracket Replacement for Finis Snorkels
Fits the Swimmer, Glide and Freestyle Snorkels. It uses a TPR padding 
that cushions the forehead. The silicone strap fits snugly around the 
head, and its streamlined design prevents additional drag. Easy-to-
adjust side clips securely fit any head size. Not compatible with the 
Youth Swimmer’s Snorkel.
 Unit ($)

PER-07710-01 Bracket ...................... 15.99 

Finis Stability Snorkel 
Redesigned for competitive swimmers, this snorkel is the first in a 
series of revolutionary Bracketless™ Stability snorkels. It boasts a 
naturally curved, cushioned spot on the tube, which is adjustable to 5 
positions. Mouthpiece conveniently pivots to one side. 

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36+ ($)

ER-07711-101 Black .......................... 44.99 ......... 41.99 ......... 39.99 
ER-07711-104 Yellow ........................ 44.99 ......... 41.99 ......... 39.99 
ER-07711-328 Turquoise .................. 44.99 ......... 41.99 ......... 39.99
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ZIP VX Fins
Swimming with the Zip fins has many benefits, including increased 
cardiovascular conditioning and ankle flexibility. It leverages the 
energy created by the fins’ movement through the water to produce 
a springboard effect that boosts swimming efficiency, ensures proper 
body position, and increases thrust. They feature an open heel, easily 
adjustable buckle, comfortable footbed, and a flexible neoprene strap 
to protect the Achilles’ tendon.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

ER-07560 3-6 (S) ........................ 39.00 ......... 34.75 ......... 33.75 
ER-07565 6.5-9.5 (M) .................. 39.00 ......... 34.75 ......... 33.75 
ER-07570 10-13 (L) ..................... 39.00 ......... 34.75 ......... 33.75

Finis Shooter Monofin
The stiff blade of the Shooter Monofin allows for quick kicking action. 
It is designed to simulate race-pace kick tempo and develop power in 
your kick. Recommended for butterfly, backstroke underwater work, 
and swim start and turns. For ages 12 and older.

Dimensions: 51 cm x 45.5 cm
 Unit ($)

Price ................304.99

ER-07572 6.5-8 (M) 
ER-07573 8.5-10 (L) 
ER-07574 10.5-12 (XL) 
ER-07575 12.5-16 (XXL)

Arena Power Fins
These comfortable fins, made of 100% silicone, are ideal for kick 
training. Great for perfecting technique, swimmers of all ages will 
appreciate it for the power and efficiency it will give their kick.

Sold per pair.
 Unit ($)

Price ................37.50

Pink
ER-07515-XXS 33-34 3-4 
ER-07515-XS  35-36 4-5 
ER-07515-S 37-38 37.50  
ER-07515-M 39-40 7.5-8.5 
ER-07515-L 41-42 8.5-9.5 
ER-07515-XL 43-44 10-11 
ER-07515-XXL 45-46 12-13
Green
ER-07516-XXS 33-34 3-4 
ER-07516-XS  35-36 4-5 
ER-07516-S 37-38 6-7 
ER-07516-M 39-40 7.5-8.5 
ER-07516-L 41-42 8.5-9.5 
ER-07516-XL 43-44 10-11 
ER-07516-XXL 45-46 12-13
Black
ER-07517-XXS 33-34 3-4 
ER-07517-XS 35-36 4-5 
ER-07517-S 37-38 6-7 
ER-07517-M 39-40 7.5-8.5 
ER-07517-L 41-42 8.5-9.5 
ER-07517-XL 43-44 10-11 
ER-07517-XXL 45-46 12-13

Arena Powerfin Pro Fins
These fins allows for a maximum power transfer from up-kick to down-
kick. Made from silicone, it is comfortable for long power training 
sessions. Colour may vary.

Sold per pair.
 Unit ($)

Price ................56.25

Green
ER-07510-S 38-39 6.5-7.5 
ER-07510-M 40-41 8-9 
ER-07510-ML 42-43 9.5 10.5 
ER-07510-L 44-45 11-11.5 
ER-07510-XL 46-47 12.5-13

Black
ER-07511-S 38-39 6.5-7.5 
ER-07511-M 40-41 8-9 
ER-07511-ML 42-43 9.5 10.5 
ER-07511-L 44-45 11-11.5 
ER-07511-XL 46-47 12.5-13

Pink
ER-07522-S 38-39 56.25  
ER-07522-M 40-41 8-9 
ER-07522-ML 42-43 9.5 10.5 
ER-07522-L 44-45 11-11.5

Speedo Switchblade Fins
This comfortable rubber fin provides maximum stability and 
engagement throughout the kick cycle. Its angled blade maximizes 
down kick segment, maximizing propulsion.
 Unit ($) 12+ ($) 36+ ($)

Price ................33.99 ......... 31.99 .......... 29.99

ER-07555-XXXS 
ER-07555-XXS 
ER-07555-XS 
ER-07555-S 
ER-07555-M 
ER-07555-L 
ER-07555-XL 
ER-07555-XXL
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ER-07445

Two-Coloured Rubber Fins
These one-piece molded fins combine comfort and durability and are 
perfect for regular training. Each fin size are colour-coded for easily 
choosing a size or for storage.

Sold per pair.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

ER-07438 Green / Yellow (8-11) . 18.95 ......... 16.75 ......... 15.75 
ER-07439 Blue / Red (11-13) ...... 18.95 ......... 16.75 ......... 15.75 
 
ER-07440 Orange (1-3) .............. 22.95 ......... 19.75 ......... 18.75 
ER-07441 Red (3-5) .................... 23.95 ......... 20.75 ......... 19.50 
ER-07442 Green (5-7) ................ 26.50 ......... 22.75 ......... 21.25 
ER-07443 Blue (7-9) ................... 27.50 ......... 23.75 ......... 22.25 
ER-07444 Grey (9-11) ................. 28.95 ......... 24.75 ......... 23.75 
ER-07445 Black (11-13) ............. 31.50 ......... 27.75 ......... 26.25 
ER-07446 Orange (13-14) .......... 34.25 ......... 30.75 ......... 29.25

Training Fins
Diagonally-cut and made of flexible rubber, these Training Fins offer 
the same propulsion typically achieved with longer fins; however the 
shorter length encourages a faster pace. They are slightly shorter than 
standard fins.

Sold per pair.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

Prix ..................28.99 ......... 27.99 .......... 26.99

Flow Fins
Perfect for long training sessions, the short V-shaped Flow fins 
promote a natural kick, while reducing ankle and muscle fatigue. Made 
of flexible rubber, the Flow fins combine comfort and durability.

Sold per pair.

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

ER-07538 Green / Yellow (8-11) . 19.99 ......... 18.99 ......... 17.99 
ER-07539 Blue / Red (11-13) ...... 19.99 ......... 18.99 ......... 17.99 
 
ER-07530 Orange (1-3) .............. 28.99 ......... 27.99 ......... 26.99 
ER-07531 Red (3-5) .................... 28.99 ......... 27.99 ......... 26.99 
ER-07532 Green (5-7) ................ 28.99 ......... 27.99 ......... 26.99 
ER-07533 Blue (7-9) ................... 28.99 ......... 27.99 ......... 26.99 
ER-07534 Grey (9-11) ................. 28.99 ......... 27.99 ......... 26.99 
ER-07535 Black (11-13) ............. 28.99 ......... 27.99 ......... 26.99 
ER-07536 Orange (14-15) .......... 28.99 ......... 27.99 ......... 26.99

TYR CrossBlade Fins
CrossBlade fins are an all-purpose training fin. The intermediate blade 
length combines the attributes of both short- and long-blade fins. 
Increases tempo and speed while still offering increased resistance 
to build leg power. Whether you seek technique work or increased 
power, the CrossBlade is the fin to meet your training needs.

Sold per pair.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

Prix ..................44.19 ......... 41.59 .......... 38.99

JUNIOR

CANADA EUROPE

8 - 11 26 - 29

11 - 13 30 - 33

ADULT

CANADA EUROPE

1 - 3 34 - 35

3 - 5 36 - 37

5 - 7 38 - 39

7 - 9 40 - 41

9 - 11 42 - 43

11 - 13 44 - 45

14 - 15 46 - 48

Storage
p.162

Grommets may be installed 
upon request

Size Chart
Aquam Fins (ER-07438 to ER-07614)

ER-07608 Purple (1-3) 
ER-07609 Orange (3-5) 
ER-07610 Green (5-7) 
ER-07611 Yellow (7-9) 

ER-07612 Red (9-11) 
ER-07613 Blue (11-13) 
ER-07614 Grey (13-15)

ER-07540 Orange (1-3) 
ER-07541 Red (3-5) 
ER-07542 Green (5-7) 
ER-07543 Blue (7-9) 

ER-07544 Grey (9-11) 
ER-07545 Black (11-13) 
ER-07546 Orange (14-15)
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Underwater Hockey Set     
Made of plastic, they are sold by the dozen in two colours. Our 
recreational puck, sold separately, is a rubber-covered steel model 
weighing 1.7 lb.

 Unit ($)

ER-13500 Hockey Sticks (12) .... 134.99  
ER-13700 Recreational Puck .... 49.90 

Easy Score Basketball
Portable, self-supporting and durable, this basketball 
game will bring hours of fun to your swimming pool. 
Great for growing toddlers, this game adjusts to 6 
heights from 0.61 to 1.2 m. The base can be weighted 
with water for stability. Junior size ball included. 

Dimensions: 51 cm long x 60 cm diameter x 1.5 m 
high. Sold per unit.

 Unit ($)

ER-20500 Easy Score ................ 83.00 

Splash & Slam Basketball Set
This set features a reinforced 76 cm x 1.2 m poly backboard, a 60 cm 
of overhang and a four-way leveling systems. The vinyl-coated steel 
rim easily adjusts anywhere from 60 cm to 2 m. The polyethylene base 
weighs 500 lb when filled with water. All hardware is powder coated 
aluminum or stainless steel. Assorted ball colours.
 Unit ($)

ER-20510 Splash & Slam .......... 1102.99

Splash & Shoot Basketball Set
The Splash & Shoot Basketball Set boasts an 
innovative design with variable adjustment (up 
to a 1.24 m height). The unit is comprised of a 
compact 200 lb water-filled base, a heavy duty 
2 ³⁄8 aluminum post, and our tough reinforced 
74 cm x 110 cm poly backboard with vinyl 
coated steel rim. Regulation size ball, assorted 
colours. All stainless steel hardware. Stainless 
steel hoop.
 Unit ($)

ER-20505 Splash & Shoot ......... 439.99

Swim N' Dunk Basketball Game
This basketball game features the patented 
RockSolid anchor. It boasts a tough SealedSteel® 
vinyl-coated frame and rim for corrosion 
resistance, as well as a transparent acrylic 
backboard. With a setback distance of 45 cm 
from the pool wall, it can easily be removed at any 
time for deck clearance.

Anchor and escutcheon plate not included.

ER-20503 Swim N' Dunk..................................... upon request
FOB Factory

Floating Basketball Game     
This game will exercise every player’s endurance, speed and ability. 
Made from the highest quality EVA foam, it is very durable. Its large 
base offers great stability and floatability. Using their imagination, 
instructors, students and all players will have found the ideal game. 

One Soft Touch ball is included with each game. Sold per unit.

 Unit ($)

ER-20495 Floating Basketball .. 178.99 

Volleyball Net
This economical net can be fastened either to permanent basketball 
posts or to the false-start stanchions. It features a 2 mm polyethylene 
netting, with a fully-taped top and nylon taped sides. The corners and 
grommets are reinforced for durability, and there is a rope at both top 
and bottom. Other sizes available upon request.

Dimensions: 9.14 m L x 0.9 m H

 Unit ($)

ER-20400 Volleyball Net ............ 48.90 

Wibit Polo Goal
Create a sporting activity at any pool or beach! The inflatable Polo 
Goal is set up in minutes. Make teams and start playing!

Dimensions: 1.2 m x 2.5 m x 0.9 m

ER-09068 Wibit Polo Goal .................................. upon request
FOB Factory
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AquaTrack

THE EVOLUTION OF WATERPLAY

6 keys to succeeding as a pool operator

1. Choosing the right size 
& pool combination 

4. Maximizing fun 
with programming 

2. Focus on safety 
5. Adding value to 
every visit 

3. Installing your pool 
combination properly 

6. Operating for 
success 

ADD FUN TO EVERY VISIT!
Installing a Wibit combination at your facility attracts crowds and 
creates a unique experience for your customers.
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Insurance questions?
Our knowledgeable staff can 
provide safety documents which 
can be presented to your insurer.

AquaTrack ER-09102

A classic, modular obstacle course offering 
multiple combinations. This is a proven 
winner. 

FastTrack ER-09114 
FastTrack 3 ER-09118

Suitable for shallow water and a great way to 
entertain individuals or groups in a contest. 

Sports Park S ER-09127

Infinite loop of fun for a lower user capacity. 

KidsRun ER-08982

Designed to fit in a small budget and pool 
size, the KidsRun will add excitement and 
fun to your pool.

Sports Park L ER-09129

This large combination has endless routes of 
fun with all kinds of obstacles.

Sports Park XL ER-09130

Offering four different routes of diverse 
challenge levels, the Sports Park XL is the 
ultimate water park showpiece.

Sports Park M ER-09128

Infinite paths can be taken. All guests will 
be entertained by products of different 
challenge levels. 

Step ER-09042

Get up here! Getting onto the Sports Park is 
now easy for everyone, regardless of your 
ability.

Aquaduel ER-09100

The AquaDuel will add excitement and 
competition to your pool

StartUp ER-09098

The StartUp is a playground station with 
exciting products and fun for kids and adults 
alike.

Sports Loop ER-09097

Have fun in the loop - again and again.
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Halfpipe ER-09036

Slip and slide doing simple jumps and tricks.

Curve  ER-09021

Test your speed on this banked curve. You’d 
better be quick or you’ll slide off.

Flip ER-09018 

Use the Flip as a stand-alone item or 
connect it to another Wibit product. 
Experience the exciting feeling of being 
launched into the air.

Hurdle ER-09080

Suitable for shallow water and therefore fits 
any location!

Action Tower XL ER-09024 
Action Tower XXL ER-09022

The Action Towers will test your endurance.

Quarterpipe ER-09038

There are different ways to cross this 
challenging product and they are all fun.

Balance Beam ER-09011

A narrow bar for competing one on one – 
balance and concentration a must!

IceTower XXL ER-09057

The massive IceTower will challenge even 
the most gifted climbers. 

Springboard ER-09085

Use the steps to jump off the platforms at 
various heights.

Dome ER-09034

Climb the Dome and challenge your friends 
to see who can make the highest, farthest or 
coolest move.

High Roller ER-09007

Climb, run or crawl - find the best way to 
cross the High Roller. It’s a slippery issue 
when it’s wet!

V-Connect ER-09044

Easy obstacle to run or crawl over.

Bridge  ER-09002

This Bridge is the perfect obstacle to make 
your park interesting and competitive.

Cliff  ER-09003

Climbing this mountain is quite a challenge, 
combining speed strength, and agility.

Bouncer XXL ER-09050

Very resistant with stainless steel springs for 
a long rust-free life.
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Rodeo Splash ER-09045

Three, two, one, SPLASH! Ride the tubes or 
slide down. 

Target  ER-09086

Keeping your balance while playing tag is 
quite a challenge!

Trampoline 4 ER-09016

A unique aquatic trampoline with four 
connection possibilities. With stainless steel 
springs.

Deck  ER-09020

Use the Deck as a floating lifeguard stand 
in the water. Can also be combined as an 
obstacle in the Sports Park.

Monkey Bars ER-09015

Remember the monkey bars in your 
childhood playground? Use your muscles 
to swing and dangle like a monkey over the 
water.

Swing ER-09017

The first modular, inflatable Swing in the 
world!

T-Connect ER-09029

Turn left or right – it’s always the right choice! 
The T-Connect allows you to create new and 
multiple paths for any Wibit configuration.

Lifeguard Tower ER-09025

Optimal height for a good overview of the 
Sports Park.

Spinner ER-09062

Simple body movements make this spin in 
the water a definite favourite!

Twist ER-09095

The Twist offers different levels of difficulty 
when trying to cross over.

Slide ER-09004

For climbing and sliding. The perfect product 
product for children.

Slope ER-09026

This steep slide is the perfect finish for an 
obstacle course! Are you going to make the 
climb?

Roundabout  ER-09035

The Roundabout is both a circular speedway 
and a central meeting point.

Ledge ER-09090

Imagine standing on the ledge of a building. 
Don't lean forward too far as you might fall off.

Climber ER-09063

Kids want to climb everywhere and 
everything. Just climb up either side and 
then slide down.
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Wibit Safety Features

Safety by Design

TÜV = Testing + Verification + Certification
Third party testing in accordance with world renowned German TÜV (tuev.com) safety inspectors 
ensure products are safe. Tests are conducted and assessed by technical experts experienced 
with floating articles. Moreover, probes, templates and visual examination are used to certify safety. 
Upon request, Wibit will provide TÜV certificates that indicate products meet and exceed safety 
requirements.

Handles with special 
design to avoid any 
entrapment hazards

Commercial-grade anchor 
attachment points

1100 g (32 ounce) thick 
PVC

Safety cover flaps. No 
entrapment hazards 
between or on the 
elements

100% stainless steel 
springs

Extra wide safety pad. No 
protruding parts that can 
cause danger

Secure locking valve. 
Special valves that can 
not be opened during 
use

Ultra strong grab handles

Warning labels and 
pictograms that comply to 
EN 15649-2

Reinforced welded seams

Electric Pump ER-09154

Specially designed for Wibit products. Super 
fast, it inflates and deflates Wibit products in 
no time! 

Safety Bungee (4) ER-09150

Makes anchoring simple and safe. Keeps 
your product in position and at the same 
time creates a visible safety perimiter (in 
pools). Works like a shock absorber keeping 
pressure off your attachment point. 
3 m (9.8ft)

Safety Buoys (3) ER-09059

The Safety Buoys create a high visibility 
perimeter for any location. Three Safety 
Buoys are included in each carton. Two 
attachment plates make connection simple.

Pool Boom ER-09172

This is a horizontal anchoring system for tall 
structures (Action Tower XL, Rodeo Slide, 
Rodeo Splash, and Slope) in swimming 
pools.

Rock  ER-09092

This new product has three integrated 
slides and five jumping platforms of various 
heights. Connect it into your SportsPark or 
simply add a Step and use it as a standalone 
product.

Volley ER-09061

A new dimension of Beach Volleyball: Play it 
on the water!
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Little Tikes Slide
Sturdy and lightweight, this portable plastic slide can be placed 
anywhere around the pool, provided the deck surface is even (to 
accommodate the base). Note the slide is not anchored; it must be 
attended by a lifeguard or supervisor at all times when in use.

Dimensions: 1.67 m x 0.97 m x 0.97 m  
Weight: 28 lb

 Unit ($)

ER-22300 Little Tikes Slide ....... 186.00 

Tot Slide     
Our bright blue fiberglass Tot Slide is designed for toddlers. It features 
non-slip, textured steps. Portable and easily installed, the slide is not 
anchored, therefore it requires constant attention and observation by 
lifeguards. Just place it on the pool deck or in a wading pool; and kids 
are ready for hours of fun. Must be used on a flat surface due to the 
base of the slide.

Dimensions: 2.18 m long x 0.74 m wide x 0.74 m  high 
Weight: 66 lb

  Unit ($)

ER-21101 Tot Slide Blue .............................. 1275.00 

Replacement Part

PER-21101-01 Trim Lock and 3M Glue ............... 68.00 

Slide Perimeter Barrier     
This Slide Perimeter Barrier will help you manage traffic around your 
slide, keeping swimmers from coming too close to the slide landing 
area. Measuring 3 m in diameter, it can be used with almost any slide. 
Product may vary from one shown in the photo.

 Unit ($)

ER-21005 Perimeter Barrier ...... 341.99 

Vortex Slide
This multi-market, open- or closed-flume slide is available with a ladder 
or a spiral staircase...you decide! This slide's versatility makes it perfect 
for commercial or high-end residential use. Height: 10'7" overall, 7'6" to 
the seat. Weight limit: 325 lb. Water depth of 54" is required.

Price ................upon request

ER-21231-3 Open Vortex, Blue, with Ladder 
ER-21231-24 Open Vortex, Granite-Grey, with Ladder 
ER-21232-3 Closed Vortex, Blue, with Ladder 
ER-21232-24 Closed Vortex, Granite-Grey, with Ladder 
ER-21233-3 Open Vortex, Blue, with Staircase 
ER-21233-24 Open Vortex, Granite-Grey, with Staircase 
ER-21234-3 Closed Vortex, Blue, with Staircase 
ER-21234-24 Closed Vortex, Granite-Grey with Staircase
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Kersplash is suited for indoor or outdoor use and is available in two panel styles. Kersplash Crystal Clear® complements any aquatic center and 
allow complete visibility of the pool area. Kersplash Color makes a bold visual statement with brightly colored panels. Both styles are made from 
UV and chlorine-resistant materials and feature red, yellow and orange Groperz™ Hand Holds. The Kersplash frame is constructed of high-quality, 
100% passivated stainless steel to withstand harsh pool environments.

Kersplash Pool Climbing Walls are modular and can be made to fit any space and deck configuration. The 4’ panels attach to a stainless steel 
frame allowing you to customize the height and width of the wall to meet your needs.

Kersplash Pool Climbing Wall

Add Fun and Adventure to Your Aquatic Facility
CLIMB. SPLASH. REPEAT.™
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8 feet 12 feet 16 feet

Kersplash requires a footprint of:

• 35” of deck space
• 4’ of clearance behind the wall for a walkway
• 5’ to either side
• 10’ drop zone

Pool depth determines the height of the wall. 

Kersplash Crystal Clear ®

Offers visibility to areas behind the wall
Kersplash Coloured

Makes a bold visual statement

Easy to Install

Two Panel Styles
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2020 2021

This is your chance to design the perfect slide for your facility. Our modular slide system is completely customizable, allowing 
for multiple configurations, both in style and size. You may opt for open or enclosed channels, curved or straight sections, or any 
combination of all style options. Your structure can be expanded both vertically and horizontally, as well as in multiple phases if the 
budget so dictates. Every project is unique. We can help you design a slide that corresponds to the needs and specifications of 
your institution.

Your project may be completed in 
phases. You might consider a simple 
water slide the first year, and expand 
upon it with additional modules in 
succeeding years.

Design Your Own Slide
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WORLDWIDE
Found in more than 35 countries around the globe, these slides 
have been designed to resist tough climates and extreme 
conditions.

Aquam has teamed up with a slide manufacturer 
who’s been working in the field since 1980, 
giving us the opportunity to offer you a large 
selection of products to choose from for your 
installation. By carefully controlling costs, 
using efficient production methods and flexible 
organization, this manufacturer is able to offer 
its products at very competitive prices.

If you’re looking to build your dream water park, 
our team of consultants will be able to guide 
you. They will begin by analyzing your needs 
and your budget, and will provide you with a set 
of personalized plans that will get you on your 
way.

A World of Slides

Distributors

HEAVY-DUTY MATERIALS
Offered in a wide range of colours, the tubes are made of 
reinforced polyester and fibreglass, while the structure itself is 
made of hot-dipped galvanized steel, or optionally, stainless steel.

SAFETY
The slides are designed to insure user safety and comfort while 
sliding.

GUARANTEED FUN
Everyone loves water slides. Whether they’re moderately sloped 
or breathtakingly steep, whether they wind their way down over 
a long series of twists and turns, or go straight down at a heart-
stopping pace, people of all ages gravitate to water slide!

They are unquestionably a factor of amusement and success in 
every water park.

Make Your Projects a Reality
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Lady Bug ER-21835

Frog ER-21829

Dolphin ER-21831

Seal ER-21833

Clown ER-21820

Snake ER-21800

Pelican ER-21825

Turtle ER-21827

Water Games
How can you make your pool or wading pool fun and attractive 
for kids? Install a few water games and fun slides. 

The water games can be connected to your filtration system 
(for automatic operation) or operated manually by the children 
themselves, allowing them to spray water and get soaked to 
their heart’s content.

Price .............upon request
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Bamboo Slide ER-21725

Rainbow Slide ER-21752

Elephant Slide ER-21754

Loch Ness Slide ER-21748

Crocodile Slide ER-21750

Umbrella ER-21300
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Pirate Boat
The best way to create an atmosphere of adventure and 
excitement in your pool is to install a pirate boat!

All boats are custom-made.

And to add to the thrill, a host of accessories such slides, 
giants buckets, and canons are available to customize your 
boat. Suitable for both indoor and outdoor facilities.

Our project managers will guide you through the process.
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ER-09395

ER-09154

ER-09155

ER-09410

03

06
05

04

Inflator / Deflator Air Pumps
Both the ER-09395 and the ER-09410 are compact and portable, 
boasting a rugged all-steel construction and baked enamel finish. 
The lightweight 0.5 HP pump is perfect for tubes and air mattresses, 
while the 4.0 HP model is ideal for large inflatables. The extremely 
powerful, compact Wibit pump (ER-09154) has the muscle to inflate 
and deflate the large Wibit structures, and may be used, as well, on 
other inflatables. A manuel pump is also offered.

 Unit ($)

ER-09395 ½ HP .......................... 127.99  
ER-09410 4 HP ........................... 385.99  
ER-09154 Wibit ........................... 185.99  
ER-09155 Wibit, manual ............ 35.99 

Tot Dock     
Designed with instructors, this product is safe, stable, and versatile. 
This tot dock is a blue-chip purchase.

The platform features a large 3.3' x 3.3' surface. The legs can be 
adjusted at 16", 18", 20" or 22", increasing the accessibility of deeper 
pools and diversifying the programs available for swimmers. For 
increased security, the Tot Dock is equipped with a protective screen, 
reducing the risk of anyone swimming under the platform and getting 
stuck. Comprised of a 100% stainless-steel frame and a high-density 
plastic top, the Tot Dock is designed for frequent use, year after year. 
Must ship via trucking company.

2 white PVC rails included. 
Total weight: 130 lb
   Unit ($)

ER-20995 Tot Dock .......................................................... 1929.90 

Replacement parts

PER-20995-01 White Hand Rail (1) ......................................... 120.99 
PER-20995-02 Protective Net (1) ............................................ 37.99 
PER-20995-03 Foot Pad (1) ..................................................... 16.99 
PER-20995-04 Rubber Bracket (1) ......................................... 6.99 
PER-20995-05 Stainless Steel Cable and Tightener (1) ....... 75.99 
PER-20995-06 White PVC Plug (1) ......................................... 34.99

Tot Dock Cart     
A cart was specifically designed to facilitate the transfer of your Tot 
Dock from storage room to poolside. Made from aluminum, high-
density plastic, and equipped with swivel castors, this cart is durable 
and easy to manoeuver. By placing the Tot Dock legs down on the 
cart and then flipping and placing a second tot dock on top of the first 
platform, you can easily transport two Tot Docks at a time.

 Unit ($)

ER-20984 Tot Dock Cart ............ 470.99 
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Training & Aquatic Fitness



Aqua Circuit is gaining popularity as a form of exercise which effectively 
targets the body’s cardiovascular and muscular systems by rapidly 
moving from station to station with short periods of recovery. Known as 
high-intensity interval training, it helps to maintain the heart rate in the 
optimal training zone throughout the entire workout.

Equipment includes the aquabike (aqua spinning), the aquatic 
trampoline, the underwater treadmill, and the aquatic pole. Additional 
stations, using balls, resistance bands, weights, etc., can be added 
for the purposes of aquafitness classes, increasing the fun factor and 
intensity level of the classes. Here, you’ll find a few sample circuits 
which can be adapted to any facility, according to budget and available 
space.

Sample Circuits

 Rectangular 

 X-Shaped 

 Z-Shaped 

Aqua Circuit Training 
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37700-1337700-01WI37700-01 37700-24

Hydrorider Roller Treadmill
With its 308 independently operated rollers, the Roller Treadmill is a 
one-of-a-kind aquatic treadmill. In addition to walking and running, 
enjoy the back-and-forth-movement of cross-country skiing, the lateral 
movements of scissors and many more. Thanks to its simple design 
and marine stainless steel AISI 316L construction, the Hydrorider 
Roller Treadmill does not require any special care.

Dimensions, platform opened: 47"L, 31"W (base) 51"H
Dimensions, platform folded: 21"L, 31"W (base), 51"H

TR-37730 Hydrorider Roller Treadmill ............... upon request

Aqua Station Cage
This multifunctional equipment is ideal for strengthening arms, legs 
and abdominals. It has a unique design that allows it to be arranged 
in different ways. It can be used in combination with accessories 
such as rings, elastics, etc. Also, bases function as a step for aerobic 
exercises. Transparent suction cups to adapt to any pool bottom 
without damage. Base with multiple colour option available.

Vertical Bar : 75 x 6 inches

Weight :11.5 lbs

Horizontal Bar : 66 x 3.3 inches

TR-37750 Aqua Station ....................................... upon request

Hydrorider Pro Aquabike
User-friendly features, such as a unique variable-resistance 
mechanism, make it the ideal choice for training, fitness, or 
rehabilitation—in pools as well as wellness and recreation centres or 
medical facilities.

• Made of 316L marine grade stainless steel
• Requires a pool depth of 3’7” to 4’8” (110 - 145 cm)
• Black seat is standard on all models
• Special price categories for bulk orders of 6-11 units, and 12 or 

more units
• Contact customer service for details

TR-37700 Hydrorider Pro ............................. upon request
TR-37705 Hydroroder Easyline ................... upon request

  Unit ($)

PTR-37700-13 Bottle Holder ................................ 78.99

Replacement Parts

Other parts available upon request.

PTR-37700-02 Pedal Cage ................................... 10.99 
PTR-37700-03 Replacement Pedal Strap ........... 9.99 
PTR-37700-04 Resistance Pedal ......................... 48.99 
PTR-37700-05  Left Pedal ..................................... 9.99 
PTR-37700-06  Right Pedal ................................... 9.99 
PTR-37700-08 Rubber Base Cover (white) ........ 11.99

Replacement Seats

PTR-37700-01GR Green ................................... 62.99 
PTR-37700-01YE Yellow .................................. 62.99 
PTR-37700-01BK Black .................................... 62.99 
PTR-37700-01BU Burgundy ............................ 62.99 
PTR-37700-01WI Extra Wide - Blue ................ 62.99

The comfort pedal allows the user to pedal without wearing shoes. Left 
and right pedals sold separately.

PTR-37700-24 Right Comfort Pedal .................... 94.99 
PTR-37700-25 Left Comfort Pedal ...................... 94.99

Reversible handlebars for use 
during pregnancy / rehabilitation

Nonslip rubber feet guarantee 
adherence and stability

Two-way seat and handlebar 
adjustments Wheels for portability

Three, user-adjustable resistance 
settings Adjustable frame height

#1 Choice Nationwide
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Aquamat
Floating mats are the latest worldwide trend in aquatic fitness, and add 
a whole new dimension to group classes.

A wide variety of exercises borrowed from different disciplines can be 
performed on the mats, to the benefit of both the cardiovascular and 
muscular systems.

Our Aquamat was designed to withstand commercial use. Its technical 
properties have been carefully researched, making it superior to 
comparable products. It inflates rapidly thanks to both an electric 
pump and a dual-action hand pump.

TR-37490 Aquamat .................... upon request

 Unit ($)

ER-09155 Manual Pump ............ 35.99 
ER-09154 Electric Blower ......... 185.99 
PTR-37490-01 Bungee Cord (1) ....... 15.99

1 Wide, Non-Slip EVA Foam Surface

2 Central Landmark

3 Made of Top-Quality PVC

4 4 Handles for Easy Carrying

5 8 Anchor Points

Hydrorider Aquatic Trampoline
With its sturdy 316L stainless steel structure, it is intended to withstand 
daily commercial use. Specifically designed for pool facilities, it 
combines the multiple benefits of aquatic exercise—including 
stimulating coordination—with fun! It’s equipped with vulcanized 
rubber suction cups on the base for secure adherence to the pool floor 
and it has a shock-resistant rubber bumper for comfort and safety. 
Basic maintenance is required. Replacement parts available upon 
request.
TR-37741 Aquatic Trampoline ............................ upon request

Aquatic Pole     
Adding the Aquatic Pole will certainly refresh your Aqua fitness classes, 
attracting a clientele eager to be part of the novelty. It provides a low-
impact cardio and muscular workout and is adaptable to all ages and 
fitness levels. Constructed of commercial grade stainless steel and 
industrial plastic, it is low-maintenance and long-lasting.

Ideal pool depth is between 110 cm and 200 cm (3’6” – 6’6”).

TR-37736  Aquatic Pole ....................................... upon request

Custom plans available
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Exercise Mat
This is the most versatile exercise mat on the market! It can be used in 
the water or on the pool deck. Perfect for swimming lessons, exercise, 
relaxation and recreation, the exercise mat combines flexibility, water-
resistance, lightness, and perfect size. Colours may vary.

Dimensions: 60 cm x 150 cm x 1.3 cm

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

TR-37500 Mat ............................. 31.99 ......... 30.99 ......... 29.99 
TR-37501 Mat with Grommets .. 36.99 ......... 34.99 ......... 33.99

Relaxation Foam Supports     
This system allows floatation in the water while keeping the body entirely 
submerged. It has been specially designed as a tool for relaxation and 
aquatic massage, as pressure on the body normally caused by other 
types of flotational devices is eliminated. A complete set consists of 
four limb supports and a head support. Colour may vary.

 Unit ($)

TR-37475 Complete Set ............ 82.99 
TR-37477 Head Support ............ 35.99 
TR-37478 Limb Supports (2) ..... 25.99

Aquafitness Bar     
Here is a simple tool to add to your water fitness classes. This smooth 
plastic bar may be used for all sorts of stretching and strengthening 
exercises.

Dimensions: 1.22 m L x 2.5 cm diameter  
Weight: 1.10 lb

 Unit ($) 12 + ($)

TR-36945 Aquafitness Bar ........ 23.99 ......... 19.99

Demonstration Mat     
This rubber mat will reduce the risk of accidents for aquatic fitness 
instructors demonstrating exercises on wet floors. Colours may vary. 

Dimensions: 1.55 m x 1.2 m x 0.6 cm
 Unit ($)

TR-35900 Demonstration Mat ... 325.99 

Hand Exercisers     
Perfect for aquatic fitness classes, the hand exercisers work wonders 
for light hand and forearm exercises. Made from sturdy foam, they are 
comfortable and easy to use for all ages. Sold by pair, they are easy to 
store when not in use. Colours may vary.

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

TR-37050 Hand Exercisers (2) .. 7.99 ........... 6.99 ........... 6.99

Aquaflex
A proven aquatic system for upper body strengthening and 
cardiovascular conditioning, this product provides a strain-free 
alternative to weight training. They have a variable-resistance vent 
system that works the upper body, for strength building, flexibility or 
endurance. Colours may vary.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

TR-36900 Aquaflex (2) ............... 29.99 ......... 27.99 ......... 26.99

Storage
p.162

Extensors
For optimal muscular and flexibility training, choose elastic bands. 
Allowing for a great variety of exercises, these training elastic bands 
are ideal for fitness classes, aquatic or not. Made of the strongest and 
highest quality rubber grips, they are available in two resistance levels. 
Colours may vary.

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

TR-36500 Regular ...................... 16.99 ......... 14.99 ......... 13.99 
TR-36501 Light ........................... 16.99 ......... 14.99 ......... 13.99

Aquastep
Very stable, the Aquastep is ideal for dryland or aquatic exercise. It 
features an anti-slip surface made of high impact plastic. The height 
can be adjusted from 14 cm to 19 cm (see Risers). Approx. weight: 
30 lb. Dimensions: 61 cm x 40 cm

   Unit ($)

TR-37485 Aquastep ......................................................... 155.99

Replacement Parts

PTR-37485-01 Rubber Pads Suction Cup for Water (1) ....... 0.99 
PTR-37485-02 Rubber Pads for Dry Surfaces (1) ................. 0.99 
PTR-37485-03 Risers 4.5 cm (1 ¾ po) (2)............................... 31.99 

Storage
p.164
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AquaDisk
This fun accessory is a practical way to add a little challenge to your 
aqua fitness class! The AquaDisks are made of molded EVA foam and 
offered in two resistance levels : the 18 cm green disks are intended 
for cardiovascular workouts, and the 20 cm orange ones are for both 
cardio and muscular training. Ergonomically designed, they fit a 
variety of hand sizes.

Sold per pair.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

TR-36950 Small Green (2) ......... 20.99 ......... 19.99 ......... 18.99 
TR-36951 Medium Orange (2) ... 20.99 ......... 19.99 ......... 18.99

Aquam Gloves
The webbed design of the Aquam Training Gloves allows for intense 
water-resistance and aquatic-fitness workouts alike. Easily put on 
thanks to their adjustable wrist closure, they fit nicely on any hand. 
Made from high-quality neoprene, they are comfortable and durable. 
Since each size has its own stitching colour,  it’s easy for you to find 
the right size.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

Price 16.99 ......... 15.99 .......... 13.99

Wrist and Ankle Weights
These wrist and ankle weights are ideal for pumping up the intensity of 
shallow and deep-water aerobics classes. They may also be combined 
with the Aquafitness Belt for added stability. Made of soft, durable 
neoprene with secure Velcro and buckle closures. One size fits all.

Sold per pair.

 Unit ($) 12 + ($)

TR-26300 1 lb (2) ........................ 19.99 ......... 16.99 
TR-26400 2.5 lb (2) ..................... 22.99 ......... 19.99

Foam Dumbbells
Designed by aquatic fitness professionals, these foam dumbbells use 
the resistance of the water for upper-body muscle toning. Available in 
two resistance levels: regular and advanced. Sold as a pair.

 Unit ($) 12 + ($)

TR-37000 Regular ...................... 17.99 ......... 15.99 
TR-37001 Advanced .................. 19.99 ......... 17.99

Replacement Part

TR-37007 Plug ............................ 1.99

TR-37090 Small 
TR-37091 Medium 

TR-37092 Large 
TR-37093 X-Large

AquaShaper     
AquaShaper is an all-new aquatic training accessory—the perfect 
companion for intermediate or advanced aquafit classes. Its semi-rigid 
form and dense EVA foam construction offer a high level of resistance, 
promoting better movement control and making it easier to target 
specific muscle groups. Made of high-density EVA foam.

Dimensions: 150 cm x 7 cm

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

TR-36948 AquaShaper .............. 25.99 ......... 24.99 ......... 22.99

Storage
p.162
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ATX 2000 Belt     
Perfect for water jogging or aerobics, it offers comfortable fit and 
superior back support, allowing you to be fully immersed during an 
aquatic workout.

Made from sturdy foam. Replacement straps are also available.

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

TR-36985 ATX 2000 Belt ........... 51.99 ......... 49.99 ......... 48.99 

Replacement Parts

PTR-36985-01 Strap .......................... 11.99 
MP-TSR200 Buckle ........................ 4.99 

Waist Belt     
Ideal for fitness classes, these buoyant belts inspire confidence in 
novice swimmers, and offer more freedom of movement than a life 
vest. Made of soft, flexible material, our waist belt follows the natural 
contours of the body, and an adjustable strap lets you customize the fit 
to sit perfectly at your waist.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

ER-06023 Size XS ...................... 26.99 ......... 25.99 ......... 24.99 
ER-06024 Size S ......................... 28.99 ......... 27.99 ......... 26.99 
ER-06025 Size M ........................ 32.99 ......... 31.99 ......... 30.99 
ER-06026 Size L ......................... 36.99 ......... 35.99 ......... 33.99 
ER-06027 Size XL ....................... 47.99 ......... 46.99 ......... 43.99

Replacement Parts

PER-06023-01 Yellow Belt (XS) ........ 8.99  
PER-06024-01 Orange Belt (S) ......... 8.99  
PER-06025-01 Red Belt (M) .............. 8.99  
PER-06026-01 Blue Belt (L) .............. 8.99  
PER-06027-01 Yellow Belt (XL) ........ 8.99  
MP-TSR100 Buckle 2.5 cm ........... 2.99 

Aquafitness Belt
Made of molded EVA foam, the Aquafitness Belt is designed to offer 
superior comfort and buoyancy. Thanks to its 3D ergonomic shape, it 
contours the body and keeps the moving swimmer in position, allowing 
them to concentrate on the workout. Available in 3 sizes, it suits both 
cardiovascular and muscular exercises at variable intensity. The 
Aquafitness belt will greatly help with rehabilitation exercises following 
leg or back injuries. For a more complete workout, use the belt with 
the AquaDisk.

 Unit ($) 12 + ($)

TR-36980 Green (S) ................... 37.99 ......... 35.99 
TR-36981 Orange (M) ................ 39.99 ......... 37.99 
TR-36982 Red (L) ....................... 40.99 ......... 38.99

Replacement Part

PTR-36980-01 Elastic Strap .............. 12.99

Storage
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Belt Length Width

S 66 cm 17 cm

M 67 cm 17 cm

L 68 cm 18 cm

Belt Strap

71 cm 133 cm

Size Belt Strap

XS 55 cm 91cm

S 65 cm 91cm

M 75 cm 122 cm

L 81 cm 122 cm

XL 88 cm 160 cm

Stationary Aquajogging Tether
Attaching this elastic tether to the jogging belt, with the other end 
fastened to a stationary point in the pool, adds resistance and 
increases aerobic intensity.

Length: 1.5 m
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

TR-26074 Tether ........................ 23.90 ......... 22.90 ......... 21.90
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StrechCordz Stationary Swim Trainer
This cord is perfectly suited for swimmers looking for fixed resistance 
swim training in the lane lines. It works best as a practice tool for 
training proper hip rotation.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($)

TR-26057 Stationary Trainer ..... 58.99 ......... 56.99

StrechCordz Long Belt Slider
Designed for swim-out / pullback resistance, it’s ideal for improving 
strength, endurance, and technique, as well as promoting faster 
acceleration, stronger catch-and-pull phases of each stroke. An 
embedded safety cord running the full length of the tubing acts as a 
limiter to prevent overstretching. The level of resistance is measured in 
pounds of pull when stretched between one and three times its original 
length.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($)

Price 96.00 ......... 89.00

StrechCordz Drag Belt
Ideal for swim resistance training, the StrechCordz Drag Belt/Tow 
Tether is flip-turn compatible. The belt can be combined with two 
chute sizes, depending on the desired resistance level.

 Unit ($) 12 + ($)

TR-26060 20 cm Chute .............. 45.99 ......... 43.99 
TR-26061 30 cm Chute .............. 45.99 ......... 43.99

Sphandles
A cross between a paddle and a handle, it is designed specifically for 
stroke simulation. The shape of the handle grip promotes a secure, 
open-hand, "paddle-like" posture. It can also be used for dry-land 
training. Tubing length : 3 m
 Unit ($) 12 + ($)

Price 40.99 ......... 38.99

Swim Belt
This product is a resistance-training device, intended for building 
speed and improving technique. A nylon ring allows the extended 
elastic to pivot on the belt, so flip turns are possible. The 2.4 m belt 
with stretch tubing is designed for stationary swimming in small pools 
or for practicing push-off starts. The 9.15 m model extends to a length 
of 23 metres.
 Unit ($)

TR-26075 2,40 m ........................ 39.99 
TR-26076 9,15 m ........................ 73.99

SoloBand Resistance Band
Unique in Canada, the SoloBand is a calibrated elastic resistance 
band that eliminates the need for multiple bands of varying resistance. 

Perfect for rehabilitation, exercise, aquatic fitness, or dryland training, 
the multiple-loop construction makes it possible to perform a wider 
variety of exercises. Each band features six sewn-through handles and 
one central 30 cm loop.

Made of soft, abrasion-resistant material.

TR-36600-10 10 kg (Beginner) ................................. upon request 
TR-36600-15 15 kg (Advanced) ................................ upon request

TR-26069 Light 
TR-26070 Medium 

TR-26071 Heavy 
TR-26072 X-Heavy

TR-26058-08 Silver, 3-8 lb 
TR-26058-14 Yellow, 5-14 lb 

TR-26058-24 Green, 8-24 lb 
TR-26058-31 Red, 12-31 lb
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Speed Rope
Skipping ropes are standard fitness equipment for workouts of all 
kinds. They promote speed, agility and coordination. Made of durable 
vinyl.

Length: 2.4 m.
 Unit ($)

TR-36660-07 Yellow ........................ 2.99 
TR-36660-09 Green ......................... 3.20 

Medicine Balls
These heavy balls are perfect for limbering-up exercises as well as 
bodybuilding.

 Unit ($)

TR-36410 6 lb, 2.7 kg ................. 48.92 
TR-36413 8 lb, 3.6 kg ................. 60.34 
TR-36416 10 lb, 4.5 kg ............... 71.75 
TR-36419 12 lb, 5.4 kg ............... 81.54

BOSU Balance Trainer
This product is ideal for rehabilitation or workouts of all kinds. It 
challenges the entire body to improve cardio, strength, balance and 
flexibility. Foot pump included. Bladder capacity: 8 lb. Maximum user 
weight: 300 lb.

 Unit ($)

TR-36655 Balance Trainer ........ 169.00

TRX Suspension Trainer
Designed to meet the high-volume demands of commercial use in 
sports centres and pool facilities, this TRX is reinforced with Kevlar 
in high-wear areas and equipped with rubber handles, adjustable 
barrel locks, and a theft-resistant locking carabiner. Includes the TRX 
Xtender, wrench, and mesh carry bag.

 Unit ($)

TR-36652 TRX Trainer ............... 269.00

EVA Foam Rollers
Recommended by elite trainers, this product is made of heat-sealed 
and antibacterial foam. It retains its shape and density, even after 
heavy use. Recommended by health care professionals for the 
treatment of iliotibial (IT) band syndrome and back or gluteal issues. 
Improves balance, flexibility, strength, hip alignment and mobility.

 Unit ($)

TR-36650-12 12” .............................. 26.99 
TR-36650-36 36” .............................. 66.99

Exercise Mat
Extra thick comfort foam mat ideal for stretching, toning, yoga and 
pilates workouts. Its non-slip surface will keep the mat from sliding out 
from under the user. Ribbed surface on one side, smooth on the other. 
Carry strap included.

Dimensions: 72’’ L x 24’’ W

 Unit ($)

TR-36658 Exercice Mat ............. 32.99

Surgical Tubing
Surgical tubing is available in three resistance levels. Sold by the foot.

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

TR-36602 Grey (Light) ............... 1.10 ........... 1.05 ........... 0.99 
TR-36604 Red (Medium) ............ 1.50 ........... 1.40 ........... 1.35 
TR-36606 Blue (Hard) ................ 1.55 ........... 1.45 ........... 1.40

StrechCordz with Paddles
Resistance-training tool designed to improve stroke, power, and 
stamina, by imitating the motion of the hand in water. The kit includes 
two paddles connected to two 1.2 m tubes and a combination 
mounting loop.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($)

Price 69.99 ......... 65.99

Diameter

Inner Outer

Grey 5 mm 8 mm

Red 5 mm 9 mm

Blue 6 mm 11 mm

TR-26050 Silver (Very Light) 
TR-26051 Yellow (Light) 
TR-26052 Green (Medium) 

TR-26053 Red (Hard) 
TR-26054 Blue (Very Hard)
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Speedo Team Kickboard
This kickboard includes scalloped sides with finger grooves on the 
underside, for improved grip and proper hand position, as well as a 
textured, non-slip surface, making it the ideal accessory for kicking 
drills and building leg strength. Made of EVA foam.

Dimensions Junior: 37 cm x 26 cm x 3 cm 
Dimensions Adult: 48 cm x 30 cm x 3 cm

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

TR-25478 Junior ........................ 12.85 ......... 11.90 ......... 11.05 
TR-25477 Adult .......................... 16.25 ......... 15.25 ......... 14.00

Flexible Kickboard
Made of high-quality EVA foam, the flexible kickboard is unbreakable 
and very comfortable to use. It measures 28 cm x 52 cm. The micro 
board is a mini version (25 cm x 35 cm) of the regular flexible board, 
designed for children or younger swim teams, as well as for the elite 
swimmer.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

Price 14.90 ......... 13.90 .......... 12.90

TR-25205 Red 
TR-25208 Blue 
TR-25209 Yellow

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

Price 13.75 ......... 12.50 .......... 10.90

TR-25405 Red Micro 
TR-25408 Blue Micro 
TR-25409 Yellow Micro

Rigid Kickboard
This rigid kickboard has just the right level of buoyancy, and with its 
non-slip surface and molded handgrips on the sides, it will be your 
go-to kick board for training.

Dimension: 28 cm x 49 cm
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

Price 18.99 ......... 17.99 .......... 16.99

TR-25003 Purple 
TR-25004 Orange 
TR-25005 Red

TR-25006 Green  
TR-25008 Blue 
TR-25009 Yellow

TR-25011  Pink

Gecko & Turtle Kickboards     
Durable and flexible, both models are manufactured from high-quality 
EVA foam. Very popular with instructors, these playful animal shapes 
are perfect for familiarizing youngsters with the use of a kickboard in a 
fun and imaginative way.

Turtle : 25 cm x 35 cm. Gecko : 25 cm x 45 cm.
Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

Price 14.99 ......... 13.99 .......... 13.99

Storage
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Turtle
TR-25304 Orange 
TR-25305 Red 
TR-25306 Green
TR-25307 Lime 
TR-25308 Blue 
TR-25309 Yellow 

Gecko
TR-25314 Orange 
TR-25315 Red 
TR-25316 Green 
TR-25317 Lime 
TR-25318 Blue 
TR-25319 Yellow

Customize Your Kickboards!
All Tides Kickboard     
This mini kickboard is a swimmer favourite. Ideal for training, it is 
compact enough to be held with one hand during flip turns, with extra 
thickness for increased buoyancy. Additionally, its design helps to 
promote a more natural body position, easing shoulder stress during 
use.

Dimensions:  26 cm x 38 cm x 4.5 cm

 Unit ($)

TR-25482-01 Black / red/ rou .................. 17.75 
TR-25482-02 Black / white ............... 17.75 
TR-25482-02 Purple / lime ............... 17.75 
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Finis Axis Pull Buoy
Thanks to the Finis Axis Buoy’s dual-function design, swimmers can 
improve their body position while engaging core muscles and building 
upper-body strength. Boasting a contoured design and ergonomic 
keyholes, it works both as an ankle float and as a leg buoy. Made of 
lightweight, slightly textured EVA foam.

Dimensions: 29 cm

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36+ ($)

TR-26040 Axis Pull Buoy .......... 26.99 ......... 25.99 ......... 23.99

Deluxe Pull Buoy
A symmetrical, one-piece pull buoy made from long-lasting, 
non-abrasive EVA foam. It is a popular, chafe-free style used by all 
swimmers for specific, isolated upper body training. Offered in adult 
and youth sizes.

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

TR-26013 Pink - 15 cm (6”) ........ 10.99 ......... 9.99 ........... 8.99 
TR-26014 Blue - 15 cm (6”) ........ 10.99 ......... 9.99 ........... 8.99 
TR-26015 Blue - 10 cm (4.75”) ... 9.99 ........... 8.99 ........... 8.99

All Tides Deluxe Pull Buoy
A one-piece, symmetrical pull buoy made from long-lasting, non-
abrasive EVA foam. Positioned comfortably between the thighs, 
it keeps the hips and legs afloat for isolated upper body training. 
Provides sufficient buoyancy for most swimmers.

Dimensions: 15 cm

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

TR-26020-01 Black / white ............... 10.99 ......... 9.99 ........... 8.99 
TR-26020-05 Black / red .................. 10.99 ......... 9.99 ........... 8.99

Speedo Pull Buoy
It helps develop upper body strength by isolating the legs. Its buoyancy 
promotes the swimmer’s proper body positioning. Made of EVA foam, 
this pull buoy is soft and durable. The Speedo Junior Pull buoy is best 
suited for smaller individuals and children.

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

TR-26024 Adult - 23 cm .............. 12.75 ......... 11.90 ......... 11.05 
TR-26022 Junior - 21 cm ............ 11.75 ......... 11.20 ......... 10.40

TYR Junior Pull Buoy
Perfect for swimmers of all levels, its designed to strengthen the upper 
body, helping the swimmer focus on technique by isolating the legs.

Dimensions: 26 cm

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

TR-26031-462 Pull Buoy ................... 16.57 ......... 15.59 ......... 14.61

Pull Buoy     
These pull buoys are composed of two cylinders of ethafoam and an 
adjustable strap. They provide just the right buoyancy for great stroke 
correction.

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

TR-26018 Mini - 15 cm (6”)  ........ 7.99 ........... 7.99 ........... 7.99 
TR-26000 Blue - 16 cm (6.3”) ..... 9.99 ........... 8.99 ........... 8.99 
TR-26002 Red - 18 cm (7”) ......... 10.99 ......... 9.99 ........... 9.99 
TR-26004 Yellow - 20 cm (8”) .... 11.99 ......... 10.99 ......... 10.99 
TR-26010 Deluxe - 18 cm (7”) .... 14.99 ......... 13.99 ......... 11.99

Arena Freeflow Pull Buoy
This hydrodynamic figure-eight shape pull buoy is the optimal tool for 
focusing on stroke technique, upper body strength and endurance. It’s 
made of soft, lightweight foam for optimal comfort.

Dimensions: 14 cm 

 Unit ($) 12 + ($)

TR-26032 Black .......................... 21.00 ......... 20.50 
TR-26033 Green ......................... 21.00 ......... 20.50 
TR-26034 Pink ............................ 21.00 ......... 20.50

Dolfin Kick Ball
This training tool is very versatile. It can be positioned under the chin 
to encourage proper body positioning, between the knees to improve 
knee positioning through breaststroke kick cycle, and also for one-arm 
kicking. It will then be hold in one hand, arm extended forward.

Dimensions: 10 cm

 Unit ($)

TR-26045 Kick Ball .................... 18.99
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Speedo Power Paddles Plus
The Speedo Power Paddles offer optimal water contact due to their 
broad blade. Holes let water channel through so as not to hinder stroke 
fluidity, making them a great swim training tool for increasing upper 
body strength.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

Price 20.39 ......... 19.19 .......... 17.99

Speedo Contoured Swim Paddles
Thanks to their unique design, Speedo Contoured Swim Paddles 
enhance the hand’s natural lift mechanics and promote stroke-
technique efficiency. They feature flow holes and an improved 
handgrip. This great hand paddle offers both durability and lightness.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

Price 18.69 ......... 17.59 .......... 16.49

Michael Phelps Strength Paddles 
The Strength Paddle is a high-performance training paddle that 
provides a natural feel of the water thanks to its shape, vents and 
raised palm supports. Mimics the natural bone structure of the hand 
for a more natural pulling motion. Adjustable TPR straps.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

Price 16.90 ......... 14.39 .......... 13.49

TR-27680-01 Small 19.5 cm  
TR-27680-02 Medium 21.5 cm 
TR-27680-03 Large 25.5 cm

TR-27638 Small 
TR-27639 Medium 

TR-27640 Large 
TR-27641 X-Large

TR-27607 Small 
TR-27608 Medium 

TR-27609 Large

Swim Trainers
Very versatile, they can be used as swim training aids or as fitness and 
therapeutic program aids. With their good buoyancy and easy grip, 
these trainers will help children learn while having fun.

Roller : 52 cm
Dumbbell : 77 cm
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

TR-25500 Kick Roller ................. 19.99 ......... 18.99 ......... 17.99 
TR-25600 Dumbbell Trainer ...... 20.99 ......... 19.99 ......... 18.99

Multi-Grip Disk     
This product was designed for children to have fun and learn at the 
same time. It is also a practical tool in swimming classes for children 
to practise their swim kicks. Made from high-density foam, it is very 
durable. Colours may vary.

Thickness : 4 cm
4 Grips : 95 cm x 95 cm
8 Grips :190 cm x 65 cm
 Unit ($)

TR-25495 4 Grips ....................... 109.00 
TR-25496 8 Grips ....................... 189.00 

Tidal Wave Aqua Fitness Board
Developed for aquatic fitness, the versatility of this durable board will 
be appreciated by all. It allows a wide range of exercises. Its multi-
handle design makes it easy to use underwater. It is also convenient 
for regular kick drills. Made of EVA foam.

Dimensions : 70 cm x 29 cm

 Unit ($)

TR-36990 Tidal Wave ................. 39.95 ......... 37.95 ......... 37.95

TYR Catalyst Stroke Swim Paddles
These paddles follow the form of an athlete’s palm to provide a natural 
swim experience when training. Designed to build strength and 
improve technique, the clear surface helps athletes to better assess 
proper hand positioning.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

Prix 37.39 ......... 35.19 .......... 32.99

TR-27618-XXS XX-Small 
TR-27618-XS X-Small 
TR-27618-S Small 

TR-27618-M Medium 
TR-27618-L Large
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Arena Elite Finger Paddle
A small finger paddle for fine-tuning the catch phase of each stroke. 
Two strap positions offer a personalized fit. 14.5 cm W x 9 cm L
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

TR-27650-55 Elite Finger Paddle ... 18.70 ......... 17.60 ......... 16.50

Forearm Fulcrum Paddles
By securing the wrist, elbow and shoulder in an optimal position, the 
Finis Forearm Fulcrums enhance the swimmer’s stroke-efficiency 
while focusing on developing technique rather than building strength.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

TR-27659 Junior ........................ 22.99 ......... 20.99 ......... 19.99 
TR-27660 Senior ........................ 23.99 ......... 21.99 ......... 20.99

Finis Agility Paddles
Thanks to their strapless design, incorrect technique will be avoided 
since it will cause the paddle to fall off the swimmer’s hand. The Agility 
Paddles’ convex design also promotes an early catch and reminds the 
swimmer to maintain an early vertical forearm position. This versatile 
paddle works for all four strokes.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

Price 28.99 ......... 26.99 .......... 24.99

TR-27665 X-Small 
TR-27662 Small 
TR-27663 Medium 
TR-27664 Large

Finis Instinct Sculling Paddles
Thanks to their ergonomic, advanced design, they help swimmers 
master the correct palm-positive hand position while sculling. Their 
strapless design naturally contours the swimmer’s hand, enhances 
stroke awareness and emphasizes stroke imperfections. They make it 
easier for swimmers to correct their technique. These versatile paddles 
work for all four swimming styles.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

Price 17.99 ......... 16.99 .......... 15.99

TR-27666 Medium 
TR-27667 Large

Finis Alignment Kickboard
It uses a hydrodynamic design to improve body position. The 
stabilizing hand strap allows complete control of the board without 
gripping, creating a perfect alignment from the fingertips to the toes. 
When used properly, it sits just below the waterline so swimmers can 
lengthen their body without kicking at an incline.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

TR-25480 Kickboard .................. 28.99 ......... 26.99 ......... 24.99

Finis Hydro Hip
With two blades that sit on the hips, the Hydro Hip helps properly 
identify timing of the hips, arms and body. It creates resistance during 
rotation which build the core muscles for a more powerful stroke. 
Adjustable belt.

 Unit ($)

TR-26078 Finis Hydro Hip ......... 47.99 

Finis Ankle Strap
Worn around the ankles paired with a pull buoy, it’s designed to 
eliminate kicking. It shifts the body’s focus so as to build upper body 
strength.

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

TR-36310 Ankle Strap ............... 8.99 ........... 8.99 ........... 7.99

Arena Elite Paddles
A flat hand paddle, with a large centre hole that lets the swimmer 
feel the water naturally, for stroke improvement and strength building. 
Multiple strap positions ensure a perfect fit, and smooth edges reduce 
risk of injury. 

Medium: 15 cm W x 17 cm L. Large: 19 cm W x 21.5 cm L
 Unit ($)

Price 21.90

TR-27651-M Medium (black) 
TR-27651-L Large (black) 
TR-27652-M Medium (lime)

Replacement Straps
The elastic straps for the Speedo Training Paddles, the TYR Catalyst 2, 
and the TYR Mentor 2 Training Paddles may be replaced at any time.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36+ ($)

TR-27625 Straps (4) ................... 8.49 ........... 7.99 ........... 7.49
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TR-46822-KT Black Mirrored
TR-46822-BT Blue Mirrored
TR-46822-GT Aqua Mirrored

PACIFICA
Remarkably lightweight, they are unique on the market.

• Soft frame and flexible lenses
• Easily adjustable for a custom fit
• Absolute comfort
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($) Resale

Price 12,35 ......... 11,25 .......... 10,40 ...... 8.50

TR-46450-BC Blue Clear
TR-46450-KC Black Clear
TR-46450-CC Clear Clear

Resale Program
A pro shop resale program at your facility is an 

excellent way to generate extra revenue and offer a 
convenience to your clients.  Contact us for further 

information on products and program requirements.  

FLEX
These swim goggles offer excellent vision and are perfect 
for recreational swimmers.

• One-piece silicone frame
• Sturdy and reliable
• Universal nose bridge
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($) Resale

Price 10.00 ......... 9.00 ............ 8.30 ........ 6.00

TR-46640-KC Black Clear
TR-46640-BB Blue Blue
TR-46640-CK Clear Smoked

METEOR
Perfect for swimmers with a wider face, there are Aquam’s 
most comfortable one-size-fits-all swim goggles.

• Wide-profile lenses
• Soft seals
• Incredible peripheral vision
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($) Resale

Price 11.95 ......... 10.80 .......... 9.95 ........ 8.00

TR-46660-KC Black Clear
TR-46660-BB Blue Blue
TR-46660-CK Clear Smoked

FLOW
Perfect for novice and intermediate swimmers.

• Simplicity
• Comfort
• Excellent quality price ratio
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($) Resale

Price 7.60 ........... 6.90 ............ 6.30 ........ 5.75

TR-46620-BC Blue Clear
TR-46620-KC Black Clear

ULTRA
Streamlined, lightweight, and hydrodynamic is how we 
describe this performance goggle.

• Top-quality materials
• Easily adjustable for a custom fit
• Slightly tinted metallic lenses (outdoor / indoor)
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($) Resale

Price 13.90 ......... 12.75 .......... 11.80 ...... 10.00

FOCUS
Comfortable goggle with soft neoprene foam gaskets.

• Quickly adjustable head strap
• Adjustable nose bridge
• Soft neoprene foam gaskets
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($) Resale

Price 8.80 ........... 7.95 ............ 7.30 ........ 5.50

TR-46630-KC Black Clear
TR-46630-KG Black Green
TR-46630-KK Black Smoked
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ALLURE
Excellent competitive and training goggle for women.

• Soft one-piece silicone frame
• Quickly adjustable double silicone head strap
• Universal nose bridge
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($) Resale

Price 13.00 ......... 11.90 .......... 11.00 ...... 9.00

TR-46690-CC Clear Clear
TR-46690-UP Purple Pink
TR-46690-WK White Smoked

HERO
Ideal for young swimmers 6-12 years old.

• Soft one-piece silicone frame
• Quickly adjustable silicone head strap
• Watertight fit
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($) Resale

Price 9.60 ........... 8.75 ............ 8.10 ........ 7.00

TR-46410-UC Purple Clear
TR-46410-BC Blue Clear
TR-46410-KC Black Clear
TR-46410-OC Orange Clear

TWIST
Always a hit with kids and preteens aged 6-12, or adults 
with a smaller face.

• Small frame
• Top-quality silicone
• Watertight fit
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($) Resale

Price 9.60 ........... 8.65 ............ 7.95 ........ 6.00

TR-46500-BB Blue Blue
TR-46500-KK Black Smoked
TR-46500-BC Blue Clear
TR-46500-PC Pink Clear
TR-46500-GC Green Clear

PACIFICA JR.
New ultra-light and soft-frame goggles designed for 
recreational youth swimmers.

• Wide-profile lenses
• Quickly adjustable silicone head strap
• Universal nose bridge
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($) Resale

Price 12.35 ......... 11.25 .......... 10.40 ...... 8.50

TR-46412-CC Clear Clear
TR-46412-CB Clear Blue
TR-46412-BC Blue Clear
TR-46412-PC Pink Clear

WALLA
Designed for toddlers aged 2 to 6, they are Aquam’s best 
entry-level goggles.

• Extra-soft silicone
• Watertight fit
• Quickly adjustable silicone head strap
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($) Resale

Price 9.90 ........... 8.90 ............ 7.90 ........ 6.00

TR-46400-PP Pink Pink
TR-46400-BB Blue Blue
TR-46400-GC Green Clear

JELLY BEAN
The number one choice for swim schools across North 
America. Designed for toddlers aged 2 to 6.

• Extra-soft silicone
• Watertight fit
• Quickly adjustable silicone head strap
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($) Resale

Price 9.60 ........... 8.75 ............ 8.10 ........ 6.50

TR-46440-BC Blue Clear
TR-46440-GC Green Clear
TR-46440-PC Pink Clear
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NEST PRO

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($) Resale

Price 20.40 ......... 19.90 .......... 17.90 ...... 12.25

SPRINT

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($) Resale

Price 8.90 ........... 7.90 ............ 7.50 ........ 6.00

VANQUISHER 2.0

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($) Resale

Price 18.70 ......... 17.60 .......... 16.50 ...... 11.50

VESI

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($) Resale

Price 19.80 ......... 17.90 .......... 17.10 ...... 13.00

TEAM SPRINT

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($) Resale

Price 11.00 ......... 10.40 .......... 9.75 ........ 6.75

SWIMPLES TIE-DYE

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($) Resale

Price 14.40 ......... 13.60 .......... 12.75 ...... 8.75

SWIMPLES

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($) Resale

Price 14.40 ......... 13.60 .......... 12.75 ...... 8.75

TR-45638-CK Clear Smoked
TR-45638-CC Clear Clear

TR-44903-KC Black Clear
TR-44903-KK Black Smoked

TR-44922-WC White Clear
TR-44922-VK Silver Smoked
TR-44922-VB Silver Blue

TR-45612-CB Clear Blue
TR-45612-CK Clear Smoked
TR-45612-CC Clear Clear

TR-45610-KB Black Blue
TR-45610-KK Black Smoked
TR-45610-KC Black Clear

TR-45615-OC Orange Clear
TR-45615-PC Pink Clear
TR-45615-MB Multi Blue

TR-45613-PP Pink Pink
TR-45613-PB Pink Blue
TR-45613-BC Blue Clear
TR-45613-GK Green Smoked
TR-45613-PC Pink Clear

WOMEN’S MIRRORED VANQUISHER

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($) Resale

Price 22.10 ......... 20.80 .......... 19.50 ...... 13.75

TR-44924-KC Black Clear
TR-44924-RC Magenta Clear
TR-44924-BC Blue Clear
TR-44924-CC Clear Clear
TR-44924-UK Purple Dark
TR-44924-BT Aqua Mirrored
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HYDROSITY

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($) Resale

Price 11.90 ......... 11.50 .......... 10.90 ...... 8.75

HYDROSPEX 2.0

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($) Resale

Price 17.00 ......... 16.00 .......... 15.00 ...... 10.50

HYDROSPEX JR 2.0

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($) Resale

Price 14.90 ......... 13.90 .......... 12.90 ...... 10.00

VANQUISHER 2.0 MIRRORED

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($) Resale

Price 22.10 ......... 20.80 .......... 19.50 ...... 13.75

TR-44950-CC Clear Clear
TR-44950-CB Clear Blue

TR-44927-CC Clear Clear
TR-44927-CB Clear Blue
TR-44927-CV Clear Smoked

TR-44928-CC Clear Clear
TR-44928-KB Black Blue

TR-44925-BT Blue Mirrored
TR-44925-KT Black Mirrored
TR-44925-MC Multi Clear
TR-44925-VT Silver Mirrored
TR-44925-RT Red Mirrored

VANQUISHER JR 2.0

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($) Resale

Price 17.00 ......... 16.00 .......... 15.00 ...... 10.50

TR-44918-KK Black Smoked
TR-44918-CC Clear Clear
TR-44918-BB Blue Blue
TR-44918-GG Green Green
TR-44918-PP Pink Pink

SKOOGLES

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($) Resale

Price 11.90 ......... 11.20 .......... 10.50 ...... 7.25

SPLASHER

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($) Resale

Price 6.25 ........... 5.90 ............ 5.50 ........ 5.50

TR-44936-BB Blue Blue
TR-44936-PU Pink Purple

TR-44934-BB Blue Blue
TR-44934-PC Pink Clear
TR-44934-GC Green Clear

KIDS HYDROSPEX

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($) Resale

Price 11.90 ......... 11.50 .......... 10.90 ...... 8.75

TR-44929-CC Clear Clear
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XCEED

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($) Resale

Price 34.00 ......... 32.00 .......... 30.00 ...... 29.00

KAIMAN

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($) Resale

Price 26.50 ......... 25.75 .......... 24.90 ...... 22.00

XCEED TITANIUM

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($) Resale

Price 63.75 ......... 60.00 .......... 56.25 ...... 48.00

XCEED MIRRORED

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($) Resale

Price 63.75 ......... 60.00 .......... 56.25 ...... 48.00

SEAL KIDS MASK 2

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($) Resale

Price 25.50 ......... 24.00 .......... 22.50 ...... 21.00

TR-49030-KK Black Smoked

TR-49000-KC Black Clear
TR-49000-CC Clear Clear

TR-49034-KB Black Blue

TR-49031-YT Yellow Mirrored

TR-49022-GC Green Clear
TR-49022-BB Blue Blue
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Nose Clips and Earplugs
To satisfy the needs of our clients, we offer two types of earplugs, 
plastic or silicone, and a vast selection of nose clips. Whether it's for 
your swim teams or for resale to clients who forgot their gear, we can 
supply you with the products needed by all swimmers!

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

Nose Clips
TR-49502 With Strap ................. 2.95 ........... 2.35 ........... 2.19 
TR-49599 Synchro ..................... 3.85 ........... 3.10 ........... 2.80 
TR-49602 Laxto (Average) ........ 3.95 ........... 3.75 ........... 3.55 
TR-49604 Speedo Competition 6.79 ........... 6.39 ........... 5.99 
TR-49605 TYR ............................ 4.75 ........... 4.55 ........... 4.35 

Earplugs
TR-49700 Plastic ........................ 2.85 ........... 2.55 ........... 2.25 
TR-49902 Silicone ...................... 2.25 ........... 1.95 ........... 1.85

Foam Goggle Display     
This goggle display is made from our very popular EVA foam. With 
its vibrant colours, this display will attract attention and help promote 
goggle sales. It measures 35 cm high by 18 cm diameter and can 
display 5 different pairs of goggles. Colours may vary.

 Unit ($)

TR-44892 Goggle Display ......... 57.99 

Universal Goggle Remplacement Strap
Available in an assortment of colours, these replacement straps can 
be used with all goggle styles, and come with a barrel-style fastener.

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

LY-60445 Goggle Strap (1) ....... 6.30 ........... 5.95 ........... 5.60

Silicone Masks
Our high quality masks made from top-grade materials offer flexibility, 
comfort, and an exceptional durability. Our snorkel has a silicone 
mouthpiece and fits with our masks using a lateral strap. Masks and 
snorkels are perfect for underwater activities.

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

ER-07100 Tahiti (Adult) ............. 26.95 ......... 24.95 ......... 21.95 
ER-07300 Bahamas (Junior) ..... 19.90 ......... 18.90 ......... 17.90

Countertop Display Tray
This acrylic countertop display tray holds 24 packages of Aquam 
goggles. Perfect for placing at the reception desk of the aquatic 
centre, it displays goggles in a professional, organized fashion. Built-in 
slot for price list.

Dimensions: 38 cm x 26 cm x 7 cm

 Unit ($)

TR-44893 Acrylic Display .......... 50.99 
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CANADACANADA

Personalize your Swim Caps*
Choose the style and colour of your cap, and send us your 
logo with printing instructions for the colours.

Swim cap colours available for printing are different than 
selection below. Please contact us for more details.

* Latex or silicone only

Silicone Swim Caps
Boasting both comfortable feel and great fit, these 100% silicone swim 
caps are available in an assortment of cheerful colors.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($) Resale

Price 7.15 ........... 6.10 ............ 5.30 ........ 5.00

Lycra Swim Caps
For swimmers who prefer the soft comfort of a fabric cap over the 
texture of latex, the Lycra Swim Cap is a great alternative. Offered in a 
variety of colours, and sold in packages of 12, by colour.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($) Resale

Price 5.00 ........... 4.15 ............ 3.50 ........ 3.25

Adult

TR-28402 White 
TR-28403 Black 
TR-28404 Navy 
TR-28405 Red 
TR-28406 Purple 
TR-28407 Green 
TR-28408 Royal 
TR-28409 Yellow 
TR-28410 Orange 
TR-28411 Pink 
TR-28412 Lime

Junior

TR-28442 White 
TR-28443 Black 
TR-28444 Navy 
TR-28445 Red 
TR-28446 Purple 
TR-28447 Green 
TR-28448 Royal 
TR-28449 Yellow 
TR-28450 Orange 
TR-28451 Pink 
TR-28452 Lime

TR-28001 Assorted colours 
TR-28002 White 
TR-28003 Black 
TR-28004 Navy 
TR-28005 Red 
TR-28006 Purple  
TR-28007 Green 
TR-28008 Royal 

TR-28009 Yellow 
TR-28013 Gold 
TR-28016 Grey 
TR-28017 Turquoise 
TR-28021 Printed 
TR-28050 Red Canada 
TR-28051 White Canada

Latex Swim Caps
Made from 100% latex rubber. Available in an assortment of colours.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($) Resale

Price 3.15 ........... 2.80 ............ 2.50 ........ 2.25

TR-28201 Assorted colours 
TR-28202 White 
TR-28203 Black 
TR-28204 Navy 
TR-28205 Red 
TR-28206 Purple  
TR-28207 Green 
TR-28208 Royal 
TR-28209 Yellow 

TR-28210 Orange 
TR-28211 Pink 
TR-28212 Powder blue 
TR-28221 Printed 
TR-28243 Neon Orange  
TR-28244 Neon Green 
TR-28245 Neon Yellow  
TR-28246 Neon Pink

Neon
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Speedo Silicone Long Hair Swim Caps
Speedo's Silicone Long Hair Cap offers extra space for long hair to be 
tucked inside without compromising a smooth fit. Easy to take on/off 
without snagging your hair. Lightweight, made from latex-free silicone, 
it provides durable performance and optimum fit.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($) Resale

Price 11.89 ......... 11.19 .......... 10.49 ...... 7.50

Fun Critters Swim Caps
These funky creature swim caps win little swimmers’ hearts every 
time. The effect of the metamorphosis into a shark, ladybug, or tiger 
is instantaneous and very positive. Expect a sudden increase in 
enthusiasm for swimming lessons and pool activities! Made of soft 
silicone to minimize hair pulling, and specially sized to fit small heads. 
Colours may vary.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($) Resale

Price 6.90 ........... 6.50 ............ 5.90 ........ 5.00

TR-28256-01 Blue Shark 
TR-28256-02 Yellow Shark 
TR-28257-01 Pink Tiger 

TR-28257-02 Orange Tiger 
TR-28258-01 Red Ladybug

TR-27920-01 Black 
TR-27920-04 Blue 

TR-27920-09 White 
TR-27920-85 Silver

Pro Shop Resale Program
Goggles & Accessories

Online Catalogue
aquam.com

• Competitive pricing
• Huge inventory
• Hassle-free return policy
• Free display

Foam Goggle Display
TR-44892

Polystyrene Head 
LY-60370

Acrylic Head Stand
LY-60372

Acrylic Goggle Display 
TR-44893
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SEIKO S141 - 300 Lap Memory
• Store and recall of up to 300 split/lap times
• Dual memory mode
• Measurable up to 10 hours 
• Split/lap time measurement
• Memory segregated by event
• Memory recall during operation
• Memory overflow warning
• Measures strokes per minute (swimming) 
• Large three-row display panel
• Time and automatic calendar
• Battery life indicator
 Unit ($)

TR-29945 Seiko S141 ................ 313.99 

ULTRAK 485 - 8 Lap Memory
• 8 dual split recallable memory
• Lap and cum splits
• Continuous display of event time
• Memory recall during operation
• Large three-row display
• Measures up to 10 hours
• Lap counter
• Presettable countdown timer and pacer
• Time, calendar and alarm
 Unit ($) 12 + ($)

TR-29956 Ultrak 485 .................. 40.99 ......... 34.99

ULTRAK 330 - Economical
• Display of cum splits
• Measures up to 24 hours
• Time, calendar and alarm
 Unit ($) 12 + ($)

TR-29970 Ultrak 330 .................. 15.99 ......... 14.99

ULTRAK 495 - 100 Lap Memory
• 100 dual split recallable memory
• Continuous display of event time
• Memory recall during operation
• Take splits during recall mode
• Large three-row display
• Measures up to 10 hours
• Stroke/frequency measurement
• Time and calendar
 Unit ($) 12 + ($)

TR-29955 Ultrak 495 .................. 52.99 ......... 49.99

Pace Clock Pro
The Pace Clock Pro features 15 training modes to fine-tune skills and 
create customized workouts. It can be used either with or without a 
timer or controller.  When connected to your timing console, it can be 
used as a water polo shot clock. Additional clocks can be added to 
display game time, time out time, and team scores.

• 4-Digit Pace Clock
• 10 red digits-viewable up to 400ft
• High intensity LED-Indoor/Outdoor
• Splash proof protective lens
• Internal horn
• Internal rechargeable battery

TR-29505 Pace Clock Pro ................................... upon request

Ultrak Bluetooth Stopwatch
• 750 dual split recallable memory
• Create a profile that keeps track of your data
• Take splits during recall mode
• Presettable pacer (5 to 250 beeps/minute, up to 10 memory)
• Measures up to 10 hours
• Stroke/Frequency measurement
• Countdown timer with repeat function (time range: 9 hours, 59 

minutes, 59 seconds)
• Time, calendar and alarm
• Compatible with Apple (iOS 7.0 and above) and Android 

smartphones
• Supports Bluetooth 4.0 or above
• 5-year warranty

 Unit ($)

TR-29954 Stopwatch ................. 94.99 
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10 cm

15 cm

Donut Float     
These replacement donut floats are used on both the 10 cm and 15 cm 
racing lanes.
 Unit ($)

Price ................1.99

TR-32401 Red 
TR-32402 Blue 
TR-32403 White 
TR-32404 Green 
TR-32405 Yellow 
TR-32406 Black 
TR-32407 Purple 
TR-32408 Orange

15 cm Segments     
The polyethylene disks are quickly and easily replaced.
 Unit ($)

Price ................3.99

TR-32551 Red 
TR-32552 Blue 
TR-32553 White 
TR-32554 Green 
TR-32555 Yellow 
TR-32556 Black 
TR-32557 Purple 
TR-32558 Orange

10 cm Segments     
The polyethylene disks are quickly and easily replaced.
 Unit ($)

Price ................1.99

Donut Float

Donut Float

End Segment Body Segment

15 cm Segment

TensionerRatchet Reel

Racing Lane Lines     
The Racing Lane Lines’ flow-through design controls water turbulence 
by allowing wave energy to be dispersed and channeled along the 
lane. Each lane line consists of a series of polyethylene disks and 
donuts who meet all FINA standards and are available with tensioner 
or ratchet reel.

Both models are assembled on vinyl-coated stainless steel cable. Each 
disk is designed to rotate independently of the others, thus allowing 
wave energy to be absorbed and dispersed along the lane. This wave 
reduction optimizes pool conditions for training and competition.

Shipped fully assembled.

Racing Lane Lines with 10 cm Segments
Price ................upon request

TR-30500-TUR 60 ft - with Ratchet Reel 
TR-30500-ST 60 ft - with Tensioner 
TR-30600-TUR 75 ft - with Ratchet Reel 
TR-30600-ST 75 ft - with Tensioner 
TR-30700-TUR 25 m - with Ratchet Reel 
TR-30700-ST 25 m - with Tensioner 
TR-30800-TUR 50 m - with Ratchet Reel 
TR-30800-ST 50 m - with Tensioner 

Racing Lane Lines with 15 cm Segments
Price ................upon request

TR-30900-TUR 60 ft - with Ratchet Reel 
TR-30900-ST 60 ft - with Tensioner 
TR-31000-TUR 75 ft - with Ratchet Reel 
TR-31000-ST 75 ft - with Tensioner 
TR-31100-TUR 25 m - with Ratchet Reel 
TR-31100-ST 25 m - with Tensioner 
TR-31200-TUR 50 m - with Ratchet Reel 
TR-31200-ST 50 m - with Tensioner

Body
TR-32501 Red 
TR-32502 Blue 
TR-32503 White 
TR-32504 Green 
TR-32505 Yellow 
TR-32506 Black 
TR-32507 Purple 
TR-32508 Orange

End
TR-32601 Red 
TR-32602 Blue 
TR-32603 White 
TR-32604 Green 
TR-32605 Yellow 
TR-32606 Black 
TR-32607 Purple 
TR-32608 Orange

Racing Lane Line Connector     
This innovative connector links two 25-metre racing lane lines to form 
one 50-metre line securely and conveniently by hooking the coil end of 
each line through the designated holes in the connector. An attached 
floating disc prevents the connector from sinking if it is accidentally 
dropped or released while attempting to connect the lines. 
 Unit ($)

TR-32005 Connector ................. 32.99 
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Cable Hardware
We supply racing lane line replacement parts. All parts are stocked 
and ready to ship.

  Unit ($)

TR-32000 Ratchet Take-Up Wrench ............ 42.99  
TR-32001 Clevis (1) ...................................... 52.00  
TR-32002 Clevis Pin (1)  ............................... 17.45  
TR-32100 Ratchet Take-Up Reel ................. 135.99  
TR-32200 Plastic Cover, Red ....................... 8.99  
TR-32351 Plastic Cover, Black .................... 8.99  
TR-32300 Tension Spring ............................ 50.99  

Vinyl Covered Stainless Steel Cable
TR-32700 ³⁄16” (per foot) ................................ 0.99  
TR-32705 ³⁄16” (78’ length) ............................ 59.95  
TR-32707 ³⁄16” (85’ length) ............................ 65.95  
TR-32709 ³⁄16” (170’ length) .......................... 129.95 

Extension Hooks
Use these hooks to achieve proper gutter-to-gutter installation. Four 
sizes are available. They easily hook onto the tension spring and 
ratchet take-up reel.

 Unit ($)

TR-31700 ¼” x 2” Hook ............. 13.99  
TR-31800 ¼” x 8” Hook ............. 34.99  
TR-31900 ¼” x 14” Hook ........... 43.99  
TR-31905 ¼” x 24” Hook ........... 51.99 

Line Slider     
The Racing Lane Line Slider provides an easy, safe, and fast way to 
remove your racing lane lines every time they are reeled from your 
pool. The Line Slider protects the racing lane line from getting caught 
in and banging against the pool edges. Quickly installed on the pool 
deck, the Line Slider prolongs the life of your racing lane lines.

Specifications

• Compatible with cables made of 4" or 6" segments 
• Very resistant and durable fibreglass 
• Flexible PVC trim on the edges 
• Integrated handle for easy portability 
• Works with most pool profiles, even on decks with lipped edges 
• Stackable (we can ship five at a time, stacked in one box, to reduce 

freight costs)
• Upper surface and underside both white
• Dimensions: 23" long x 16" wide x 20" high (overall) / Height over 

deck is 8"
• Weight : 6 lb

 Unit ($)

TR-30185 Line Slider ................. 338.99  
PTR-30185-01 Trim Lock + 3M Glue 39.00 

Supertensioner
By twisting the Supertensioner, you can easily and quickly tighten 
the racing lane lines without the need for extra tools. You may also 
purchase your new lines complete with Supertensioner. Three-year 
warranty.
 Unit ($)

Price ................166.99

TR-32310 White 
TR-32311 Red 
TR-32312 Blue 
TR-32313 Black 
TR-32314 Green 
TR-32315 Yellow

Tensioner
It makes tightening racing lane lines quick and effortless, with no need 
for extra tools. Easily fitted to any racing lane line, it can be purchased 
alone (for existing lines), or combined with the purchase of new racing 
lane lines. It carries a three-year warranty.
 Unit ($)

Price ................147.99

TR-32340 White 
TR-32341 Red 
TR-32342 Blue 
TR-32343 Black 
TR-32344 Green 
TR-32345 Yellow

Lane Rope Trap     
Installing lane rope traps in the basement during construction is a 
great way to free up space on your pool deck. Made of powder coated 
stainless steel.

 Unit ($)

TR-30240 Stainless Steel Trap . 628.99  
PTR-30240-01 Key For Trap ............. 76.99 

Racing Lane Brackets     
Entirely made of plastic, these brackets are 
placed at regular intervals (approx. 12 ft).

 Unit ($)

TR-30250 One-Hook Bracket .... 78.99  
TR-30251 Two-Hook Bracket .... 113.99  
TR-30252 Three-Hook Bracket . 153.99  
TR-30253 Four-Hook Bracket ... 194.99 
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Paragon Stainless Steel Cable Storage Reel
This stainless steel cable-storage reel makes cable storage effortless. 
Sturdy stainless steel wheels (not included) mean it can be moved 
around the pool to your convenience. 

 Unit ($)

TR-30200 Standard Capacity .... 3097.99  
TR-30204 Large Capacity .......... 3369.99 
FOB Factory

Replacement Part

TR-30210 Wheel with Brake ...... 76.99 

Storage Reel     
The Deluxe Storage Reel is equipped with polyester powder-coated 
stainless steel hardware. Its stainless steel wheels with brakes and 
its lateral protective polyethylene disks grant the Deluxe Storage Reel 
incredible durability. Thanks to its super-convenient handle, it easily 
moves around the pool deck (30177 only). It will be a valuable asset 
for your pool!
 Unit ($)

TR-30173 Deluxe - Small ........... 3139.99  
TR-30177 Deluxe ........................ 3253.99  
TR-30175 Standard .................... 2824.99 

Replacement Part

TR-30210 Wheel with Brake ...... 76.99 

Stainless 
Steel

Stainless Wheels 
with Brakes

Powder 
Coated

Lateral Disks Push 
Handle

Deluxe  30177 only

Standard

TR-30177 - TR-30175

Cable length
10 cm 

Segments
15 cm 

Segments
60' 11 5

75' 8 4

25 m 8 4

50 m 4 2

TR-30173

Cable length
10 cm 

Segments
15 cm 

Segments
60' 5 2

75' 4 2

25 m 4 2

50 m 2 1

TR-30204

Cable length
10cm 

Segments
15cm 

Segments
60' 12 6

75' 9 5

25 m 8 5

50 m 4 2

TR-30200

Cable length
10cm 

Segments
15cm 

Segments
60' 9 5

75' 7 4

25 m 6 4

50 m 3 2

Economical Storage Reel
This large-capacity storage reel, made of aluminum, is a cost-effective 
solution to racing lane storage. It can hold eight 25 m lane lines of 
10 cm diameter and four 25 m lane lines of 15 cm diameter. It features 
four independently rotating and locking wheels.

Dimensions: 183 cm H x 229 cm L x 122 cm W

 Unit ($)

TR-30150 Economical ............... 1783.99 
FOB Factory

Perfect for small 
facilities
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2-Cup Suction Temporary Anchor
This anchor is used for handling all sorts of heavy loads, such as  
glass. This ingenious tool may also serve as temporary anchorage for 
racing lane lines and water polo goals. Note that the anchor must be 
installed on a flat surface, and the direction of the force applied must 
be perpendicular to the surface.

Dimension: Suction Cup : 12 cm. Length: 34 cm

 Unit ($)

ER-09171 Temporary Anchor ... 127.99 

Ropes and Hooks     
Our ropes are specially designed for swimming pool and beach use.

  Unit ($)

Ropes
SA-52000* 5/16" Safety (feet) ........................... 0.55 
DV-81000* Blue and White ¾", (feet) ............ 0.69 
DV-81100* Blue and White ¾", 300' .............. 179.00 
DV-81200* Blue and White ³⁄8", (feet) ............ 0.19 
DV-81300* Blue and White ³⁄8", 630' .............. 89.90

Hooks
TR-31500 ³⁄8” Rope Hook .............................. 15.99  
TR-31600 ¾” Rope Hook .............................. 16.99 

Floats
Our traditional polyethylene floats are ideal for safety lines, racing 
lane lines, and boundary markers. They can be used on lines for 
waterfronts, as well as indoor and outdoor pools. They are available 
in 2 sizes: 3" x 5" float used with 3⁄8" rope (blue/white or red/white), and 
5" x 9" float used with 3/4" rope (blue/white or plain white).

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

DV-80000 Blue and White ......... 4.25 ........... 3.99 ........... 2.99 
DV-80002 Red and White .......... 4.25 ........... 3.99 ........... 3.30 
DV-80100 Blue and White ......... 6.95 ........... 6.20 ........... 5.30 
DV-80200 White .......................... 6.95 ........... 6.50 ........... 5.60

Handi-Lock Floats
This special three-compartment float double-locks onto the rope when 
both ends of the float are twisted in opposite directions. It is perfectly 
suited for lines on waterfronts as well as indoor and outdoor pools. 
They are available in 2 sizes: 3" x 5" (used with 3⁄8" rope) and 5" x 9" 
(used with ¾" rope), as well as 2 colours (blue/white and red/white).

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

DV-80300 Blue and White ......... 4.95 ........... 4.85 ........... 3.90 
DV-80301 Red and White .......... 4.95 ........... 4.85 ........... 3.90 
DV-80400 Blue and White ......... 9.95 ........... 8.95 ........... 7.50 
DV-80401 Red and White .......... 9.95 ........... 8.95 ........... 7.50

Foam Animal Floats     
Add some fun to your pool with these animal-shaped line floats. Made 
of EVA foam, these floats are highly resistant and very durable. They 
are a festive alternative to the regular blue-and-white line floats. Use 
them to mark off a “no swim» area or to separate the shallow end from 
the deep end. Included in the package are whales (11.5" x 7"), hippos 
(12" x 6.5"),  and ducks (10" x 8.25"). All fit onto a 3/4" rope. They are 
stable on the water surface and do not move easily along the rope. 
Sold in packs of 9. Assorted colours. Rope not included.

 Unit ($)

DV-80425 Animal Floats (9) ...... 86.99 

Paragon Storage Reel Cover
Made from heavy-duty, dark blue textured 
vinyl, this storage-reel cover protects your 
racing lane lines and storage reel from 
fading and damage caused by UV exposure. 
Suitable for both Paragon stainless steel 
storage reels (TR-30200 and TR-30204).

 Unit ($)

TR-30190 Paragon Cover .......... 404.99 

Storage Reel Cover
There's only one really good way to keep your 
racing lane lines from fading in the sun when 
they're not in use: cover them.  This storage 
reel cover is made of heavy-duty vinyl for 
maximum UV and weather protection, and is 
custom designed to perfectly fit the storage 
reel TR-30177 and TR-30175.

TR-30182 .........upon request
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Stainless steel is the material most commonly used by 
manufacturers of aquatic equipment. Handrails, ladders, 
stanchion posts, and starting blocks are a few examples. There 
are several advantages to using stainless steel.

However, when stainless steel is exposed to heat, humidity, and 
chloramines, it can eventually corrode. Regular maintenance is 
the best way to prevent equipment deterioration.

What are your options when corrosion becomes apparent? How 
can you prolong the life expectancy of your equipment? These 
are questions that our experts will be happy to answer.

Our cleaning service may be requested, following a prior 
evaluation. A technician will come to your facility to clean the 
affected equipment; after which, you will be supplied with a 
regular maintenance plan and suggestions for applying it. 
This procedure can produce astonishing results, but they vary 
according to the degree of initial corrosion.

In the case of a maintenance contract, a technician will perform 
regular, scheduled visits.

Stainless steel may be powder coated, a process that protects 
and seals it, effectively prolonging the lifespan of new or used 
equipment, as well as adding visual appeal.

All stainless steel products identified with this symbol are 
powder coated.

Project: Clean the handrails and guardrails present on all stainless 
steel structures.

Achievement: Cleaning accomplished in one visit. A thorough 
cleaning method was applied, using specialized products.

Project: Protect the lifeguard chairs to prolong their lifespan.

Achievement: Powder coating in various colours of four Ultra lifeguard 
chairs.

If you would like to have your stainless steel equipment 
painted, the following colour choices are available:

Look for this symbol Powder coat colour choices

Stainless Steel Treatment and 
Maintenance Services
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The Elite Starting Block is made to accomodate Track Start which can 
be adjusted according to swimmers’ individual preferences. This new 
design features two doors which give access to speakers and an in-
deck cabling system for connecting timekeeping peripherals (touch 
pads, push-buttons, speakers, etc.). Anchor non included.

Price ................upon request

TR-41582 Elite Starting Block with Track Start 
DV-82406 Anchor

Specifications :

• All powder coated stainless steel
• Ultra-sturdy design
• Track Start adjustable to 9 positions

The starting block is also available without Track Start. The features 
remain the same, with the exception of the platform measurements: 
24" x 27".

TR-41580 Elite Starting Block, Standard 
DV-82406 Anchor

Backstroke Starting Devices
Aquam offers two models of uniquely designed backstroke starting 
devices, the ProStart Backstroke System, and the EZ Ledge. Both 
feature an anti-skid ledge (also sold individually), and durable, stretch-
resistant, adjustable straps. Both models meet FINA regulations. It 
should be noted that they have been designed specifically for the 
Elite Starting Block. For custom fit to other models, please contact 
Customer Service.

The innovative ProStart Backstroke System is in a class of its own. 
Unlike other models currently available, it is not mounted on the starting 
block, a design which gives it two distinct advantages: there is no need 
to continually install and remove the device between events; and the 
deck-mounted mechanism is calibrated in increments, allowing each 
athlete to adjust the ledge height according to individual preference.

The simplified EZ Ledge features adjustable straps and a secure 
retention plate which fits firmly into place around the starting block.

Price ................upon request

TR-41525 ProStart Backstroke System
TR-41526 EZ Ledge

Anti-skid surface colour options

Elite Starting Block      Platform Cover
p.83
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Internationally acclaimed Paragon starting platforms are used 
in more competition pools than any other platform. Their 
unique features help competitive swimmers improve their 
training, technique and performance. Each Paragon starting 
platform-frame is manufactured from high-grade stainless 
steel, polished to a 320-grit finish. Each top is a solid sheet 
of 1.25" high density, UV inhibited polypropylene with cross-
grooved, non-skid white sand finish. The platform may be set 
level or tilted at 10º towards the pool.

A variety of configurations are available to accommodate 
your specific facility requirements. Two anchoring systems 
are offered: Paraflyte or Quickset. The Paraflyte models 
are anchored with 4 bolts to an anchor set in the deck. The 
Quickset models have a close-fitting sleeve anchor in the deck. 
They may be installed and removed without tools. Platform 
styles include Standard, Long Reach, Shortee, Florida, plus 
dual leg Competitor, Competitor Track Start and Long Reach. 
Varsity platforms designed for 18" height above water are also 
available.

All products on the following pages may be powder coated 
upon request. Ask about applicable fees.

Shortee Starting Platform
The Shortee platforms are designed for pools where the deck-to-water 
distance exceeds 12". Since they are 18" high or less above deck, 
Shortee platforms are not equipped with an intermediate mounting 
step. The Shortee model is similar in design to the Standard model but 
without a step and with a fixed “B» dimension of 18" (refer to technical 
diagram). Anchor sold separatly.

Price ................upon request

TR-41614 Paraflyte 
TR-41615 Quickset

Standard Starting Platform
This acclaimed universal platform is suitable for most facilities. Since 
this platform fits most pools, it's one of the most popular on the market. 
Anchor sold separatly.

Price ................upon request

TR-41602 Paraflyte 
TR-41603 Quickset

Long Reach Starting Platform
Long Reach platforms are designed primarily for deck-level pools with 
wide overflow trenches. It is designed to clear a 30" wide trench or 
gutter without any support on the slotted stones or co ping. The two 
available models have different configurations. Anchor sold separatly.

Price ................upon request

TR-41606 Paraflyte 
TR-41607 Quickset

Paraflyte Standard Spec

Starting Platforms

Platform Cover
p.83
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Florida Starting Platform
Florida starting platforms are designed for pools with a wide, elevated 
curb around the pool. The platforms are intended to be mounted atop 
the curb. Hence, they all present a horizontal dimension of 18" from 
pool to socket (dimension B, refer to technical diagram). Anchor sold 
separatly.

TR-41610 Paraflyte .................................................upon request 
TR-41611 Quickset .................................................upon request

Competitor Starting Platform
To anchor Competitor Starting Platforms, simply slip them into close-
fitting sleeves set in the deck. They can be installed and removed 
without tools. Their dual leg construction offers greater stability. The 
Long Reach models were designed for pools with wide overflow 
gutter systems. They are available in two different types: one with a 
B dimension of 20" - 29.5" and the other with a B dimension of 30" - 40" 
(refer to technical diagram). Anchor sold separatly.

TR-41625 Starting Platform ...................................upon request 
TR-41627 Long Reach (20” - 29.5”) .......................upon request 
TR-41628 Long Reach (30” - 40”) ..........................upon request

Track Start Competitor Starting Platform
The 24" x 32" top supports the “track-type” start now favored by many 
competitive swimmers. It includes the same features as our Competitor 
and Competitor Long Reach models to offer greater stability and 
accommodate a variety of gutter dimensions. Anchor sold separatly.

TR-41630 Side Mount .............................................upon request

Add your logo

Sand Finish Standard Colour Options

Track Start Plus+ STS
The modular concept of the Track Start Plus+ backplate makes it 
possible to upgrade a new or existing standard platform. The TR-
41674 model is designed to be installed on 20” x 24” platforms, and 
is adjustable from side-to-side according to swimmers’ preferences. 
The TR-41675 model fits 24” x 32” platforms. Both are made of high-
density polypropylene and meet required standards.

TR-41674 For Standard Platform ..........................upon request 
TR-41675 For 24" x 32" Platform ...........................upon request

Rejuvenation or personalization
Revitalize existing Paragon starting-platform tops and steps with the 
recent groove-patterned sand finish surface. Adding colour is also an 
option for refinished platforms.
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RockSolid Anchor
The starting blocks all feature the patented RockSolid anchor system 
which eliminates platform movement, for consistent starts and faster 
times.

TR-41721 RockSolid anchor ..................................upon request

Select the powder-
coated frame colour

Choose  
the sand tread colour

Add
your logo

Choose  
the sand tread colour
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Setback

Starting Platforms

SR Smith has developed a line of starting blocks to meet the 
requirements of all types of aquatic facilities and their clientele. 

The stainless steel structure is powder-coated for corrosion 
resistance and offered in a choice of four colours: radiant white, 
taupe, royal blue, and silver grey.

The footboard and platform are offered in the standard radiant 
white sand tread

Personalize Your Starting Platforms

Backstroke Start Handles

Platform Cover
p.83
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Universal Starting Platform     
With its unique rounded footboard, this starting block is ideal for 
everyone from young swimmers to Olympic aspirants. The acrylic 
platform features the characteristic, non-slip sand tread, as well as 
the new SolidStart Edge enhanced hand grip. Anchor sold separatly.

"A" measures : 19" to 29.5" 
"B" measures : 21"to 26" 
* Refer to technical diagram, p.80

Price ................upon request

TR-41690 Universal Starting Platform

Legacy Starting Platform     
One of SR Smith's bestselling starting blocks, the Legacy adapts to 
nearly all types of pool decks and are custom-made according to the 
precise specifications of each facility. The acrylic footboard features a 
high-traction, non-slip tread. Anchor sold separatly.

Price ................upon request

TR-41680 Starting Platform 
TR-41682 Side Mount Starting Platform 
TR-41684 Long Reach Starting Platform

Velocity Starting Platform     
The Velocity starting platform is part of the next generation of staring 
blocks designed for fast, solid starts—the sort of starts that can 
only be achieved with the adjustable track start wedge. This starting 
platform is compatible with Daktronics timing systems. The footboard 
is available in either the standard, non-slip sand tread, or the unique 
TrueTread. Anchor sold separatly.

Velocity Starting Platform with Track Start 
TR-41701 Starting Platform, Sand Tread  
TR-41702 Side Mount Starting Platform, Sand Tread 
TR-41703 Long Reach Starting Platform, Sand Tread 
TR-41704 Starting Platform, True TreadTM  
TR-41705 Side Mount Starting Platform, True TreadTM 
TR-41706 Long Reach Starting Platform, True TreadTM

Velocity Starting Platform 
TR-41695 Starting Platform, sand tread  
TR-41696 Side Mount Starting Platform, Sand Tread 
TR-41697 Long Reach Starting Platform, Sand Tread 
TR-41698 Starting Platform, True TreadTM  
TR-41699 Side Mount Starting Platform, True TreadTM 
TR-41700 Long Reach Starting Platform, True TreadTM

TrueTread Footboards
The Velocity starting platforms are available with TrueTread—
an innovative, non-slip covering that combines comfort and 
low-maintenance. 

Standard / Side Mount
“A” measures : 17" to 29.5"
“B” measures : 21" to 26" 
* Refer to technical diagram, p.80

Long Reach
20" to 29.5" 
30" to 40"

Standard / Side Mount

“A” measures: 17" to 29.5"
“B” measures: 21" to 26"
* Refer to technical diagram, p.80 

Long Reach 
20" to 29.5" 
30" to 40"
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Starting Platforms
Spectrum Aquatics offers both single and dual post starting platforms, 
which include incredible non-slip tops and steps. The stainless steel 
block tops are coated with a grit overlay providing an incredible level of 
traction and the plastic tops are made of low density polyethylene and 
contain a non-slip surface. All models comply with FINA regulations.

All starting platforms can be customized to fit into existing anchors.

Price ................upon request

Xcellerator Starting Platform
Applying the latest in approved technology, the Xcellerator Starting 
Platform contains an adjustable track start wedge and handgrips to 
give swimmers an extra boost on starts by allowing the knee to start at 
a 90 degree angle. The superior grit finish on the platform top reduces 
slipping while the H-style backstroke bar give backstroke swimmers 
numerous gripping options.

Standard surface color is black, with custom colours and logo options 
available.

Dual post option is also available.

TR-41800 Xcellerator – Suggested setback of 30" 
 accommodates setbacks of 18" to 36"

Record Breaker Starting Platform
The Record Breaker Starting Platform features a stainless steel 
top covered in a superior non-slip material. This platform is easily 
upgradable to the Xcellerator with the addition of the side handles 
and a track start footrest. The H-style backstroke bar gives backstroke 
swimmers numerous gripping options, and the patented anti-wobble 
anchor promotes stability and ease of removal.

Standard surface color is black, with custom colours and logo options 
available.

Dual post anchor are available.

TR-41804 Record Breaker - Rear Step (accommodates 
 anchor setbacks of 30" to 36") 
TR-41806 Record Breaker - Side Step (accommodates anchor 
 setbacks of 18" to 36")

Growler Starting Platform
Growler starting platforms are among Spectrum’s most popular 
starting blocks and are ideal for bulkheads and parapets. They are 
great for all levels of competition and feature the largest top in the 
industry (25" x 32" single piece LDPE platform).

TR-41808  Growler – Side Step (accommodates anchor set 
 backs of 18" to 36")
TR-41810 Growler – Rear Step (accommodates anchor set 
 backs of 30" to 36")

Platform Cover
p.83
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Spectrum Starting Platform Hard Cover
•  Sturdy precision vacuum formed ABS plastic, textured surface
•  Stops unauthorized use of platforms and protects platform surface
•  Includes elastic retaining strap and optional cable lock
•  Fits competition grade block top sizes up to 25" W and up to 32" L
•  Standard white UV protection
•  Stackable for easy storage
 Unit ($)

TR-41832 Hard Cover ................ 393.99
FOB Factory

Single Post Anchor
This unique, patented anti-wobble and locator pin design is superior 
to all other single-set type anchors.

• No tools required when inserting or removing starting platform
• Machined bronze anchor body ensures extremely tight tolerances 

and offers superior corrosion resistance
• Locating slot design eliminates rotation and guarantees proper 

alignment of platform
• Includes stainless steel lid and removal tool
 Unit ($)

TR-41830 Single Post Anchor .. 502.99 
TR-41831 Anchor Set Tool ........ 397.99
FOB Factory

Custom Logo
Show your team spirit with the addition of a custom logo or by powder 
coating the block to match your team’s colors.

Expansion Post
It is possible to install any Spectrum starting platform into existing 
anchors with the expansion posts. This solution will allow you to install 
new starting blocks without undergoing major concrete work. This 
system also eliminates dual post anchor wobble.

Please contact us for more information.

Platform Covers

Paragon Platform Cover
Made of tough, light-weight plastic, these covers will discourage 
unauthorized use of platforms. Easy to install with a bungee cord 
(included), they stack easily for storage. Their bright orange colour 
makes them extremely visible.

  Unit ($) 12 ($)

TR-41545 For a 24” x 20” Platform ............. 203.99 ....... 190.99 
TR-41544 For a 24” x 32” Platform ............. 302.99 ....... 281.99

Starting Platform Cover     
Keeping your starting platforms under these super-resistant nylon 
covers will discourage people from climbing on them when they are 
not in use. Covers fit over most starting platform models with maximum 
dimensions of 28" x 32". Customized printing available; contact us for 
details.

 Unit ($)

TR-41546 Standard .................... 145.99  
TR-41547 With Track Start ........ 240.00 
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Scoreboards
Daktronics offers endless options to create scoreboards suited to each 
facility’s needs. The products range from standard numeric scoreboards 
to larger video displays capable of broadcasting live video! Optional 
interfaces are compatible with products from other manufacturers. 
This allows you to upgrade your equipment incrementally. Daktronics 
offers a complete solution connecting results and timing, thus bringing 
you and your spectators the content you want to see.

Touchpads
Daktronics touchpads are designed so as to incorporate 3 conductive 
plates made of non-corrosive stainless steel. The stainless steel 
construction provides years of reliable service and will not crack or 
break under pressure. The front and top of the touchpad provide 
high sensitivity across the entire non-slip surface so that competitive 
swimmers can rely on fair and consistent starts and turns. The 
touchpads fill up with water to equalize the internal and external water 
pressures, eliminating leaking and floating problems. The touchpads 
are self-draining; water quickly drains through small holes along the 
bottom.

Aquatic Timing and 
Scoring Systems

Daktronics timing and score-keeping systems are renowned 
across Canada. They’re offered in a wide variety of sizes 
and configurations, making them adaptable to any aquatic 
institution, and can be installed in an existing pool as well as 
in a new construction. Daktronics systems are appreciated by 
customers for their reliability and ease-of-use.
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Relay Take-Off Platform
The Relay Take-Off Platform (RTOP) features a sensor that precisely 
detects the moment a swimmer loses contact with the platform. 
Combined with the Daktronics OmniSport 2000 timing system and 
Daktronics T-6000 series touchpads, the RTOP accurately measures 
the relay exchange to 1/100th of a second, as required by FINA 
regulations. The RTOP  senses human contact rather than force, which 
enables the platform to detect the exact moment the swimmer jumps 
off the starting block. 

Push Button 
Daktronics push buttons may be used as the primary timing device 
in the absence of touchpads, or as a backup timer when touchpads 
are used. Gold-plated banana connectors and sealed buttons ensure 
corrosion resistance, prolonging the life and performance of this 
product.
 Unit ($)

TR-29160 Push Button .............. 119.00 

Omnisport HS-200 Start and Public Address System
The Daktronics Omnisport HS-200 Start and Public Address System 
offers a complete starting solution for aquatic sports. It features a 
rechargeable battery that will last for more than 15h on a full charge, 
an internal 40-watt speaker, and a 360 degrees strobe light. The 
recall feature can be enabled or disabled, depending on the official's 
preference. The HS-200 can be programmed to sound a typical start 
tone or to emulate a gun sound. The HS-200 comes with a wireless 
microphone option that can be used remotely or connected directly 
to the unit.

Dimensions: 12" high x 8" wide x 14" deep - Weight: 14 lb
  Unit ($)

TR-29155 Omnisport HS-200 ....................... upon request 
TR-29156 Tripod  .......................................... 299.00  
TR-29157 Mounting Bracket ........................ 147.95  
TR-29158 Carrying Case .............................. 579.00 Daktronics Pace Clocks

Both displaying 7" high digits, these Daktronics Pace Clocks display 
count time up to 59:59 or down to 0:00. The PC-2001 is a versatile 
portable clock featuring 9 different training options (count-up, start 
reaction, backstroke reaction, relay exchange, workout program, game 
clock, shot clock, 12-hour/24-hour time of day). The pace clocks are 
available in indoor and outdoor models. The PC-2002 model is used for 
indoor wall mounting only. Operated with the JC-100 controller or the 
OmniSport 2000 timer, this pace clock can be used for workouts, time 
of day, game or shot clocks (6 different internal programs).

TR-29150 PC-2001 Pace Clock ..............................upon request
TR-29152 PC-2002 Pace Clock ..............................upon request

OmniSport 2000 Controller
This fully functional timer offers multisport functionalities. Three back-
lit LCD screens indicate current race information, lane status and 
completed lengths for up to 10 lanes. For more functionalities and 
user-friendly access, the OmniSport 2000 timer can interface with 
a laptop. This great device lets you score for swimming, diving, and 
water polo events. The console features a built-in printer that lets you 
easily and quickly print out results for each event.
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Aquatic Timing and Scoring Systems 

Colorado Time Systems provides premier athletic facilities across the world with platinum quality timing, scoring and 
display systems. Their product line includes: LED full color video displays, LED single-color animation displays, sport-
specific scoreboards, and portable scoreboards.

Infinity Start System Championship Start System

Touchpad Caddy

Titanium Deckplate

AquaGrip® Touchpads

System 6 Console
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Scoreboards

Water Polo Scoreboards

Led-R Numeric Scoreboards
Colorado Time Systems’ LED-R numeric scoreboards are a cost-
effective way to provide information, involve the audience, and 
showcase the athletes for all aquatic sports. Modules can be used 
individually or combined in multiple-module scoreboard designs. 
Panels can also be added to the numeric scoreboard for sponsor 
advertising or facility / team name.

Designed specifically for the aquatic environment, LED-R scoreboards 
can be set to display information for swimming, diving, water polo, 
artistic swimming, and other sports by simply moving the digits. Its 
high-quality construction resists corrosion in any environment, giving 
you years of trouble-free service. 

Multisport Portable
• Rugged powder-coated aluminum enclosure
• High visibility 10" LED digits display game time and home/guest 

score, 7" LED digits display period
• Designed for wireless use with the tabletop or handheld controller
• Wireless or wired System 6 timing console interface
• Can be used with deck clocks

Portable Table Top
• Rugged powder-coated aluminum enclosure
• High visibility 5" LED digits
• Designed for wireless use with the tabletop or handheld controller
• Wireless or wired System 6 timing console interface
• Optional external horn
• Can be used with deck clocks

Video Boards
Video boards can be used as a standalone unit or combined with 
numeric scoreboards for added impact. Video boards display full color 
scoring data, text, graphics, animations, live video, video replays, and 
more.
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This is an ideal solution for facilities that are currently using stopwatches 
to time meets. Use of the Dolphin Wireless Stopwatch Timing System 
saves time and improves the accuracy of recorded times. Touchpads 
and additional timing equipment can be added as your budget allows.

• Wireless timing system with a fully integrated Hy-Tek Meet Manager 
interface.

• Provides wireless, synchronized, stopwatch-style timing for 
swimming competitions.

• Reduces the amount of time and effort required to run a meet and 
manage data.

• Improves the accuracy in comparison to manual stopwatches by 
eliminating manual transcription and input.

Each Dolphin system includes:
• Handheld wireless stopwatches for each lane (supports up to 3 

lane timers per lane, and up to 10 lanes)
• Starter unit
• Base unit, which connects via USB cable to your computer running 

Hy-Tek Meet Manager with the Dolphin module.

Handheld Stopwatch Starter Unit Base Unit

Dolphin Wireless Timing
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Brass Lap Bell
This lap bell is made of polished brass and features a wooden handle. 
It measures 5" in diameter and 8" high.
 Unit ($)

TR-29934 Brass Lap Bell .......... 66.99 

Turning Board     
In deck level pools, or pools where the height of the end or turning wall 
is insufficient to meet required standards, turning boards are a great 
option. They provide the necessary height to satisfy regulations, and 
ensure that swimmers may adequately perform flip turns. The boards 
are fastened with anchors to the pool deck, but may be removed as 
needed. Made-to-measure for your facility, and constructed of durable, 
high-density plastic with powder coated stainless steel frames.

PR-66000 Turning Board ........................................upon request

Finis Turnmaster Pro Lane Separator
The Turnmaster Pro is a portable lane bulkhead designed to maximize 
lane usage. Easily installed in minutes, the Turnmaster Pro is 
suspended between two lane ropes, dividing one lane into two. Its 
streamlined design prevents drag in the water and extends seamlessly 
across pool lanes, allowing you to optimize your pool space. Built of 
durable Vinyl Ester chlorine-resistant, fibreglass, the Turnmaster Pro is 
built to withstand the impact of race speed turns. The Turnmaster Pro 
will fit most lane sizes.

TR-30255 Lane Separator 80” ......................................... 2876.99 
TR-30258  Lane Separator 98.42" ..........................upon request
FOB Factory

Lap Counter
Made from a resistant plastic, this durable 14" x 14" lap counter features 
large numbers, convenient built-in handle, and a red final lap screen. 
Numbers go up to 69. This model meets all regulation requirements.
 Unit ($)

TR-29930 Lap Counter .............. 52.99 
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29940-6

28900

29940-4

Sanio Pace Clock     
Easily visible from anywhere in the pool, this 36" pace clock features a 
clear, readable dial. The Sanio Pace Clock is available in wall-mounted 
or free-standing/portable models. Four coloured sweep-second 
hands, as well as minute hand and dial, are all protected by a strong 
acrylic surface.
 Unit ($)

TR-28800 Wall Mounted ............ 438.00  
TR-28900 Portable ..................... 464.00  

Replacement Parts

TR-28901* Electric Motor ........... 129.00 
TR-28902* Lens ........................... 85.00 
TR-28903* Second Hand ............ 67.50 
TR-28904* Minute Hand .............. 29.50

Electric Sanio Clock     
The Electric Sanio Clock is a very durable, 36" wall-mounted clock. It 
is easily readable from anywhere in the pool.

 Unit ($)

TR-29935 Electric Clock ............ 455.00 

Digital Wall Clock
This basic digital clock is perfect for aquatic facilities. The vibrant LED 
display is decipherable to a distance of 250 feet, and is available in 
four-digit (HH:MM) or six-digit (HH:MM:SS) formats. The clock features 
a low-profile, smooth ABS frame, with an anti-glare, shatterproof 
polycarbonate lens for maximum clarity and durability. May be 
combined with an optional weather-resistant plexiglass guard for 
added protection and longevity.

Electrical requirement: 110 Volt (6' cord). Internal 30-day battery 
backup.

  Unit ($)

TR-29940-4 4 digits .......................................... 320.99  
TR-29940-6 6 digits .......................................... 335.99  
 
PTR-29940-02 Synchronizing Controller ........... 510.99 
PTR-29940-03 “Y” Splitter Cable ........................ 23.99 
PTR-29940-04 100 ft Network Cable ................... 41.99 

Protective Clock Guard
This weather-resistant, transparent case will protect your clock from 
dust and other physical damage, including high humidity. Gasket 
included for sealed installation. Plexiglass construction, NEMA 5 
Rating.

 Unit ($)

PTR-29940 Protective Guard ...... 257.99 

Portable Pace Clock
This portable analog timer is user-friendly and easy to read. Placed 
at the end of the lane, it helps swimmers keep their rhythm during 
practice. One hand counts the seconds, the other the minutes. Push 
button start/stop. Made of rugged ABS plastic.

Battery operated. 15" Display 
 Unit ($)

TR-29153 Pace Clock ................ 145.99 
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Battery-Operated LCD Digital Wall Clock for TimeTrax 
Sync™ System
• Features a six-digit display (00:00:00) with large 2.5-inch high 

numerals, for a viewing distance of up to 75 feet
• Time may be displayed in 12-hour or 24-hour time
• Receives an accurate time signal from an RF wireless transmitter (sold 

separately), and automatically corrects every 24 hours
• Features a non-glare, shatterproof, polycarbonate lens and a low-

profile, black ABS bezel
• Includes an anti-theft bracket for secure mounting
• Requires two 3.6 V Lithium batteries (sold separately)
• Measures 11.25" W x 4.5" H x 1.5" D

 Unit ($)

TR-29942 6 digits ....................... 283.99 

Two of these long-lasting batteries are required to power the battery-
operated TimeTrax Sync™ System clocks.

TR-29942-01 Lithium Battery ......... 27.99 

RF Synchronized LED Digital Clock for TimeTrax 
Sync™ System
• Features a 4-digit (00:00) or 6-digit (00:00:00) display with extra large, 

4-inch high, red LED numerals for a viewing distance of up to 250 feet
• Time may be displayed in 12-hour or 24-hour format
• Receives an accurate time signal from the RF wireless transmitter 

(sold separately) with automatic time correction every twenty seconds
• Features a non-glare, shatterproof, polycarbonate lens and a low-

profile, black ABS bezel
• Includes an anti-theft bracket for secure mounting
• Supplied with 6 feet power cord (4-digit clock) and 1 foot power cord 

(6-digit clock)
• Measures 11" W x 6.25" H x 1.5" D (4-digit) and 15.5" W x 6.25" H x 1.5" 

D (6-digit)

 Unit ($)

TR-29943-4 4-digit display ........... 482.99 
TR-29943-6 6-digit display ........... 629.99 

TimeTrax™ Desktop RF Wireless Ethernet Transmitter
• Uses the TimeTrax Sync™ software (included) to broadcast a 1 Watt 

wireless RF time signal to multiple receiving wall clocks
• Using many signalling channels, it will hop frequencies automatically 

to eliminate interference, and ensure the continuous transmission of 
a dependable time signal

• It captures and broadcasts official time (NTP, GPS, or internal) with a 
signal coverage of up to 250 000 sq. ft

• An LCD backlit display on the transmitter shows the date and time
• Battery backup and automatic time adjustment
• Measures 6.5" W x 2.5" H x 6.5" D

 Unit ($)

TR-29944 Transmitter ................ 1990.99 

Put everyone on the same time, everywhere in your facility! This time 
system uses a wireless radio frequency to broadcast an accurate, 
synchronized time signal to all receiving clocks. Power and display 
options are available.

TimeTrax™ RF Wireless 
Synchronized Clock System

POOL

CHANGING
ROOM

CHANGING
ROOM

GYMNASIUM

ENTRANCEOFFICE

Clock

Transmitter

Clocks receive 
time from 
transmitter
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Pictograms     
Our weatherproof pool signs are designed to meet the needs of commercial aquatic facilities. We offer a complete line of internationally recognizable 
pictograms to make your facility safe and to help your patrons follow the rules. Made from resis tant plastic, these pictograms are easy to install in 
any facility.

Dimensions: 30 cm x 30 cm
 Unit ($)

Price ................12.50

Pool Information Sign     
This rigid vinyl sign is ideal for communicating important information to 
swimming pool users. It allows you to write and erase your messages 
as many times as you want (erasable marker included). Available in 
English or in French. 

Dimensions: 51 cm x 61 cm
 Unit ($)

SA-50281 French ....................... 38.90  
SA-50282 English ...................... 38.90 

SA-50242
Deep end

SA-50263
Showers

SA-50241
Slippery 

floor

SA-50262
First aid

SA-50243
Shallow end

SA-50264
Male

SA-50245
Look before diving

SA-50265
Female

SA-50260
Telephone

SA-50266
Family

SA-50204
No smoking

SA-50210
No mobile phones  

allowed

SA-50221
Showers 

mandatory

SA-50201
No pushing

SA-50207
No diving in the 

shallow end

SA-50213
No cameras 

allowed

SA-50203
No food

SA-50209
No floating 

objects

SA-50220
Bathing caps 

mandatory

SA-50202
No glass

SA-50208
No boating or 

fishing 

SA-50214
No rollerblades or 

skateboards

SA-50223
Bare feet 

mandatory

SA-50206
No dunking

SA-50212
No bikes allowed

SA-50205
No running

SA-50211
No animals

SA-50222
Child supervision 

mandatory
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Signage
New signage options designed to guide your clientele through 
public health recommendations. Signs are specially made for 
aquatic installations.

Lane Indicator
It is possible to apply the vinyl stickers on a blank lane indicator.

See p. 94.

Sign
Sign made of PVC foam with pasted sticker.

Dimensions : 11,5 in x 11,5 in x ¼ in

 Unit ($)

SA-50274-1 1 m .............................. 16.75  
SA-50274-15 1,5 m ........................... 16.75  
SA-50274-2 2 m .............................. 16.75  
SA-50275 Arrow ......................... 16.75  
SA-50276 Shower ...................... 16.75  
SA-50277 Hand Washing .......... 16.75 

Vinyl Sticker
Water and sunlight resistant.

Diameter : 8,5 in

 Unit ($)

SA-50268 1 m .............................. 6.75  
SA-50269 1,5 m ........................... 6.75  
SA-50270 2 m .............................. 6.75  
SA-50271 Arrow ......................... 6.75  
SA-50272 Shower ...................... 6.75  
SA-50273 Hand Washing .......... 6.75 
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Cones     
Our durable plastic cones are highly visible due to their bright orange 
colour. They are ideal to use as zone markers. They are avai lable in two 
heights: 12" and 18".

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

ER-14650 12” Cone .................... 8.25 ........... 7.50 ........... 6.95 
ER-14651 18” Cone .................... 11.75 ......... 10.50 ......... 9.95

They will direct swimmers to the lane where they will be able to swim 
at their own pace. Three speeds are available: slow, medium and fast. 
A ‘closed’ sign is also available for your lanes as well as your diving 
boards. Made of high density plastic.

Dimensions : 11" x 17"

Available in English or French.

  Unit ($)

TR-28510 Diving Board FERMÉ .................. 54.99  
TR-28520 Diving Board CLOSED ................ 54.99 
TR-28502 LENT ............................................. 54.99  
TR-28503 MOYEN ......................................... 54.99  
TR-28504 RAPIDE ......................................... 54.99  
TR-28505 FERMÉ .......................................... 54.99  
TR-28512 SLOW ............................................ 54.99  
TR-28513 MEDIUM ........................................ 54.99  
TR-28514 FAST ............................................. 54.99  
TR-28515 CLOSED ....................................... 54.99 

Replacement Part

PPR-71001-01 PVC Hinge (White) ....................... 9.99 

Blank Panel
PR-71001 Red ................................................ 43.99 
PR-71002 Blue ............................................... 43.99 
PR-71003 Green ............................................ 43.99 
PR-71004 Yellow ........................................... 43.99 

Lane indicators     

Vinyl Sticker
Please order with desired panel and sticker code.

Ex: PR-71001 panel with SA-50271 sticker

 Unit ($)

SA-50268 1 m .............................. 6.75  
SA-50269 1.5 m ........................... 6.75  
SA-50270 2 m .............................. 6.75  
SA-50271 Arrow ......................... 6.75  
SA-50272 Shower ...................... 6.75  
SA-50273 Hand Washing .......... 6.75 
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71111

71061

71004

TEXT TEXT TEXT TEXT

Looking for something else ?
If you are looking for a text that is not coded, use the codes below 
and tell us what you want to write.

9 characters maximum per line

Price ................upon request

Personalized Text - Black
PR-71031 1 word 
PR-71030 2 words 
PR-71029 3 words 
PR-71028 4 words

Personalized Text - White

PR-71032 1 word 
PR-71033 2 words 
PR-71034 3 words 
PR-71035 4 words

Suggested colour combinations

Made-to-Measure Lane Indicators    
The total price of the indicator with text is: The addition of the price of 
the plain panel plus the price of the individual texts you have chose.

  Unit ($)

1 - Choose the colour of the panel ...................... 43.99
PR-71001 Red 
PR-71002 Blue 
PR-71003 Green 
PR-71004 Yellow 

2 - Choose the texts, logos or signs
  Unit ($)

Arrows ................................................................... 12.99
PR-71050 Anticlockwise white 
PR-71051 Anticlockwise black 
PR-71052 Clockwise white 
PR-71053 Clockwise black

YMCA ..................................................................... 9.99
PR-71060 Logo white 
PR-71061 Logo black

Text ........................................................................ 9.99
PR-71110 Aquatic Fitness white 
PR-71111 Aquatic Fitness black 
PR-71116 Lap Swim white 
PR-71117 Lap Swim black 
PR-71118 Private Class white 
PR-71119 Private Class black 
PR-71120 Leisure Swim white 
PR-71121 Leisure Swim black

  Unit ($)

Text (continued) .................................................... 9.99
PR-71122 Slow white 
PR-71123 Slow black 
PR-71124 Medium white 
PR-71125 Medium black 
PR-71126 Fast white 
PR-71127 Fast black 
PR-71128 Closed white 
PR-71129 Closed black

PR-71210 Aquaforme white 
PR-71211 Aquaforme black 
PR-71216 Longueurs white 
PR-71217 Longueurs black 
PR-71218 Cours Privé white 
PR-71219 Cours Privé black 
PR-71220 Bain Libre white 
PR-71221 Bain Libre black

PR-71222 Lent white 
PR-71223 Lent black 
PR-71224 Moyen white 
PR-71225 Moyen black 
PR-71226 Rapide white 
PR-71227 Rapide black 
PR-71228 Fermé white 
PR-71229 Fermé black
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Custom Backstroke Flags    

Custom backstroke flags are a great way to add style to your pool and 
give it a personal feel. Several options are available for customization, 
including flag position and printing. Made of tough stuff, you can 
expect many years of service from these flags.

Price ................upon request

1 - Determine the width of your pool.

We will add 5 feet (1.5 m) of webbing to the total length of the rope, 
enough to fasten it to the posts on each side of the pool.

Optional 
TR-29112 Extra Webbing

2 - Choose the colour of your flags.

Please note flag colour may vary slightly from order to order.

3 - Choose the style.

TR-29109 Interspaced, 12" Between Flags (per foot)
TR-29119 No Space Between Flags (per foot)

4 - Choose printing options, if desired.

TR-29113 Letters / Numbers 22 cm, Vinyl (per unit) 
TR-29114 Single Logo, One Colour, Vinyl (per unit)

TR-29125 1-Colour Custom Printing, On Flag 
TR-29126 2-Colour Custom Printing, On Flag
We cannot guarantee an exact Pantone colour match

5 - Determine the number of logos to be printed.

Logos may be applied to some or all of the flags.

Black White1795 C 109 C Reflex Blue C 348 C
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30 m (100 pi) 18 m (60 pi) 25 m (82 pi)

29000 29100 29090

Backstroke Flags
We offer 3 models of prefabricated backstroke flags. The Economical 
model is made of tricoloured vinyl flags. The Deluxe models are 
composed of heavy-duty plastic cloth flags and a strong nylon cord. 
They feature the Aquam logo printed on each side.

  Unit ($)

TR-29000 Econo 3-Colour 30 m (100’) ........ 20.99  
TR-29100 Deluxe Blue/White 18 m (60’) ...... 47.99  
TR-29090 Deluxe Black/White 25 m (82’) .... 83.99 

Example 1: Example 2:

Example 3:

Printing on both sides of the flag is possible for 1-colour logos only.

Example 4:

Printing on alternate sides is possible with 1- or 2-colour logos.

Example 5:

Side A

Side A

Side B

Side B
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32790

Push the button Weight

The rope falls 
because of the 
weight

False Start System     
The false-start system ensures the quick release of the recall line, blocking instantly all pool lanes and informing the swimmers of the false start. The 
mechanism is easy to set off when needed. Thanks to its innovative design, there is no risk of accidentally activating the system. It is very simple 
to put the rope back in place on the mechanism after it has been released. Made from type-304 stainless steel, the stanchions have a diameter of 
1.90" with a wall thickness of 0.065". They measure 1.50 m (58.5") in height. This system conforms to all FINA regulations. It includes a restraining 
stanchion and a false-start stanchion with mechanism. The rope and weight are sold separately, depending on the width of your pool.

  Unit ($)

TR-32770 System (no rope) ......................... 813.99  
TR-32770-06 Rope for 6 Lanes Pool ................ 82.99  
TR-32770-08 Rope for 8 Lanes Pool ................ 92.99  
TR-32770-10 Rope for 10 Lanes Pool .............. 103.99 

   Unit ($)

DV-82412 Stanchion and False Start System Anchor .. 115.00  
DV-82411 Cover for Stanchion Anchor  ........................ 49.00  
DV-82419 Key for Stanchion Anchor Cover .................. 18.00 

Stanchions for Flags and Recall Lines     
Used for supporting backstroke lines and recall lines, our stanchions 
are a must for any pool. Made of stainless steel, our stanchions are 
capped at one end with a U-hook or with an eyebolt on the side. The 
stanchion for flags measures 2.29 m (90") in height. The stanchion for 
recall lines measures 1.45 m (57") in height. The surface finish has 
been improved to offer a higher resistance to corrosion. We also offer 
the Paragon sliding collar with eyebolt, which allows you to adjust the 
height of your backstroke lines and/or install other equipment like our 
false-start rope. Anchor not included.

   Unit ($)

TR-32750* Stanchion for Flags with Eyebolt .................. 304.99 
TR-32765* Stanchion for Recall Line with Eyebolt ........ 204.99 
TR-32760* Stanchion for Flags ........................................ 261.99 
TR-32768* Stanchion for Recall Line .............................. 187.99 
TR-32769* False Start Rope ............................................. 79.00 
TR-32790 Sliding Collar with Eyebolt ............................ 93.99
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82043

82040

82041

Regulatory Buoy     
This polyethylene cylinder buoy is ideal for marking swimming areas 
or relaying important waterfront information. It was designed to float 
upright with 30-40 lb of weight, thus allowing a 28" section of the buoy 
to be visible above the waterline (36" in a swimming area), starting at 
the rope hole. Signage must be purchased separately.

Buoy Features
• Internal concrete ballast
• Recessed stainless steel eyebolt at bottom of buoy (imbedded in 

internalconcrete base)
• Rope hole for marking swim areas
• 9" diameter

In order to convey the right information to swimmers, you must use 
the appropriate regulatory marks/signage. The orange vinyl decals are 
used with the appropriate made-to-measure black vinyl text.

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

DV-82000 Regulatory Buoy ....... 324.99 ....... 292.99 ....... 279.99 

Decals
DV-82040 Controlled Area (1) ... 44.99  
DV-82041 Information Decal (1) 44.99  
DV-82042 Danger (1) .................. 44.99  
DV-82043 Exclusion Area (1) .... 44.99 

DV-82062 Yellow Band (1) ......... 15.99 
DV-82076 Address Sticker (1) ... Free And Compulsory
DV-82077 Logo (1) ..................... 31.99  
DV-82078 Text (Black) (1) .......... 15.99  
DV-82080 Priv Logo (Black) (2) 9.99 

Foam Barrier Float
Ideal for marking off swimming areas, this 
solid barrier float is made from high-density 
polystyrene-foam coated with white marine 
enamel. Available with orange vinyl bands 
and “SWIM AREA» decal only. Features ½" 
galvanized steel eyebolt securely molded-
in. Rope hole is reinforced with PVC pipe 
passing through at water line.
 Unit ($)

DV-82100 Foam Float 284.99 

Regatta Buoy
Made of heavy 16-gauge PVC vinyl, the Regatta Buoy is strong, 
durable, and easily inflated . It is highly visible from great distances, 
thanks to its bright orange colour. The buoy is used as a mark for 
triathlons and other water sports.
 Unit ($)

DV-82107 Buoy, 40” ................... 56.00 

Replacement Part

PDV-82105-01 Valve Cap .................. 4.90 

Docking Buoy
The docking buoy will endure through the most extreme marine 
conditions. It is made of bright orange or white polyethylene, and 
filled with closed cellular foam. Boasting UV-inhibitor and fungicide 
properties, this great buoy will resist fire, oil and gas hazards. The 
docking buoy may also be used to mark out zones on a body of water 
or to delineate courses for sailboats or other watercrafts.
 Unit ($)

DV-82141 10” .............................. 35.90  
DV-82145 12” .............................. 42.90  
DV-82149 15” .............................. 60.90  
DV-82153 18” .............................. 79.90  
DV-82157 20” .............................. 121.00 

0 LBS

FOAM

CONCRETE

61.5"

15.01"

9"

4"

16.73"

Yellow
reflective
band

Conventional sign 
international orange

Cable hole
(Swimming zone)

Water level
(with 30lbs of weight)

Name
Address
Phone number
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Figure 4 Grab Rail
This grab rail is our most popular model. Used for flat deck without 
unusual curbs or coping.

Price ................upon request

PR-63701 0.145" 
PR-63702 0.109" 
PR-63703 0.065"

Pretzel Bend Grab Rail
It requires the smallest deck width, since it features the narrowest 
profile. The legs are offset laterally instead of front to back. It can 
usually be mounted on the pool wall rather than the deck slab.

Price ................upon request

PR-63711 0.145" 
PR-63712 0.109" 
PR-63713 0.065"

Adjustable Figure 4 Grab Rail
Front leg is adjustable in field so it can be set atop curbs or into 
gutters. Choose this model when unusual conditions will not permit 
use of Figure 4 style.

Price ................upon request

PR-63731 0.145" 
PR-63732 0.109" 
PR-63733 0.065"

California Grab Rail
The California Grab Rail was made extra-wide to clear wide gutters 
or for exceptionally long deck-to-water distance. Legs offset laterally 
to minimize deck width requirements. Front end dips downward for a 
shorter reach for low water level pools.

Price ................upon request

PR-63751 0.145" 
PR-63752 0.109" 
PR-63753 0.065"

Long Reach Adjustable Grab Rail
It is recommended for extra wide gutter systems. The adjustable legs 
come with stainless steel connectors and rubber bumpers that can be 
adjusted to the best location on the gutter for maximum stability. You 
must specify B dimension for a custom fit to your pool profile.

Price ................upon request

PR-63740 0.145" 
PR-63741 0.109" 
PR-63742 0.065"

Welded Figure 4 Grab Rail
Suitable for installation on a level deck, this grab rail features an 
additional weld for extra strength and rigidity. You must provide 
specific deck and gutter dimensions.

Price ................upon request

PR-63761 0.145" 
PR-63762 0.109" 
PR-63763 0.065"

Grab Rails

Sold in pairs, these grab rails are made from type-304 stainless 
steel, polished and buffed, with a 1.90" O.D. Each style is available 
in 0.145", 0.109", and 0.065" wall thicknesses. Please specify your 
preference when placing your order. Order separately: 4 anchor 
sockets (DV-82408) and 4 stainless steel escutcheon plates (DV-
82490) for each pair of grab rails. 

All products on the following pages may be powder coated upon 
request. Ask about applicable fees.
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63795

63791

63797

63793

63771 63781

Deck Mounted Rails
These rails are intended for any type of pool with premolded steps. 
Anchorage of the rails to the deck is 8" on center and provides the 
stability needed without penetrating the mol ded steps. A variety of 
models are available to meet any pool or spa configuration. All rails are 
1.90" O.D. x 0.065" wall thickness and mea sure 54" long x 32" high. 
Anchors and escutcheon plates are not included and should be 
ordered separately if desired.

Price ................upon request

PR-63791 Sloping Rail 
PR-63793 Horizontal Rail 
PR-63795 Horizontal Flat Top Rail 
PR-63797 Sloping Welded Rail 
DV-82408 Ladder Anchor 
DV-82490 Stainless Steel Escutcheon Plate

Stair Mounted Rails
These rails should be used on all pool entry steps as a necessary 
safety feature to allow safe entry and exit from the pool. Two mo-
dels are available: the 2-bend model and the 3-bend one. Both are 
available in 3 widths: 48", 60", and 72". All rails are 1.90" O.D. x 0.065" 
wall thickness. Anchors and escutcheon plates are not included and 
should be ordered separately if desired.

Price ................upon request

PR-63771 2-Bend Stair Rail 48" Wide 
PR-63772 2-Bend Stair Rail 60" Wide 
PR-63773 2-Bend Stair Rail 72" Wide 
PR-63781 3-Bend Stair Rail 48" Wide 
PR-63782 3-Bend Stair Rail 60" Wide 
PR-63783 3-Bend Stair Rail 72" Wide 
DV-82408 Ladder Anchor 
DV-82490 Stainless Steel Escutcheon Plate

Exercise Rails
These rails may be used as wall rails for additional stability for persons 
entering pools, showers, locker rooms, hallways, and ramps. They may 
also help the therapist or client by providing wall-mounted support for 
warming and stretching exercises and hydrotherapy sessions. All rails 
are 1.90" O.D. x 0.065" wall thickness. Available in 2 styles: plain ends 
and return ends.

Price ................upon request

Plain Ends
PR-63801 5 ft long, 2 brackets 
PR-63802 6 ft long, 2 brackets 
PR-63803 7 ft long, 2 brackets 
PR-63804 9 ft long, 3 brackets 
PR-63805 11 ft long, 3 brackets 
PR-63806 13 ft long, 3 brackets
Return Ends
PR-63811 6 ft long, 2 brackets 
PR-63812 7 ft long, 2 brackets 
PR-63813 8 ft long, 2 brackets 
PR-63814 10 ft long, 3 brackets 
PR-63815 12 ft long, 3 brackets 
PR-63816 14 ft long, 3 brackets

Plain Ends

Return Ends
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Dock Ladder
The Dock Ladder is ideal for fixed wooden 
docks where bottom support for ladder is not 
possible. It must be fastened to  decking with 
lag screws (not included). Measuring 1.90" 
O.D. x 0.065" wall thickness, the tubing is 
made of type-304 stainless steel. Available in 
3 models: 3-step, 4-step, and 5-step. Please 
contact our customer service department for 
more information.

Price ................upon request

PR-64607 3-Step Dock Ladder 
PR-64608 4-Step Dock Ladder 
PR-64609 5-Step Dock Ladder

Raft Ladder
The Raft Ladder is ideal for floating 
wooden rafts. It is fastened to the raft 
using lag screws (not included). Measuring 
1.90" O.D. x 0.065" wall thickness, the tu-
bing is made of type-304 stainless steel. 
Available in 3 models: 3 steps, 4 steps, 
and 5 steps. Please contact our customer 
service department for more information.

Price ................upon request

PR-64604 3-Step Raft Ladder 
PR-64605 4-Step Raft Ladder 
PR-64606 5-Step Raft Ladder

Pier Ladder
The Pier Ladder is ideal for fixed concrete 
piers where bottom support for the ladder 
is not possible. It is installed into anchor 
sockets that are cast into the deck. The 
tubing is made of type-304 stainless steel 
with 1.90" O.D. x 0.065" wall thickness. 
Available in 3 models: 3 steps, 4 steps, and 
5 steps. Anchors and escutcheon plates 
are not included and must be ordered 
separately. Please contact our customer 
service department for more information.

Price ................upon request

PR-64601 3-Step Pier Ladder 
PR-64602 4-Step Pier Ladder 
PR-64603 5-Step Pier Ladder

Therapeutic Ladder
This therapeutic ladder has been specifically designed for use by the 
elderly and persons with reduced mobility. Patrons will appreciate its 
sloping design and hand rails, as well as the reduced space between 
the steps. It has also been equipped with a safety panel to keep users 
from becoming lodged between the ladder and the pool wall.

It is offered in three thickness of tubing (0.145", 0.109", 0.065"), as well 
as with two, three, four, or five steps.

Anchors and escutcheon plates are not included and must be ordered 
separately if needed.

Price ................upon request

PR-64709 2-Step 
PR-64710 3-Step 
PR-64711 4-Step 
PR-64712 5-Step

Replacement Part

PR-64725 Safety Panel

Coping Ladder
The Coping Ladder is made of 304 grade stainless steel tubing (1.90" 
O.D. x 0.065" Wall) with non-marking rubber bumpers at the lower 
ends. Standard models feature two, three, or four steps.

Anchors and escutcheon plates sold separately. Please contact 
customer service for more information. 

Price ................upon request

PR-64501 2-Step Coping Ladder 
PR-64502 3-Step Coping Ladder 
PR-64503 4-Step Coping Ladder
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82488 82489

82492

82490

82409

82408

DV-82408

Ladders
The complete Paragon line of ladders offers the most convenient pool-
entry method wherever stairs cannot be used. Each ladder comes 
standard with two frames and comprises injection-molded, ABS, UV-
inhibited, plastic steps bolted between them. Measuring 1.90" O.D., all 
frames are made of corrosion-resistant type-304 stainless steel and 
provide ample length for a 4" anchor penetration. The bolts feature 
contoured heads curved to fit the tubing of the frames. All ladder styles 
that include frames rested against the pool wall are equipped with 
rubber bumpers to prevent damage to the wall.

Each style is also available in .145", .109" wall thickness, as well 
as 2-step, 3-step, 4-step, or 5-step models. Anchor sockets and 
escutcheon plates are not included and must be ordered separately. 

Paragon Ladder with Cross-Brace
 
PR-64125 2 Steps, 0.065" Steel, X=24"  
PR-64126 3 Steps, 0.065" Steel, X=24"  
PR-64127 4 Steps, 0.065" Steel, X=24" 
PR-64128 5 Steps, 0.065" Steel, X=24" 
  
PR-64129 2 Steps, 0.065" Steel, X=29" 
PR-64130 3 Steps, 0.065" Steel, X=29"  
PR-64131 4 Steps, 0.065" Steel, X=29"  
PR-64132 5 Steps, 0.065" Steel, X=29" 
 
PR-64133 2 Steps, 0.065" Steel, X=35" 
PR-64134 3 Steps, 0.065" Steel, X=35" 
PR-64135 4 Steps, 0.065" Steel, X=35" 
PR-64136 5 Steps, 0.065" Steel, X=35"
 
Paragon Ladder Without Cross-Brace 

PR-64301 2 Steps, 0.065" Steel, X=24" 
PR-64302 3 Steps, 0.065" Steel, X=24" 
PR-64303 4 Steps, 0.065" Steel, X=24" 
PR-64304 5 Steps, 0.065" Steel, X=24" 
 
PR-64305 2 Steps, 0.065" Steel, X=29" 
PR-64306 3 Steps, 0.065" Steel, X=29" 
PR-64307 4 Steps, 0.065" Steel, X=29"  
PR-64308 5 Steps, 0.065" Steel, X=29"

  Unit ($)

Ladder Anchors
DV-82408 Ladder Anchor ............................. 29.99  
DV-82409 Cover ............................................ 22.99 

Ladder Escutcheon Plates
DV-82490 Stainless Steel ............................. 10.99  
DV-82490-P Powder Coated Stainless Steel .. 19.75 
DV-82492 Plastic ........................................... 7.90 

Ladder Rubber Bumpers
DV-82488 Bumper Double (1.9” - 0.65”) ..... 13.99  
DV-82489 Bumper (1.9”) ............................... 14.99 

X

28”

4”
6”

126”

Marche
19” ABS

Traverse
(Optionnelle)

Ancrage

Butoir

81/2”
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Kirkland Saint-Jean-sur-Richelieu

The Benchmark in Diving Equipment     

Three-Metre Diving Stand
Our 3-metre diving stand made its first appearance in 2007, and has 
since become a reference point in Quebec. Engineers, architects, 
consultants, and aquatic directors all recognize the unquestionable 
quality of this product, not to mention its considerable advance in 
technical characteristics.

Anchors not included

PR-65550 Aquam Three-Metre Diving Stand ........upon request

Characteristics:
• Made of 304 grade stainless steel for maximum durability
• Powder-coated structure for minimal maintenance
• Locking gate to limit access to the diving stand
• 24-inch staircase for safety allows only one person at a time
• Translucent guard rails for increased user safety insure constant 

visual contact with supervisors/lifeguards
• 1 ½-inch handrails permit small hands to grip safely

Configuration Options
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Rough-Tex
The ever-popular, best-on-the-market, non-slip Rough-Tex diving 
platform surface is used on diving platforms around the world. Used 
on both indoor and outdoor platforms, Rough-Tex can give that added 
grip and cushioning needed by world-class divers. Rough-Tex, up 
to 6 ft wide, must be installed onto your surface using good contact 
cement. It is important to take the proper measurements before 
ordering. As well, it will be important that the surface you want to install 
the Rough-Tex on is suitable for this type of application.

TR-39996 Black 2-Ply Rough-Tex .........................upon request

Diving Training Platform    
This innovative training tool is used by elite platform divers. It simulates 
diving from a platform but at the pool deck level. Manufactured to meet 
our high standards, this solid stainless steel polyester powder-coated 
rigid diving training platform has a non-slip surface due to the fact that 
the top is covered in Rough-Tex. It is equipped with levelling legs to 
insure a level, horizontal surface and is quick and easy to install and 
take out using four 3/8" eyebolt anchors (DV-82406 - included). Should 
be used in a minimum water depth of 9 feet. No diving program should 
go without the diving training platform!

Dimensions: 61 cm (24") wide x 365 cm (120") long x 19 cm (7 9/16") 
high 

Weight: 190 lb

TR-39999 Diving Training Platform .......................upon request

Aluminum and Fibreglass Diving Boards
We offer a complete range of durable diving boards for every type 
of swimming pool. Our aluminum board was designed for heavy-
duty use. Its welded beam-extrusion construction with welded ends 
provides outstanding board action. Our fibreglass board was designed 
for moderate to heavy-duty use and features solid wood core, hand-
laid fibreglass, and tapered design. Both aluminum and fibreglass 
boards comprise a safe, non-slip surface. Mounting hardware has to 
be ordered separately for all diving boards.

Price ................upon request

Aluminum
TR-40600 16 ft 
TR-40700 14 ft 
TR-40800 12 ft 
TR-40900 10 ft 

Fibreglass
TR-41200 16 ft 
TR-41300 14 ft 
TR-41400 12 ft 
TR-41500 10 ft

Aluminum and Fibreglass Diving Boards cannot be used with the Duraflex  
Diving Stand. (See Duraflex Boards on p.105)
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Sportflyte     *

Designed for recreational pools, this anchored diving 
tower features a rear or side entry ladder. The fulcrum is 
adjustable but not geared. It is comprised of a pedestal, a 
ladder, guardrails, railing, and an adjustable fulcrum.

Other available heights: 0.75 m or 0.5 m.

* pedestal only

Paraflyte     *

Designed for competition or larger institutional pools, 
this diving tower features an access ladder that can be 
mounted at the back or on either side. It’s comprised 
of a superstructure with guardrails, pedestal, geared 
adjustable fulcrum and rear swivels.

The side ladder tower is recommended wherever deck 
space is limited; it requires 3 ft less than the rear ladder 
towers.

* pedestal only

Duradapt     *

Developed for competition pools, this tower is 
manufactured to support the Durafirm® Short Stand 
structure (order separately).

Designed only for the 16 ft Duraflex® or Maxiflex® boards. 
It can be ordered with a side or rear ladder.

It includes superstructure with a ladder with handrails, 
guardrails and pedestal.

* pedestal only

Diving Towers

All products presented in this page can be powder coated. 
Contact us for the applicable fees.
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Durafirm Three-Meter Stand
The Durafirm Three-Meter Stand is only available with double handrails 
on both sides. The Three-Meter Durafirm features a simple 8-point 
deck anchorage, which requires no special footings, and can be 
installed on an existing deck. It is manufactured in 3 different heights 
to accommodate deck-to-water level dimensions of 0" to 13". 

When inquiring or placing an order, please specify the deck-to-water 
distance, and the length and type of the board that will be used. 
Anchors are not included and must be ordered separately.

Durafirm One-Meter Stand
The Durafirm One-Meter stand is available with top and intermediate 
handrails on both sides or with curved top and intermediate handrail 
on right side. It is manufactured in 5 different heights to accommodate 
deck-to-water level dimensions of 0" to 13". Both the one-meter and 
three-meter units feature hinged board anchors, which allows for easy 
rotation of the board up to 180° to clear the pool edge during other 
activities such as swim meets and water polo matches. When inquiring 
or placing an order, please specify the deck-to-water distance, and the 
length and type of board that will be used. Anchors are not included 
and must be ordered separately.

Durafirm Short Stands
Durafirm Short Stands feature fulcrum units identical to that of the 1 m 
and 3 m stands, as well as similar guard rails and anchoring units. The 
stands are designed for use on concrete supports or platforms, using 
6 anchors, at either the 1 m or the 3 m levels. The short stands may 
be supplied with top and intermediate hand rails on two sides, curved 
hand rails on one side, or no hand rails. When inquiring or placing an 
order, please specify the deck-to-water distance, and the length and 
type of the board that will be used. Anchors are not included and must 
be ordered separately.

Duraflex and Maxiflex Diving Boards
Known as one of the most cutting-edge diving board on the market, 
the Duraflex has been exclusively used in all major international events 
since 1958. It is manufactured from a one-piece ribbed-aluminum 
extrusion with a single taper from fulcrum to diving tip. It is available 
in 14 ft and 16 ft lengths. The Maxiflex “B” board is the competition 
board. Made from the same material as the Duraflex, it features a 
double taper, from fulcrum to diving tip and from fulcrum to anchor 
end. This double taper allows the whole board to arch while flexing, 
giving it more lift. Also, the Maxi-B board comprises a unique diving tip 
with 189 slots in the metal of the top “skin”, thereby reducing the weight 
of the tip-end. It is only available in a 16 ft length. All of these boards 
are equipped with a non-slip surface for safety. All mounting hardware 
is sold separately.

TR-40000 Duraflex 16 ft ..........................................upon request 
TR-40100 Duraflex 14 ft ..........................................upon request 
TR-40400 Maxiflex “B” 16 ft ...................................upon request
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C202
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C207

MP110
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530

SF122
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Duraflex Parts
We offer all parts, big or small, needed to fix your Durafirm diving 
stand. The following is a specification sheet for the smaller parts, 
featuring codes and descriptions. If you do not see what you require, 
please contact our customer service department and they will be more 
than happy to help you find what you need.

Regular fulcrum maintenance — a service we offer — is important 
to keep your Duraflex diving stand in top working condition for as long 
as possible. Contact us for details.

   Unit ($)

TR-33901 Rail bracket (C206) ......................................... 27.99  
TR-33902 S.S. Rail Clamp (C207) ................................... 13.99  
TR-33903 5/16” x 1/2” Rail Clamp (SF117) .................... 2.25  
TR-33904 5/16” x 5/8” Rail Clamp (SF118) .................... 2.25  
TR-33905 5/16” x 3/4” Rail Clamp (SF119) .................... 2.25  
TR-33906 5/16” x 7/8” Rail Clamp (SF153) .................... 2.25  
TR-33907 Shim Set Square ............................................. 117.99  
 4 ea. of 7 thicknesses (MP108) 
TR-33908 Vinyl Channel 6”  ............................................ 89.99  
 (Glue/Brush incl.) (8) (MP110) 
TR-33909 Vinyl Channel 30” ........................................... 172.99  
 (Glue/Brush incl.) (8) (MP112) 
TR-33910 Hinge Assembly (C202) ................................. 132.99  
TR-33911 Hinge, Male (C202A) ....................................... 72.99  
TR-33912 Hinge, Female (C202B) .................................. 82.99  
TR-33913 Hinge Pin (C203) ............................................. 16.99  
TR-33914 Ny Liner (C209) ............................................... 6.99  
TR-33915 O-ring (C210) ................................................... 5.99  
TR-33916 5/8” x 3 1/2” Bolt + Nut (SF122) ..................... 43.99  
TR-33917 5/8” Board Nut (SF135) .................................. 8.99  
TR-33318 5/8" x 5 1/2" cad-pt. Bolt (SF141) .................. 15.99 
TR-33919 Rubber Bumper (515) ..................................... 10.99  
TR-33920 Anti-Rattle Clamp (516) .................................. 16.99  
TR-33921 Shim Set Round .............................................. 60.99  
 4 ea. of 7 thickness (MP107) 
TR-33922 Slide Bearing (518) ......................................... 7.99  
TR-33923 Roller Clamp (521) .......................................... 9.99  
TR-33924 Tie Plate (522) ................................................. 67.99  
TR-33925 Roller Bearing (524) ....................................... 6.99  
TR-33926 Track 1 1/4” w/5 Bolts (C208A) ...................... 72.99  
TR-33927 3/8” x 1” al. rd. hd. Bolt (SF103) .................... 6.99  
TR-33928 3/8” x 1 1/4” al. flt. hd. (SF104) ...................... 5.99  
TR-33929 3/8” x 1 1/4” al. hd. Bolt (SF105) ................... 5.99  
TR-33930 3/8” x 1 1/2” al. hex. hd. (SF106) ................... 5.99  
TR-33931 5/8” x 2” al. hex. hd. (SF108) ......................... 23.99  
TR-33932 Tie Plate Bolt (526) ......................................... 6.99  
TR-33933 Anti-Rattle Bolt (528) ...................................... 8.99  
TR-33934 Track Bolt (529) .............................................. 5.99  
TR-33935 Roller Clamp Stud + nut (533) ....................... 7.99  
TR-33936 5/8” x 2 3/4” br. hex. hd. (SF128) ................... 17.50  
TR-33937 5/8” x 2 1/2” br. hex. hd. (SF121) ................... 13.99  
TR-33938 5/8” x 3” brz. hex. hd. (SF129) ....................... 13.99  
TR-33939 Expansion Pin (532) ....................................... 5.99  
TR-33940 Grease Gun (PM110) ...................................... 31.99  
TR-33941 Mystik JT-6 Grease (PM111) .......................... 8.99  
TR-33942 Zerk Fitting (530) ............................................ 5.99  
TR-33943 Rollet Bock Complete (517) ........................... 124.99  
TR-33960 Foot Wheel Short (R510S) ............................. 565.99 

Regular Fulcrum 
Maintenance 
Service

Parts
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Anchors and Escutcheon Plates

   Unit ($)

Rope Anchor
DV-82401 Standard ........................................................... 69.00  
DV-82403 Deluxe .............................................................. 208.99  
DV-82405 Plastic .............................................................. 19.90 

Eyebolt Anchor
DV-82406 Size ³⁄8” ............................................................ 29.00  
DV-82407 Size ½” ............................................................ 29.00 

Ladder Anchor
DV-82408 Ladder Anchor ................................................ 29.99  
DV-82409 Cover Ladder Anchor .......................................22.99 

Escutcheon Plate
DV-82490 Stainless Steel ................................................ 10.99 
DV-82490-P Power Coated Stainless Steel ....................... 19.75  
DV-82492 Plastic .............................................................. 7.90 
 
DV-82410 Compression Bronze Nut with Split Ring .... 59.25  
DV-82411 Cover for Stanchion Anchor (DV-82412) ...... 49.00  
DV-82412 Stanchion Anchor .......................................... 115.00  
DV-82414 Stainless Steel Stanchion Anchor ................ 208.99  
DV-82419 Key (Stanchion Anchor Cover - DV-82411) .. 18.00 

Paragon
TR-39970 Standard Anchor ............................................ upon request 
TR-39974 Quickset Dual Wedge Anchor ....................... upon request

TR-41720 SR Smith “Rock Solid” Anchor Single  ......... upon request

DV-82418 Front Anchor Paragon Chair ......................... 264.99 

TR-39982 Anchor Bolt Assembly ................................... upon request 
 Front Anchor Paragon Tower

TR-39980 Rear Anchor for Paragon Diving Stand ........ upon request 
TR-39981 Top Piece Paragon Rear Anchor .................... upon request

DV-82416 Duraflex Anchor ............................................. 69.99 
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Cadira Lifeguard Chair     
The unique Cadira chair has been specifically designed 
for beaches. Manufactured from a high-density 
plastic, it's extremely solid, resisting UV rays and even 
certain acts of vandalism. It is easy to anchor it to the 
ground or install an umbrella on it. It does not require 
any maintenance. With safety in mind, the Cadira was 
designed to provide enough room to seat two lifeguards. 
The chair is equipped with two lateral ladders for rapid 
ascent or descent. A second bench is located in front, at 
the base of the chair. It can be used as a second lookout 
post or as an area used to treat victims.

SA-57609 Cadira Lifeguard Chair ...upon request

Plastic Lifeguard Chair
Made from high-density recycled plastic, these four chairs are strong and durable. These weather-resistant lifeguard chairs were created for both 
pools and beaches. The steps and platforms are textured for a better grip. Umbrella bracket included.

Price ................upon request

Dimensions: 
41" L x 30" W x 61" H 
Seat Height: 40"

FOB Factory

SA-56910  AQ40 White 
SA-56910-SD AQ40 Sand 
SA-56910-GN AQ40 Green

Dimensions: 
43" L x 30" W x 70" H 
Seat Height: 50"

FOB Factory

SA-56915 AQ50 White  
SA-56915-SD AQ50 Sand 
SA-56915-GN AQ50 Green

Dimensions: 
62" L x 59" W x 70" H 
Seat Height: 50" 
Platform height: 33"

FOB Factory

SA-56925 AQ50L White 
SA-56925-SD AQ50L Sand 
SA-56925-GN AQ50L Green

Dimensions: 
54.5" L x 59" W x 93" H 
Seat Height: 72" 
Platform height: 55"

FOB Factory

SA-56926 AQ72L White 
SA-56926-SD AQ72L Sand 
SA-56926-GN AQ72L Green

Lifeguard Chairs
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57299

57420

57428

Ultra Lifeguard Chair      

Ultra Lifeguard Chair
Our Ultra Lifeguard Chair is a unique blend of comfort and safety. For 
starters, the rear-mount ladder ensures continuous supervision of the 
pool and deck, even while accessing the seat. The large platform is 
spacious enough to accommodate two lifeguards, which is particularly 
convenient during shift changes, and it boasts a non-slip fibreglass 
grating for added safety. Hooks for the the ring buoy and rescue pole are 
additional practical features. The truly unique characteristic of this chair 
is the seat, which is height-adjustable, so lifeguards from the tallest to the 
shortest can find the perfect setting.

Equipped with two wheels, this unit is easily moveable, offering you the 
flexibility of relocating the lifeguard station for different viewing positions, 
while rubber feet on the legs provide deck protection and slip resistance. 
The stainless steel structure is powder coated for improved corrosion 
resistance and durability. In short, this chair offers unparalleled comfort 
combined with our customary quality and sturdy construction, meaning 
that although the lifeguards will come and go, this chair will be around for 
several years!

Price ................upon request

SA-57420 6 feet 
SA-57428 8 feet 
SA-57299 Ultra Chair Dolly 

Replacement Parts
  Unit ($)

PSA-57420-05 Adjustable Pedestal .................... 271.99  
PSA-57420-06 White Captain Style Chair ........... 345.99  
PSA-57420-10 Wheel (1) ...................................... 58.99  
DV-82440 Ladder Tread ................................ 155.99 

Moving your Ultra Lifeguard Chair around the pool has suddenly got 
easier! One hand is all that’s needed to operate this clever dolly. It works 
like a lever: simply place the towing hook in the space provided and tilt 
the chair into the desired position. Made of powder coated stainless steel.

Prices are subject to change without notice. As of January 2021, revised prices will take precedence over the prices displayed in this catalogue. Deck Equipment - 111



SA-57000 Ladder at Rear
Its flare guard rails provide easy 
access to the platform.

Paragon Lifeguard Chairs
All Paraflyte chairs have a platform height of 4'6", a seat height of 6'0" above the deck, and are supported by a type-304 stainless steel flanged 
pedestal. Anchors are sold separatly.

SA-57100 Ladder at Sides
Ideal for pools with limited deck 
space.

Rover Semi  Permanent Chair
Designed for those pools where the life guard 
chair must be anchored yet still capable of 
being readily moved. The rear legs are set 
into sockets anchored in the deck, while 
the front legs with wheels allow for easy 
relocation. Anchors and escutcheon plates 
sold separately.

SA-57217 Rover Semi Permanent

SA-57200 OSHA
Its guard rails extend to the front 
of the platform for added safety.

Rover Moveable Chair
This model is an ideal solution for a chair that 
is needed at different locations at different 
times. Rugged and stable, yet easily moved 
by one person due to wheels that roll easily 
on deck or lawn. This is the perfect chair for 
supervision, instruction, and judging. 

SA-57300 6 ft Rover Moveable 
SA-57400 8 ft Rover Moveable

SA-57600 Club
The vertical access ladder 
requires less deck space.

Portable Chair
All chairs are light enough to be easily lifted 
by one person (the 4-step weighs a mere 
70 lb). The sloping front ladder allows easy 
access to the molded contour seat, and the 
angled legs add extra stability.

SA-57548 2-Step 
SA-57549 3-Step 
SA-57550 4-Step 

Lifeguard Chairs

All products on the following pages may be powder 
coated upon request. Ask about applicable fees. 

Price ................upon request
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57220

57221
57222

57211 57213

Griff’s Guard Station and Sun Shade
These chairs feature front entry, elevated viewing station, easy 
access, and non-skid surface. A wide front step also serves as an 
additional station and brings the guard closer to the pool edge. Heavy 
duty wheels allow convenient, easy portability. Stainless steel and 
fibreglass construction ensure long lasting and trouble-free service.

SA-57220 Flat Guard Station 
SA-57221 Elevated Step Guard Station 
SA-57222 Full Height Guard Station

Lookout Platform Chair
Specially engineered for busy aquatic 
facilities and water parks. Access from both 
sides allow two lifeguards on the platform 
at the same time to maintain uninterrupted 
guard, during change of shift. Sloping 
steps allow quicker dismount. Portable, 
solid stainless steel frame, 360° swivel seat 
mounted on an extra large 60" x 36" non-
skid fibreglass platform. Seat height is 54" 
from deck. Platform height is 36" from deck.

SA-57203 Platform Chair

Lookout Chairs
Designed for pools that do not require a 
full-height chair. All Lookout chairs offer an 
elevated, 360º swivel seat which sits on a 
non-skid platform. Station provides easy 
access and dismount. Available in one-
, two-, or three-step models. The 1-step 
standard model has a seat 30" above deck. 
The 2-step model has a seat 42" above 
deck. The 3-step model has a seat at 54" 
above deck.

SA-57211 1-Step 
SA-57212 2-Step 
SA-57213 3-Step

Lookout Dual Side Mount Chair
Ideal for pools with limited deck space. 
Convenient access from both sides permits 
unterrupted surveillance during lifeguard 
changes. Portable, solid stainless steel 
frame, 360° swivel seat is moun ted on a 4 ft x 
4 ft non-skid fibreglass platform. Seat height 
is 54" from deck. Platform height is 36" from 
deck. Wheels allow for easy relocation.

SA-57205 Dual Side Mount

All Terrain Griff’s Guard Station
A versatile lifeguard station that can be manoeuvered over most 
terrain and may be used in either indoor or outdoor facilities.

• Available in 3 heights: (4 ft, 5 ft and 6 ft)
• Fold-down cushioned seat provided
• Large pneumatic wheels for easy manoeuvring
• Ships flat and assembles in minutes 

SA-57223 4 ft 
SA-57224 5 ft 
SA-57225 6 ft

Griff’s Vision Guard Station
A portable lifeguard station with an innovative, uninhibited wide front 
viewing edge. Available in one-, two-, or three-step models.

• Occupies minimal deck space and may be positioned close to 
pool’s edge

• Dual side access for uninterrupted surveillance during lifeguard 
changes

• Cushioned swivel/fold-down seat

SA-57226 One-Step 
SA-57227 Two-Step 
SA-57228 Three-Step

Prices are subject to change without notice. As of January 2021, revised prices will take precedence over the prices displayed in this catalogue. Deck Equipment - 113
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O-Series Lifeguard Chair
The O-Series lifeguard chair is a unique take on the classic design, 
with its characteristic circular shape.  Equipped with two wheels, this 
movable chair can easily be placed anywhere around the pool.  A 
360-degree swivel seat and non-slip footboard ensure not only quick 
access to the seat, but also the possibility of making a fast break from 
any angle.  Seat height from pool deck: 30" or 42"

SA-56536 O-Series 30" 
SA-56537 O-Series 42"

Standard Lifeguard Chair
The 6-foot (1.8 m) Standard chair is equipped with two wheels for 
easy mobility, allowing it to be placed where needed.  It features a 
45-degree swivel seat, and a non-slip platform with direct ladder 
access. Seat height from pool deck: 6' (1.8 m)

SA-56530 Standard Lifeguard Chair

Outlook 1 Lifeguard Chair
This stationary chair has a narrow profile with a single anchor point, 
requiring minimal deck space. The six-foot (1.8 m) seat height, as 
well as the 360-degree swivel permit an uninhibited view of the entire 
pool and deck. Hand rails and posts are made of 304 grade stainless 
steel, and the base post is powder-coated in silver grey for corrosion 
resistance. Anchor included.

SA-56542 Outlook 1 Lifeguard Chair

Lifeguard Chairs

Every aquatic facility will find a product to meet its needs in 
the line of lifeguard chairs offered by SR Smith. Both sta-
tionary and mobile models are offered in various heights 
and rotational capacities. All of them respect current safety 
standards, as well as taking into account certain practical 
aspects of their use. 

All products on the following pages may be powder coated 
upon request. Ask about applicable fees.

Price ................upon request
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Low Profile Lifeguard Chair
Two wheels make the Low Profile lifeguard chair easy to move around 
the pool deck as needed. It features a wide (38" x 42"), rear-entry 
platform for quick entry and exit.  Seat height from deck:  32", 42" or 
54".  Required deck space:  38" x 42".

Price ................upon request

SA-56531 30" Chair 
SA-56532 42" Chair 
SA-56533 54" Chair

Vista Lifeguard Chair
The Vista lifeguard chair is available in seat heights of 6' or 8', with a 
360-degree swivel seat for uninhibited scanning of the pool and deck, 
making it ideal for supervising large pools.

SA-56528 6' Chair 
SA-56529 8' Chair

Guardian Lifeguard Chair
This permanent chair is recommended for general use in all types of 
installations.  It features a slim design, with an extended platform and 
hand rails for increased safety. Anchors included.

SA-56546 Guardian Lifeguard Chair

Prices are subject to change without notice. As of January 2021, revised prices will take precedence over the prices displayed in this catalogue. Deck Equipment - 115



57456

5745557454

57453

Side steps to enable 
ease of access

Mendota Lifeguard Chair
These sturdy chairs are ideal for both the beach and the pool. Offered 
in various seat heights, they also come with the option of wheels (sold 
separately) for easy manoeuvrability.

• Made of recycled high-density polyethylene material.
• Shipped with minimal assembly required (80% factory assembled)
• Resistant to corrosive substances, oil, insects, fungi, salt spray, 

rust, etc.
• 316 L stainless steel hardware for maximum corrosion resistance
• Will not rot, splinter, or crack
• Does not absorb moisture
• Includes cup holder & umbrella holder

Price ................upon request

SA-57453 3-ft Chair
SA-57454 4-ft Chair
SA-57455 5-ft Chair
SA-57449 Wheel Kit (optional)
SA-57456 5-ft Side Step Chair

FOB Factory

Stimson Lifeguard Chair
This permanent chair is highly functional with its exclusive seat.

• Mounting brackets for a ring buoy and umbrella
• Features a non-slip platform top
• 15-degree angle ladder, provides more safety and comfort
• Made of stainless steel
• Seat height from pool deck: 6"

SA-56700 Stimson ..................... upon request
FOB Factory

Sapphire Lifeguard Chair
Designed specifically for space-saving purposes with its minimal 
setback.

• 360-degree swivel
• Stainless steel construction
• Textured-surfaced platform (30" × 42") to prevent slipping
• Removable fold down seat
• 20" wide step treads made of non-slip heavy-duty HDPE and UV 

stabilized.
• Seat height from pool deck: 6"

SA-56702 Saphhire .................... upon request
FOB Factory

White Sand

Lifeguard Chairs
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57625

57620

56990-01

56990-04

56700-02

56990-02

56990-03

Umbrella
We offer a heavy-duty, weather-resistant double laminate vinyl 
umbrella. It opens to a giant 6 ½ feet (78") and is 93" high. It’s made 
from 6 panels in alternating colours and is equipped with a 1 ½" 
aluminum 2-piece frame with tilt feature.
 Unit ($)

SA-57801 Blue / White ................ 136.00  
SA-57802 Red / White ................. 136.00  
SA-57803 Green / White ............. 136.00 

Seats and Pivots
We now have a selection of replacement seats and pivots for most 
Paragon, SR Smith and Spectrum lifeguard chairs.
 Unit ($)

Paragon 
SA-57620 Pivot ........................... 493.99  
SA-57625 Seat - Blue ................. 208.99  
SA-57625-01 Seat - White ............... 208.99

SR Smith 
PSA-56990-01 Seat w/ Swivel ........... 408.99  
PSA-56990-02 Swivel Stand ............. 638.99  
 (w/ Umbrella Holder) 
PSA-56990-03 Swivel Stand ............. 585.99  
PSA-56990-04 Swivel ........................ 99.99  
 (for Lifeguard Chair) 
PSA-56990-05 Lifeguard Seat .......... 343.99  
 (w/o Swivel) 
Spectrum 
PSA-56700-02 Seat - White ............... 498.99 

Lifeguard Chair Footboards
All fixed or semi-permanent lifeguard chairs feature a rugged platform 
footboard extending to the pool edge. These non-skid footboards are 
made of laminated wood coated with fibreglass and polyester resin. 
It is very important to know what type of chair you have, since the 
footboards differ for each model.

Price ................upon request

PSA-57000-01 for SA-57000 Chair and SA-57600 Chair 
PSA-57100-01 for SA-57100 Chair 
PSA-57200-01 for SA-57200 Chair 
PSA-57300-01 for SA-57300 Chair

Accessories
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A

DV-82312

DV-82317

DV-82331

DV-82332

DV-82342

DV-82340

DV-82325

DV-82341

Eyebolts     
We carry a vast selection of eyebolts. Supply us with the ne cessary 
dimensions for your eyebolt; and we will do our best to find you a 
match or an alternative choice. Below are some eyebolts that we carry, 
with the associated dimensions. It is very important to make sure all 
dimensions match so as to receive the right model. We do carry other 
models. Please contact our customer ser vice department and they will 
be happy to help you.
 Unit ($)

DV-82331 Eyebolt ...................... 55.50  
DV-82317 Eyebolt ...................... 37.90  
DV-82332 Eyebolt ...................... 46.50  
DV-82312 Eyebolt ...................... 44.65  
DV-82342 Eyebolt ...................... 62.99  
DV-82325 Eyebolt ...................... 28.00  
DV-82340 Eyebolt ...................... 66.99  
DV-82341 Eyebolt ...................... 87.99 

Anti-skid tubing is ³⁄8" wide x ¾" high,  
spaced ³⁄8" apart.

Molded anti-skid bars are 5⁄8" wide x 1" high, 
spaced ³⁄8" apart.

Anti-skid tubing is 1 ¹⁄8" (w) x ¾" (h), 
spaced ³⁄8" apart. 

Gutter Grates
Our gutter grates are custom-fabricated from high-impact PVC 
specially formulated for the swimming pool environment, to withstand 
UV radiation. The drop-in gutter grate can be made to fit perfectly 
into your existing trench. It is quickly and easily installed: no on-site 
assembly required. Standard feature on this product, a non-skid 
surface is available in 5 colours: white, almond, light blue, grey and 
sand. We are equipped to handle single-item custom orders as well as 
large runs of similar-style grate. Handhold 
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A

82421

82420

82439

57910

57617

57618

57420-02

57420-01

83505

82442
82443

Ladder Treads
We offer an impressive assortment of ladder treads for pool steps, 
lifeguard chairs or diving board ladders. When ordering, please 
provide us with the dimension marked “A» on the drawing. Many other 
ladder treads not shown in the picture are available. Bolts are not 
included with ladder treads but are available separately.
 Unit ($)

DV-82424 Straight 18” ............... 24.00 
DV-82440 Angle 20” ................... 159.90

Paragon
DV-82428 Angle 17” ................... 68.99 
DV-82429 Straight 17” ............... 68.99 
DV-82432 Angle 24” ................... 141.99 
DV-82434 Straight 24” ............... 141.99

SR Smith
DV-82439 Angle 18 ¼” ............... 85.99

Spectrum
DV-82425 Straight ...................... 133.99 
 (for 1.5 and 1.9 O.D)
DV-82426 Angle 20 ¹⁄8” ............... 188.99
DV-82427 Angle 24 ¹⁄8” ............... 200.99

Bolts
All steps require the use of bolt model DV-82420 (5⁄16"), except the 20" 
angled step (DV-82440) which requires bolt model DV-82421 (³⁄8").

DV-82420 Straight (1) ................ 2.65 
DV-82421 Angle (1) .................... 6.39

Umbrella Bracket     
These umbrella brackets are needed to attach an ombrella onto 
a lifeguard chair that does not already have an attachment site. It 
consists of an eye-bolt installed onto an armrest, and a plastic piece 
that fits onto the side of the footboard.
  Unit ($)

AC-83505 Ring buoy hook for chair ............ 40.99 
SA-57910* Umbrella Bracket ......................... 104.99 
SA-57617 Paragon Umbrella Eye-bolt ........ 75.99 
SA-57618 Paragon Umbrella Anchor .......... 75.99 
PSA-57420-01 Support for Pole .......................... 68.99 
PSA-57420-02 Hook for Pole ............................... 55.00

Built-in Steps
We offer two models of built-in recessed steps to use in combination 
with your grab rails, allowing for unobstructed racing lanes. Suitable 
for all climates, the stainless steel step sets flush in the wall when 
grouted into a rough hole during pouring of the concrete. The sloped 
tread promotes drainage. A polished, corrosion-resistant, non-skid 
sand-blasted bottom tread offers added traction. The textured bottom 
tread also offers added traction.
 Unit ($)

DV-82442 Deluxe Plastic ........... 122.99  
DV-82443 Stainless Steel .......... 365.99 
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Clark Underwater Loudspeaker
Offering the best sound quality on the market, unequalled clarity and remarkable 
bass projection, it is undisputedly the best underwater loudspeaker ever built. 
It's the world’s only full-frequency, full-fidelity underwater loudspeaker. For a 
permanent installation, place it in a large light niche with a face ring kit (sold 
separately). If users require underwater sound in multiple locations, a tether may 
be attached to the speaker in order to use it as a drop-in speaker.

It requires an amplifier for operation. We recommend an amplifier stable at 4 ohms 
that can deliver 125-150 watts at 4 ohms (per speaker).

  Unit ($)

TR-29910 Underwater Loudspeaker ........... 1048.99 

Swimming pools expend energy in a variety of ways, but evaporation 
is by far the largest source of energy loss. Replacing evaporated 
water and then heating it requires tremendous amounts of energy 
and money. Covering a pool solves this problem. Pool cover systems 
eliminate excessive water consumption, unnecessary heating and 
above all, save money.

These superior, energy-saving covers outlast all others. They are 
made with a five-layer system to insulate and protect. The heavy-duty 
material is UV protected and engineered to provide the most efficient 
energy saving system for your pool.

• Easy to deploy and retrieve
• Reversible, coated and UV stabilized on both sides for maximum 

protection
• Available in 3-, 5- and 7-year warranty
• 100% UV stabilized polyester thread
• Superior strength edging – made with PVC coated tarpaulin – will 

not chalk or flake
• Extruded black vinyl incorporated into edging for weight
• Strategically located water vent holes with weighted edge help 

covers hold in windy environments
• Panels come complete with heavy-duty, UV inhibited loop ties for 

attaching the panels to a storage reel system
• Loop ties made of 5⁄16" heavy-duty synthetic fiber rope
• 304 stainless steel grommets for maximum corrosion resistance

BITTERROOT SERIES – DECK STORAGE SYSTEM
The Bitterroot cover storage systems ensure proper handling and 
storage of pool covers. Made of electopolished 304L stainless steel, 
they are portable, strong and designed to support the weight of wet 
covers.

Three options available: single, double or triple tube winder.

BLACKFOOT SERIES - WALL-MOUNTED STORAGE 
SYSTEMS
Manually-operated or semi-automatic, wall-mounted pool cover 
storage systems conserve deck space and allow for ease of cover 
retrieval and deployment. Structurally designed to support the weight 
of wet covers. Both Blackfoot winders are manufactured of 304L 
stainless steel, which is electropolished and passivated to withstand 
harsh aquatic environments.

BLACKFOOT 1 MANUAL WINDER
BLACKFOOT 11 RADIO 
CONTROLLED WINDER

Swimming Pool Covers
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Practice Ball
This Mikasa water polo ball has a buffed yellow rubber surface and is 
of official weight and size. Fits perfectly into any budget.

 Unit ($) 12 + ($)

WP-76200 Practice Ball (M) ....... 23.90 ......... 22.90 
WP-76205 Practice Ball (W) ....... 23.90 ......... 22.90

Official FINA Water Polo Ball
This model is the official FINA game ball from Mikasa. The natural 
buffed-rubber surface is now blue and gold with hand-painted stripes. 
This top-quality ball is available in men’s and women’s sizes.

 Unit ($) 12 + ($)

WP-76000 6000W Ball (M) .......... 58.50 ......... 55.40 
WP-76100 6009W Ball (W) .......... 58.50 ......... 55.40

Mini Water Polo Ball
This 4" soft PVC ball fits in your palm. After a long session of training, 
players can enjoy a little bit of downtime by tossing it around.

 Unit ($) 12 + ($)

WP-76120 Mini Ball ..................... 4.90 ........... 4.75 ...........

Weighted Water Polo Ball
Engineered for training in the pool to develop grip strength, passing 
strength, shooting accuracy, and a player’s overall performance. The 
men’s ball weighs in at 3.3 lb and the women’s ball at 1.7 lb.

 Unit ($) 12 + ($)

WP-76104 3.3 lb (M) .................... 38.90 ......... 36.90 
WP-76106 1.7 lb (W) ................... 38.90 ......... 36.90

K7 HydroGrip Water Polo Ball
The best and longest lasting water polo ball in the world. The HydroGrip 
has been designed to meet guidelines for local, national and global 
specifications, including the exact FINA requirements; and it’s used by 
top athletes all over the world.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($)

Prix ..................47.99 ......... 45.99

With a carefully chosen selection of water polo equipment from brand names such as Mikasa, Kap7, and Turbo, both recreational and competitive 
teams will find everything on their checklist among our product range.

Junior Water Polo Balls
These competition balls are sized for youth players. All feature a buffed 
surface for ease of grip and handling.

 Unit ($) 12 + ($)

WP-76122 Size 1 ......................... 23.90 ......... 22.90 
WP-76125 Size 1.5  ..................... 19.90 ......... 18.90 
WP-76107 Size 2 ......................... 24.90 ......... 23.90 
WP-76135  Size 3  ........................ 24.90 ......... 23.90

76122
6 & under

76125
10 & under

76107
12 & under

76135
Boys 12 & under
Girls 14 & under

Kap7 Skip Ball
This ball is perfect for kids ages 2-8. It is soft like a volleyball, but with 
the added grip of a water polo ball. Dimension: 15 cm

 Unit ($)

WP-75911 Skip Ball .................... 21.99 

Balls

Mikasa Water Polo Balls
These Mikasa coloured game balls can be matched to your team’s 
colours. All models are natural buffed-rubber surface balls and are 
available in men’s and women’s sizes.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($)

Prix ..................29.90 ......... 26.90

WP-75921 HydroGrip #2 
WP-75931 HydroGrip #3 

WP-75941 HydroGrip #4 (W) 
WP-75961 HydroGrip #5 (M)

WP-76010 W5500 Black (M) 
WP-76011 W5500 Red (M) 
WP-76012 W5500 Blue (M) 
WP-76013 W5500 Green (M) 

WP-76110 W5509 Black (W) 
WP-76111 W5509 Red (W) 
WP-76112 W5509 Blue (W)
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Turbo New Generation Water Polo Caps
These caps are made of 100% polyester mesh to minimize water 
absorption. Their form-fitting, long-lasting three-piece construction 
ensures a perfect fit and makes them difficult for opponents to grab. 
They got shock-resistant perforated thermoplastic ear protectors and 
reinforced taped seams

 Unit ($)

WP-78080 White (13) .................. 435.00  
WP-78081 Royal Blue (13) ......... 435.00 

Turbo 6-Ball Carrying Bag
Essentially a portable storage case, this handy bag holds up to six 
inflated men’s water polo balls. Breathable mesh side panels let 
humidity escape, meaning you can scoop the balls out of the pool 
and throw them directly into the bag, for time-saving convenience.

Dimensions: 65 cm x 43 cm x 20 cm

 Unit ($)

WP-78300 Carrying Bag ............. 43.90 

Water Polo Caps Stringer
Hang and dry your team’s water polo caps in between games with the 
Water Polo Caps Stringer! Made of steel wrapped in rubber.

 Unit ($)

WP-76330 Caps Stringer ............ 49.00 

Aquam Water Polo Caps
Made of resistant nylon, these caps feature an elastic at the back of 
the head for an optimal fit. They are offered in sets of 13 (12 white / blue 
field caps + one red goalie cap) or individual.

 Unit ($)

WP-78050 White (13) .................. 199.00  
WP-78051 Blue (13) .................... 199.00 

Individual caps
 Unit ($)

Price ................17.99
Numberless
WP-78053 Blue 
WP-78055 White 
WP-78057 Red

Numbered
WP-78059 Red - No. 13 
WP-78062 Blue - No. 14 
WP-78060 White - No. 14 
WP-78070 White - No. 15 
WP-78072 Blue - No. 15

KAP7 Ball Cart

This collapsible cart holds at least 20 water polo balls. It comprises 
a folding aluminum frame which is naturally chlorine resistant, and a 
removable mesh bag that lets water drain easily. It folds for storage 
and comes with a carry bag.

 Unit ($)

AC-83220 KAP7 Cart .................. 265.99 

Large Mesh Bag

This spacious mesh bag is large enough to hold game balls and caps. 
Fits approximately 12 men’s size 5 water polo balls.  

 Unit ($)

WP-78400 Mesh Bag .................. 45.99 
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Odyssey Floating Goal
Made from top-quality materials, it combines design and functionality. 
It is used worldwide since its launch in 2000. All metal parts are made 
of durable, white powder coated aluminum and stainless steel. The 
floatation panels are made of hand-laid fibreglass. The net is of tough 
polypropylene cord, knotted at every intersection.

Conforms to all national and international specifications. 3-year 
warranty.

Dimensions: 152" long x 56" wide x 42" high  
Weight: 110 lb

WP-75540 Odyssey Floating Goal (1) ...................upon request

Hook for Water Polo Goal
 Unit ($)

WP-75580 (1) 172.99

Wibit Polo Goal
Create a sporting activity at any pool or beach! The inflatable Polo 
Goal is set up in minutes. Make teams and start playing!

Dimensions:  3.9' x 8.5' x 3.6' 

ER-09068 Wibit Polo Goal .....................................upon request
FOB Factory

Rebounder
The Rebounder is perfect for poolside or in-pool workouts! It bounces 
the ball right back to the thrower. Ideal for working on passing or for 
accuracy training.

Dimensions: 33" long x 33" wide. Weight: 10 lb

 Unit ($)

WP-76245 Rebounder ................ 208.99 

Water Polo Ball Release     
The ball release signals the tipoff in water polo matches. Retained at 
the half-way line, the ball is put into play when the ball release device is 
submerged by pulling the rope from the side of the pool. Manufactured 
with EVA foam, it is designed to hold both men’s and women’s water 
polo balls. In order to use this release system, two eyebolts need to 
be installed at the bottom of the pool. Eyebolts and water polo ball not 
 included.

 Unit ($)

WP-76240 Ball Release .............. 173.99 

Kap7 Coach’s Dry Erase Board
This great dry-erase board features a full course illustration and 
complete water polo course markings on the top side, while the 
opposite side displays a half-court illustration. This ultra-durable 
coach’s board includes dry-erase pen and eraser cap and bears an 
eyelet for wall mounting.

Dimensions: 10 x 15 in

 Unit ($)

WP-76335 Dry Erase Board ....... 44.00 

Water Polo Flags
These flags are ideal for referees to communicate their decisions to 
both athletes and spectators. Sold in a set of 4.

 Unit ($)

WP-78200 Flags (4) ..................... 156.99 
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Water Polo Shooting Practice Net
This water polo practice net allows players to practise shooting 
accuracy by aiming at key positions in the goal.

• Two weights installed at the bottom to allow the net to hang straight
• Easy installation on most floating water polo goals with preinstalled 

hooks
• An essential training tool for all water polo teams!
 Unit ($)

WP-76243 Practice Net ............... 313.99 

Senior 750 Folding / Floating Goal
The Senior 750 is a floating, full-size competition water polo goal that 
conveniently folds flat for storage.

• Metal parts made of white powder-coated aluminum
• Rear struts are 1" diameter nylon rods
• Net and rope made of polypropylene
• Flotation panels made of durable hand-laid fibreglass
• All fittings made of stainless steel
• Meets all national and international specifications
• 3-year warranty
WP-75532 Senior 750 Goal (1) ...............................upon request

Splash Ball Folding/Floating Goal
Two thirds of that of the Senior 750, the Splash Ball is ideal for kids’ 
games and practice.

• Front frame and rear bar made of white powder-coated aluminum
• Rear struts are 1" diameter nylon rods
• Net and rope made of polypropylene
• Flotation panels made of durable hand-laid fibreglass
• Easy folding: pull the rear arms out of their sockets and the front 

frame folds down onto the float panels
• Once folded, the goal can be easily carried under one arm
• 3-year warranty
WP-75533 Splash Ball Goal (1) ..............................upon request

Dimensions: 101" long x 31" wide x 28" high  
Weight: 75 lb

Dimensions: 101" long x 31" wide x 28" high  
Weight: 75 lb

Dimensions: 124" long x 58" wide x 67" high 
Weight: 80 lb

Universal Wall Goal
The Universal Wall goal is one of the most popular deck-mounted 
competition water polo goals.

• Metal parts made of durable stainless steel or white powder 
coated aluminium

• Adjustable rear support arms, vertically and horizontally
• Back drape net made of heavy-duty canvas with a weighted 

bottom strip 
• Two stainless steel deck anchors are supplied with each goal
• Adjustable height to fit the deep or shallow end
• 3-year warranty

WP-75527 Universal Wall Goal (1) ........................upon request
WP-75505 Anchor (2) .............................................upon request

Dimensions: 152" long x 46" wide x 42" high  
Weight: 85 lb

Econo Water Polo Goals     
These plastic goals are perfect for pools in need of smaller goals. Their 
size was designed in order for them to be stackable, thus taking less 
room on the pool deck. They may be inserted one into the other. Their 
base is weighted to prevent the risk of tipping. Assembly required.

Dimensions: 95" x 52" x 28" and 89" x 49" x 28" 
Weight: 70 lb

WP-75510 Econo Water Polo Goals (pair) ........................824.99 
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Water Polo Field Markers     
The field markers establish the different zones of the playfield. Made 
of resistant EVA foam, they also have a high density plastic base for 
increased stability. Your complete water polo field marker kit includes: 
4 red, 4 yellow, and 6 white markers. Conforms to all FINA regulations.

Dimension: 14.75" high
  Unit ($)

WP-76250 Field Marker Kit (14) . 1329.99 

Water Polo Referee Sidewalk     
Praised as the best product on the market by referees from all over 
the world, our referee sidewalk is the obvious choice for national and 
international competitions. A basic package includes 15 platforms 
(1 m x 2 m) to make one of the 30 m sides of the playing field. Designed 
to allow the referee complete freedom of movement from one end of 
the playing field to the other, the referee sidewalk features a painted 
aluminum and wood structure as well as a non-slip surface. We also 
offer additional 1 m x 2 m platforms for the goal judge station (two per 
sidewalk), stairs (two per sidewalk), and judges seats (two per playing 
field), as well as 2 ball racks per playing field. This sidewalk meets all 
FINA standards.

Price ................upon request

WP-76285 Complete Sidewalk Package
• 30 Platforms, 1 m x 2 m 
• 2 Goal Judge Platforms 
• 2 Judges Seats 
• 2 Ball Racks 
• 4 Sets of Stairs

WP-76290 30 m Sidewalk (15 Platforms) 
WP-76291 Goal Judge Platform, 1 m x 2 m 
WP-76293 Set of Stairs 
WP-76294 Judge’s Seat 
WP-76295 Stainless Steel Ball Rack

Water Polo Protective Net     
Braided with black, fire-resistant nylon, it is composed of 3/4" x 3/4" links, 
each made of 1/16" nylon thread. The net features a 3/4" side stitching, 
also made from fire-resistant black nylon. A black 3/4" polypropylene 
cable is inserted at the bottom of the net for added weight. The net 
includes 316-grade stainless steel quick-links, installed directly onto 
the top of the net every 18". They suspend the net and allow it to glide 
easily over the stainless steel cable. It may be necessary to install a 
stainless steel cable and a ratchet take-up reel (TR-32100) onto the 
stainless steel cable. Made-to-measure dimensions. The anchor 
system (not included) will be determined according to the type of 
installation needed.

WP-76320 Protective Net (Made-to-Measure) ......upon request

Water Polo Field of Play     
It is defined by lines at each end and on both sides, on which distinctive 
markings denote the various playing zones.  This product is made-to-
measure according to the size of the pool in question, and the desired 
size of field of play.  For FINA events, the dimensions must conform to 
official standards.  For more information, please contact our customer 
service.

WP-76300 Water Polo Field of Play ......................upon request

Pace Clock Pro
It features 15 training modes to fine-tune skills and create customized 
workouts. It can be used either with or without a timer or controller.  
When connected to your timing console, it can be used as a water polo 
shot clock. Additional clocks can be added to display game time, time 
out time, and team scores.

• 4-Digit Pace Clock
• 10 red digits-viewable up to 400 ft
• High intensity LED-Indoor / Outdoor
• Splash proof protective lens
• Internal horn
• Internal rechargeable battery

TR-29505 Pace Clock Pro .....................................upon request
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Plastic Bench with Backrest     

This durable bench is comfortable and provides an extra back support. 

• Stainless steel hardware
• Made of recycled plastic
• Anchoring is not necessary
• Legs are pre-assembled
• Assembly required
• 10-year guarantee

Dimensions: 72” long x 22 5/8 “ wide x 16½” high 
 Unit ($)

DV-82554 Sand ........................... 712.99  
DV-82554GR Grey ........................... 712.99 

Wide Plastic Bench     
This bench has grown increasingly popular over the years thanks to its 
dependable design and unfailing sturdiness.

• Stainless steel hardware
• Made of recycled plastic
• Several standard lengths or custom lengths available
• Assembly required
• 10-year guarantee

* The six-foot bench (sand) is usually in stock while other lengths 
require a two-week delivery time.

Dimensions: 15 ½" wide x 16 ½" high

Made-to-Measure Length
DV-82564 Sand .................................................... upon request 
DV-82564GR Grey .................................................... upon request

Plastic Bench     
This bench is the perfect choice for the pool deck or the locker rooms. 
Though not as large nor as high as the Wide Plastic Bench, it is 
designed specifically for young children but can still accommodate 
adults. 

• Stainless steel hardware
• Made of recycled plastic
• Several standard lengths or custom lengths available
• Assembly required
• 10-year guarantee

* The six-foot bench (sand) is usually in stock while other lengths 
require a two-week delivery time.

Dimensions : 10 7/8" wide x 14,5" high

Custom lengths available

Sand
 Unit ($)

DV-82565-02 2 ft .............................. 279.99  
DV-82565-03 3 ft .............................. 338.99  
DV-82565-04 4 ft .............................. 398.99  
DV-82565-05 5 ft .............................. 434.99  
DV-82565-06 6 ft .............................. 470.99  
DV-82565-07 7 ft .............................. 522.99  
DV-82565-08 8 ft .............................. 575.99  
DV-82565-09 9 ft .............................. 640.99  
DV-82565-10 10 ft ............................ 716.99  
DV-82565-11 11 ft ............................ 749.99  
DV-82565-12 12 ft ............................ 818.99  

Grey
 Unit ($)

DV-82565-02GR 2 ft ....................... 279.99  
DV-82565-03GR 3 ft ....................... 338.99  
DV-82565-04GR 4 ft ....................... 398.99  
DV-82565-05GR 5 ft ....................... 434.99  
DV-82565-06GR 6 ft ....................... 470.99  
DV-82565-07GR 7 ft ....................... 522.99  
DV-82565-08GR 8 ft ....................... 575.99  
DV-82565-09GR 9 ft ....................... 640.99  
DV-82565-10GR 10 ft ..................... 716.99  
DV-82565-11GR 11 ft ..................... 749.99  
DV-82565-12GR 12 ft ..................... 818.99 

Sand
 Unit ($)

DV-82570-05 5 ft .............................. 394.99  
DV-82570-06 6 ft .............................. 417.99  
DV-82570-07 7 ft .............................. 440.99  
DV-82570-08 8 ft .............................. 499.99  

DV-82570-09 9 ft .............................. 558.99  
DV-82570-10 10 ft ............................ 623.99  
DV-82570-11 11 ft ............................ 688.99  
DV-82570-12 12 ft ............................ 728.99 

Sand

Sand

Sand

Grey

Grey
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Wall-Mounted Plastic Bench     
This sturdy and durable bench can be installed directly on a wall; it 
also fits perfectly into a corner.

• Stainless steel hardware
• Black powder-coated steel mounting brackets
• Made of recycled plastic
• Anchors not included
• Stainless steel legs available upon request
• Several standard lengths or custom lengths available
• Assembly required
• 10-year guarantee

* The six-foot bench (sand) is usually in stock while other lengths 
require a two-week delivery time.

Dimensions: 16” wide x 13½” high

Made-to-Measure Length
DV-82575 Sand .................................................... upon request 
DV-82575GR Grey .................................................... upon request

Custom lengths available

Stackable Fibreglass Bench
These all-weather, portable and durable fibreglass benches are 
perfect by the pool, or in the locker rooms.

• Made of fibreglass
• Gel topcoat that is corrosion, moisture, UV and scratch resistant
• Stackable for compact storage
• 12 standard colours available
• Can be customized with a logo upon request
• Available in 4 ft or 6 ft lengths
• Capacity: 700 lb
• 2-year limited manufacturer warranty

Dimensions:

• 4 ft. bench: 48" long x 15" wide x 18" high
• 6 ft. bench: 72" long x 15" wide x 18" high

DV-82550-XX 4 feet .......................... upon request
DV-82551-XX 6 feet .......................... upon request
DV-82552 Custom print ............. upon request
FOB Factory

Sand
 Unit ($)

DV-82576-02 2 ft .............................. 239.99  
DV-82576-03 3 ft .............................. 293.99  
DV-82576-04 4 ft .............................. 338.99  
DV-82576-05 5 ft .............................. 403.99  
DV-82576-06 6 ft .............................. 428.99  
DV-82576-07 7 ft .............................. 447.99  
DV-82576-08 8 ft .............................. 508.99  
DV-82576-09 9 ft .............................. 571.99  
DV-82576-10 10 ft ............................ 636.99  
DV-82576-11 11 ft ............................ 699.99  
DV-82576-12 12 ft ............................ 732.99  

Grey
 Unit ($)

DV-82576-02GR 2 ft ......................... 239.99  
DV-82576-03GR 3 ft ......................... 293.99  
DV-82576-04GR 4 ft ......................... 338.99  
DV-82576-05GR 5 ft ......................... 403.99  
DV-82576-06GR 6 ft ......................... 428.99  
DV-82576-07GR 7 ft ......................... 447.99  
DV-82576-08GR 8 ft ......................... 508.99  
DV-82576-09GR 9 ft ......................... 571.99  
DV-82576-10GR 10 ft ....................... 636.99  
DV-82576-11GR 11 ft ....................... 699.99  
DV-82576-12GR 12 ft ....................... 732.99 

Sand Grey
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Shower Curtain and Hooks     
This ultra-tough shower curtain is virtually indestructible. Available in 
three colours, it is made of thick vinyl reinforced with an inner layer of 
non-tear polyester netting. Brass grommets prevent hooks from ripping 
the curtain. 3-year warranty. Stainless steel hooks sold separately. 
Dimensions: 48" wide x 72" long
 Unit ($)

DV-80690 Yellow ........................ 61.99  
DV-80691 Blue ............................ 61.99  
DV-80692 White .......................... 61.99  
DV-80696 Hooks (7) ................... 41.99 

Hide-Away Bench     
Made to last, this bench is the perfect combination of convenient 
seating and durable storage. Manufactured using high-density 
plastic, it features pneumatic support arms for the lid and an anodized 
aluminum frame equipped with rubber stoppers for deck protection.

The bench is capable of storing four of our small storage units 
(AC-82900) plus some additional equipment.

Just close the lid, place it along the wall, and now you have a spot 
where parents can sit and watch swim class!

Dimensions: 2,4 m x 41 cm x 43 cm 
Weight: 113 lb
  Unit ($)

DV-82557 Hide-Away Bench ........................ 1783.99 

Replacement Parts

PDV-82557-03 Pneumatic piston and hardware 69.95 

Grosfillex Furniture
With a 3-year warranty, the Grosfillex line is specially designed for 
commercial and institutional use and comes. Offered in white, but 
other colours (sandstone and Amazon green) are available for the 
table and Miami chair, when ordered in sufficient quantities.

The stackable Miami lowback armchair offers sturdy construction, 
maximum comfort and easy storage. Patrons looking for a more laid-
back feeling will definitely appreciate the Bahia adjustable lounge 
chair. This stackable long chair is equipped with recessed roll-
away wheels for easy mobility and storage. Featuring a 4-position 
adjustment system, the Bahia boasts a built-in safety guard to prevent 
finger injuries. Our patio table has a 46" diameter, allowing a good 
number of clients to join each table.
 Unit ($)

DV-82500 Miami Armchair ........ 44.90  
DV-82520 Bahia Long Chair ...... 174.90  
DV-82530 46" Ibiza Table .......... 184.90 
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Suitmate Swimsuit Water Extractor®

In just 10 seconds, it eliminates up to 95% of a suit’s water while 
preserving fabrics.

• High-speed, heat-less spin process
• Equipped with a built-in ground fault circuit interrupter and 

comprises no exposed moving parts.
• Simply apply hand pressure on the lid to start it
• Made of stainless steel and durable plastic
• UL approved and carries a one-year limited warranty.
• Repair services and replacement parts available upon request.

DV-82595 The Suitmate® .................................... upon request

Non-Slip Strips
These non-slip strips can be installed on any smooth or dangerous 
surface to reduce the risk of accidents. They work very well on painted 
concrete floors such as those often found in showers or equipment 
rooms.

 Unit ($)

DV-80675 2 cm x 60 cm (1) ........ 3.99  
DV-80680 45 cm Wide (foot) ..... 11.99 

Child Protection Seat
The Koala Child Protection Seat is a wall-mounted device allowing 
parents to comfortably secure a child while tending to siblings or other 
matters in restrooms and locker rooms. 

Dimensions: 19" x 12.25" x 6"
 Unit ($)

DV-82580 Protection Seat ......... 149.50

Replacement Part

PDV-82580-01 Strap ........................... 46.50

Changing Tables
These changing tables are ideal for pools offering swimming programs 
for young children. Parents can now comfortably and safely change 
their babies. Made of sturdy plastic, the tables are very hygienic, 
thanks to DispoSand sanitary liners that ensure the unit will be clean 
for the next user. 

Dimensions: 35" x 19.5". Weight: 30 lb
 Unit ($)

DV-82585 Horizontal Table ....... 395.00 
DV-82590 Vertical Table ............ 395.00 

Replacement Parts

PDV-82585-01 Horizontal Strap ........ 46.50 
PDV-82590-01 Vertical Strap ............ 46.50 
DV-82593 Lock (for DV-82590) .. 20.00 
DV-82592 Sanitary Liners (500) 92.00 
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Heronrib 2000 Matting     
The Heronrib 2000 Matting System offers excellent slip-resistance 
and comfort for showers, locker rooms and poolside. This non-slip 
PVC matting can easily be rolled in order to facilitate cleaning and 
displacement. Heronrib is 10 mm thick and available in 3 widths: 60 cm, 
91 cm, and 121 cm. It can be purchased in rolls of 5 m or 10 m long. 
The main feature of Heronrib 2000 is the quadridirectional drainage of 
water with Sanitized® antibacterial and antifungal additives. Available 
in 2 colours: red and blue.

 Unit ($)

Oxford Blue
DV-80702 60 cm x 5 m ............... 464.00  
DV-80704 60 cm x 10 m ............. 864.00  
DV-80712 91 cm x 5 m ............... 639.00  
DV-80714 91 cm x 10 m ............. 1189.00  
DV-80722 121 cm x 5 m ............. 859.00  
DV-80724 121 cm x 10 m ........... 1594.00  

Red
DV-80707 60 cm x 5 m ............... 464.00  
DV-80709 60 cm x 10 m ............. 864.00  
DV-80717 91 cm x 5 m ............... 639.00  
DV-80719 91 cm x 10 m ............. 1189.00  
DV-80727 121 cm x 5 m ............. 859.00  
DV-80729 121 cm x 10 m ........... 1594.00 

Herontile Tiling
The Herontile Barefoot Wet Area Tiling lets you cover large floor areas 
with an easy snap-on assembly for seamless covering. Hygienic, non-
slip and comfortable underfoot, these EVA tiles are manufactured 
with Sanitized® antifungal and antibacterial additives. The open-grid, 
broad-slat and sturdy support legs allow drainage of large volumes of 
water. Tile dimensions: 13" x 13". Available in 3 colours.

Thickness: 15 mm

 Unit ($)

DV-80630 Ocean Blue ................ 8.50  
DV-80631 Light Blue .................. 12.95  
DV-80632 Light Grey ................. 12.95 

Floorline
This economical, super lightweight floor covering is perfect for slippery 
environments, both interior and exterior. Made of flexible 6-mm PVC 
with an open grid design for drainage, it is simple to install, as well as 
easy to handle and clean. Blue only.

Thickness: 6 mm

 Unit ($)

DV-80750 Blue, 60 cm x 10 m ... 609.95  
DV-80752 Blue, 91 cm x 10 m ... 914.95 

Ocean Blue Light Blue Light Grey
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Rescue Tubes
The Rescue Tubes are suitable for water parks, lakes, ocean fronts 
and pools. These multifunctional tubes can be used for towing a 
victim, supporting the rescuer, or they can be handed to a victim for 
assistance. Both models are triple-coated in red vinyl for protection. 
The 50" rescue tube is equipped with a 2" loop shoulder-strap. The 40" 
model features a 2" shoulder strap with brass clip.

 Unit ($) 12 + ($)

SA-51790 40” Tube .................... 82.00 ......... 72.00 
SA-51800 50” Tube .................... 88.00 ......... 84.00

Molded Rescue Tube
At last a rescue tube made to last! Very comfortable thanks to its 
rounded edges, this is the only rescue tube on the market made of 
molded EVA foam, granting it top-grade resistance. The 40" rescue 
tube features reinforced ends, polypropylene cord, 2-inch-wide 
shoulder-strap with stainless steel snap hook, stainless steel O-rings, 
and LIFEGUARD logo embossed in the foam on one side. Its vibrant 
yellow colour makes it highly visible. The Molded Rescue Tube can be 
used at water parks, lakes, ocean fronts or pools.

 Unit ($)

SA-51775 40” Rescue Tube ...... 77.99 

The toughest rescue tube on the market!

Ring Buoys     
All buoy models are made from the highest-quality materials and can 
be used indoors or outdoors. Both the 24" and the 30" plastic models 
have obtained the Canada Transport Approval (DOT Approval). The 
foam model earned the U.S. Coast Guard Approval. All four models 
are orange coloured for greater visibility. The 5/16" floating safety rope is 
not included with life rings.

 Unit ($)

SA-51000 20” Foam ................... 124.99  
SA-51200* 20" Plastic ................. 63.90 
SA-51300* 24" Plastic ................. 77.95 
SA-51305* 30" Plastic ................. 119.00 
SA-52000* 5/16" Rope (foot) ......... 0.55

Rescue Can     
This 25" rescue-can is manufactured from high-quality plastic. It 
features textured plastic handles for superior grip. Its streamlined and 
ergonomic design promotes stability in sandy areas.

 Unit ($)

SA-51405 25” - Red .................... 129.99

Replacement Part

PSA-51405-01 Strap and Rope ......... 40.99
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Fox 40 Water Safety Throw     
The Fox 40 Water Safety Throw is a good alternative to fabric throw 
bags. With its integrated handle, the body of the throw is clearly 
visible and easy to grasp. A quick-release plug prevents the rope from 
deploying inadvertently. Equipped with a 50 ft (15 m) premium-qua-
lity, polypropylene, braided floating rope, the Fox 40 Water Safety 
Throw complies with the Canadian Coast Guard safety equipment 
requirements.

 Unit ($)

SA-51832 Water Safety Throw .. 24.50

Fox 40 Boat Safety Kit     
The Fox 40 Boat Safety Kit includes all the minimum safety requirements 
for your personal watercraft. The marine flashlight, pealess safety 
whistle, water safety rope, and float, fit perfectly into the easy-to-grab 
bailer, capped with a mirrored lid. Complies with the Canadian Coast 
Guard safety equipment requirements.

 Unit ($)

SA-51834 Boat Safety Kit .......... 24.50

Expert Plus Throw Bag
The throw bag was designed for institutional use on the waterfronts as 
well as in indoor or outdoor pools. Each end is made from abrasion-
resistant material. The bag features black mesh sides for proper 
ventilation. It comes with 20 m of floating safety rope inside. The Throw 
Bag is available with or without a waist belt.

 Unit ($)

SA-51827 Throw Bag ................. 103.99

Rescue Pole and Hook
This type of non-conductive fibreglass pole (3.6 m) is required by law 
for public pools in many parts of Canada. The rescue hook fits any 
standard straight pole.

 Unit ($)

SA-52200 Rescue Pole (3.6 m) . 98.00 
SA-52400 Rescue Hook ............. 27.55

Throw Balls     
These throw balls come with 15 m of premium-quality floating rope that 
will not tangle.

 Unit ($)

SA-51830 Throw Balls ............... 109.99 

Easy Grip Brick
Designed for instruction, training and competition, these bricks are 
easy to pick up, to hold, and to stack. All three boast an easy-grip 
contour. Soft rubber casing is soft on pool inner linings.
 
NOTE: due to the manufacturing process, the bricks’ rubber surface 
may looks worn / used.
 Unit ($)

SA-50505 5-lb Brick (2.25 kg) ... 43.50 
SA-50506 10-lb Brick (4.5 kg) ... 62.90 
SA-50507 20-lb Brick (9 kg) ...... 139.90 
SA-50508 3-Brick Pack .............. 179.00 

Diving Bricks     
These diving bricks are designed to test the abilities of your staff. The 9 kg  
(20 lb) diving brick is required for National Lifeguard qualification and 
requalification exams all over Canada. A 4.5 kg (10 lb) brick is also 
available. The diving bricks are easy to pick up and carry. Their distinct 
colours allow for quick and easy visual recognition.

 Unit ($)

SA-50500 9 kg / 20 lb ................. 104.00 
SA-50502* 4.5 kg / 10 lb .............. 58.99

Mustang Professional Throw Bag
This throw bag is designed to optimize the throwing efficiency. The 
reloading is easy and fast, even with gloves on. The floatable rope is a 
true 75’ with a 3⁄8" diameter. It has a minimum 2000 lb breaking strength 
and is made of nylon and polypropylene. The bag features a mesh for 
self draining.

 Unit ($)

SA-51829 Throw Bag ................. 79.59
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Plastic Backboard     
This is the board every pool should have. Made of durable plastic, it 
will last you years. It features a strip of plastic on the aluminum runners, 
which allows them to slide more easily on the edge of the pool. The 
backboard is equipped with a strapping system enabling you to strap 
the victim in a criss-cross manner. This board glides well while entering 
the water, rising gently to the surface in order to support the victim. 
Straps included. 3-year warranty.

Dimensions: 43 cm (17") x 183 cm (72") / 28 lb
 Unit ($)

SA-52980 Plastic Backboard .... 523.99 

Replacement Part

SA-53310 Buckled Straps (5) .... 68.99 

Beavertail      
Made from high-density polyethylene rubber, the beavertail is flexible 
and resistant. It turns your regular backboard into a two-man board. It 
can be used in a pool with a deck up to 30 cm higher than water level.
 Unit ($) 

SA-52811 Beavertail .................. 58.99 

VBlock Spineboard     
The VBlock Spineboard is made of Marine Grade Polymer, a 
high-density, weather and UV-resistant plastic, meaning it will not 
warp, fade or otherwise wear over time. This non-abrasive, hypo-al-
lergenic board is equipped with customizable fastening points, and 
the liberal use of Velcro ensures that patients can be quickly and 
securely attached for transportation. It’s lightweight, waterproof, and 
buoyant, to assist in securing and moving an injured person in the 
water. Child, adult and bariatric (500 lb and up) spineboards are 
available.

Dimensions:  
Child Spineboard : 34.9 cm (13 ¾") x 152.4 cm (60") x 1.25 cm (½") 
Adult Spineboard : 41.5 cm (16") x 198.5 cm (78") x 1.25 cm (½") 
Bariatric Spineboard : 61 cm (24") x 198.5 cm (78") x 1.25 cm (½")
  Unit ($)

SA-53006 Child Spineboard ......................... 394.90  
SA-53007 Adult Spineboard ........................ 688.90  
SA-53008 Bariatric Spineboard ................... 1375.90 
FOB Factory

Optional Parts

SA-53007-02 Horizontal Mounting Bracket ..... 41.90  
SA-53007-03 Solid Beavertail ........................... 82.90  
SA-53007-04 Soft Beavertail ............................. 69.90 

Replacement Parts

SA-53007-01 V-Block - Head Immobilizer ........ 134.90  
SA-53007-05 Straps - Board (2) ........................ 22.90  
SA-53007-06 Strap -  Head Immobilizer (1) ...... 11.50  
SA-53007-07 Transport Strap (1) ...................... 35.90 
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52798

52799

52797

1.5 cm

Hook for Backboards     
This powder-coated stainless-steel hook is ideal to hang almost any 
backboard while not in use. Some models may require two hooks.
 Unit ($)

SA-50300 Hook .......................... 31.99 

Backboard Straps
 Unit ($)

SA-53195 Velcro Straps (3) ....... 36.99  
SA-53196 Velcro Straps (4) ....... 52.99  
SA-53200 Buckled Straps (3) .... 33.99 

Head Immobilizer
Used for immediate and complete head and cervical immobilization, 
this head immobilizer can be secured firmly onto a backboard in 
seconds. It features a single-unit construction to fit all head sizes, 
and an easy-to-clean vinyl covering. The complete head immobilizer 
consists of 2 foam head supports, adjustable base plate assembly 
with Velcro backboard strap, 2 head straps. Approximate weight: 3 lb.
 Unit ($) 

SA-52800 Complete Kit ............. 119.00  

Replacement Parts

SA-52797 Base Plate ................. 77.99  
SA-52798 Straps (2) ................... 43.99  
SA-52799 Blocks (2) .................. 72.00 

Backboard 16"
The 16" Backboard features a seamless design for quick and 
easy cleaning and decontamination. Oversized handholds easily 
accommodate gloved hands. Handholds are raised for easy lifting and 
preventing scraped knuckles and straps. Recessed edge contours 
provide extra stabilization of standard head immobilizers. The 16" 
Backboard tapers toward the foot end for easy extrication in confined 
areas. This also provides a more narrow area which is ideal for pediatric 
use. Economically priced. High degree of x-ray translucency. 

Dimensions: 41.5 cm (16") x 181.6 cm (71 ½") x 4.5 cm (1 ¾") / 14,5 lb

Straps included.
 Unit ($)

SA-52977 Backboard 16” .......... 298.00 

Replacement Part

SA-53300 Buckled Straps (4) .... 40.99 

Head Wedge
The unique Ambu® head wedge is designed to immobilize the patient’s 
head instantly and effectively when placed on a backboard. Made of 
recyclable plastic, it is fully disposable, waterproof, and very durable. 
Adjustable to fit all sizes, from children to adults, it comes with one 
strong, self-adhesive head strap ensuring a secure hold without any 
discomfort for the patient.

Sold individually with head strap.
 Unit ($)

SA-52793 Head Wedge .............. 8.99 
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55615

55620

55600 5540055000 55200
56500

56600

56495

ACME Whistles
Established in the whistle business since 1870, ACME offers high pitch   
high-performance whistles.

• Thunderer 60.5 : Made of brass nickel-plated
• Thunderer 560 : Smaller plastic pea-whistle model
• Tornado 2000 : Pea-less high-performance whistle hearable over 

intense crowd noise
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

SA-55610 Thunderer 60.5 .......... 7.75 ........... 7.50 ........... 7.00 
SA-55615 Thunderer 560 ........... 4.70 ........... 4.50 ........... 4.20 
SA-55620 Tornado 2000 ............ 3.50 ........... 3.40 ........... 3.20

Fox 40 Classic Whistle     
Boasting superior design and performance, these classic pealess 
whistles comprise no moveable parts that could stick or fail. Their 
high-pitched sound is hearable over long distances and ambient 
noise. Availability of colours may vary. All whistles are printed with the 
Aquam logo.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

Price 5.75 ........... 4.75 ............ 3.95

Breakaway Neck Lanyard
This super safe neck lanyard breaks apart when tension is applied, 
to prevent strangulation. It is equipped with a metal clip on which the 
whistle is attached. Whistle not included. Length: 16 in.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

Price 1.30 ........... 1.15 ............ 1.10

Metal and Plastic Whistles
Here are two great economic whistles: a plated brass model and a 
black plastic model. Available in small and large sizes, both are 
equipped with an inner pea.

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

SA-55000 Plated Brass (L) ........ 3.75 ........... 3.45 
SA-55200 Plated Brass (S) ........ 3.18 ........... 2.90 
SA-55400 Plastic (S) .................. 1.60 ........... 1.40 ........... 1.20 
SA-55600 Plastic (L) .................. 1.60 ........... 1.40 ........... 1.20

Fox 40 Electronic Whistle
This electronic whistle is the ideal hygienic solution for multiple users. 
It emits a sound power of 125 dB while allowing the user to give verbal 
commands without having a whistle in the mouth. It is easy to use 
(just push a button), and it provides 3 distinct and consistent tones. 
The whistle comes with a woven lanyard with an adjustable cord. 
Specifications: 9V battery not included

 Unit ($)

SA-56013 Electronic Whistle .... 15.99 

Lanyard and Spiral Bracelet
The landyards are equipped with metal clips and used to hang your 
whistle around your neck. The spiral bracelets are great to keep your 
whistle around your wrist.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

Lanyard
SA-55800 Lanyard ..................... 1.49 ........... 1.39 ........... 1.29 

Spiral Bracelet ................................... 2.00 ........... 1.90 ........... 1.25

SA-55804 Yellow 
SA-55805 Orange 
SA-55806  Purple 
SA-55807 Green 
SA-55808 Blue 
SA-55809  Red 
SA-55810  White 
SA-55811  Black

Fox 40 Sonik Blast CMG Whistle     
This flawless patented pealess whistle emits a sound of a 120dB power. 
Blow it effortlessly; it cannot be overblown. This great whistle produces 
a superior, clear, loud blast that can be heard over long distances and 
ambient noises. Ideal for outdoor pools, beaches or very large venues.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

Price 6.95 ........... 6.20 ............ 5.75

Megaphones
Both battery-powered models are equipped with a hand-held 
microphone and a siren with volume control. They produce 12⁄18 watts 
of output, offer a 720-yard range and require 6 type-C batteries.

The SA-56495 model is light and does not require any batte ries.
  Unit ($)

SA-56495 Light Megaphone ......................... 49.99  
SA-56500 Hand-Held Microphone ............... 183.99  
SA-56600 Hand-Held Pistol Grip ................. 183.99 

SA-56300 Yellow 
SA-56308 Blue 

SA-56309 Red 
SA-56311 Black

SA-55791 Black 
SA-55794 Yellow 
SA-55795 Orange 
SA-55796 Purple 

SA-55797 Green 
SA-55798 Blue 
SA-55799 Red

SA-56000 Yellow 
SA-56005 Orange 
SA-56006 Purple 

SA-56008 Blue 
SA-56009 Red 
SA-56011 Black
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50060

50080

50015

Floating Safety Rope - 8 mm     
With the 8 mm Floating Safety Ropes, you can always have on hand 
a rope perfectly fitted for lifesaving tests. The rope is available in the 
four mandatory lengths required in lifesaving trials. Lengths are easily 
identifiable thanks to the distinct colours.
  Unit ($)

SA-51993 17 m Yellow and Red, Senior ..... 26.35  
SA-51992 13 m Black, 14-15 Years .............. 20.15  
SA-51991 10 m Blue, 12-13 Years ............... 15.50  
SA-51990 7 m Orange, 11 Years and - ........ 10.85 

Lifesaving Obstacle     
Specially built for lifesaving competitions, the lifesaving obstacle meets 
all ILS requirements. 240 cm wide by 70 cm high, it is both lightweight 
and robust. The inner frame consists of a bright and contrasting net 
made of polyethylene. The outer frame is made of PVC tubing. Buoys 
on the top line ensure the obstacle is  clearly visible and level with the 
water surface. May be custom-made on request.
 Unit ($)

SA-58900 Obstacle .................... 468.99 

Boards
High-performance, durable and comfortable paddle boards at competitive prices! Ideal for competition and training, our Australian-tested boards 
combine a smooth, ultra-resistant SurlynTM Dupont® bottom and a soft top. Colours and design may vary.
  Unit ($)

SA-50015 Board Protective Bag 10’ 6” ....... 183.99  
SA-50080 Rescue Board 10’ 4” .  .................. 1199.00 
SA-50060 Racing Paddle Board 10’ 6” ........ 1025.00
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07615

07620 07621

Submersible Silhouettes
These silhouettes are an excellent teaching tool for you to test 
the vigilance of your lifeguards. It simulates the appearance of an 
unconscious victim at the bottom of the water. It can also be used to 
assess water clarity.

Included: 1 adult and 1 child form
 Unit ($)

SA-58780 Silhouettes (2) ........... 172.99 

Ever since the company’s beginning thirty-two years ago, 
Aquam has worked alongside the Lifesaving Society in the 
prevention of drowning and water-related injuries. As an 
official sponsor and financial contributor over the past twenty 
years, Aquam has also been actively involved in improving 
rescue and safety equipment, and developing the sport 
of competitive lifesaving. As a result, Canadian lifesaving 
teams have been able to participate in various international 
competitions and championships worldwide.

Saver 150 Fins
Lightweigth & effective, Saver 150 fins have a modern streamlined 
blade shape so your legs can work in an ergonimic, parallel position 
- using less effort and without striking against each other. Fins have 
rubber ribs and heightened side-protection for directing the water flow. 
Rubber under the sole makes the fins nonslipping for start and turns. 
Foot protection makes the fins more comfortable to use.
 Unit ($)

ER-07615-X-Y Saver 150 Fins ......... 248.75 
ER-07620 Neoprene Socks ...... 11.90  
ER-07621 Bag for Saver Fins .. 67.90 

Size (Y) S M L XL XXL 3XL 4XL

Men 4.5 5 - 6.5 7 - 9 9 - 10
10.5 - 
11.5

12 - 13 13+

Code 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Softness (x) Soft Medium Hard

Code A B C

Aquam and the 
Lifesaving Society
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Mustang M.I.T. Inflatable Life Vest - MD-2017 T1
Recommended for fishing, navigation, sailing, and paddle sports, this 
lightweight vest automatically inflates and self-rights the user within 
seconds of entering the water. Safety features include reflective tape 
and a safety whistle on the inflation cell.

Note that it is necessary to replace the re-arm kit every time the vest 
has been inflated, as well as on a regular basis to ensure user safety. 
Also includes manual inflation cord.
 Unit ($)

ER-15978-OK MD-2017 T1 ...............182.50 

Replacement Part

ER-15969-KIT D Re-arm Kit .................33.90 

Mustang HIT™ Inflatable Life Vest - MD-3157
This Hydrostatic Inflator Technology (HIT™) vest is Transport 
Canada approved, and is designed to inflate in as little as 4" (10 cm) 
of water. Intended for commercial aquatic environments, it is ideal 
for maintenance personnel, construction workers, and others who 
routinely work around unsupervised pools.

Note that it is necessary to replace the re-arm kit every time the vest 
has been inflated, as well as on a regular basis to insure user safety.  
Made of heavy-duty, polyurethane-coated nylon.
 Unit ($)

ER-15979-OO MD-3157 .........................334.00 

Replacement Part

ER-15969-KIT C Re-arm Kit .................83.00 

Advanced technology gives these harness-style PFDs the 
advantage of being lightweight, low-profile, and comfortable, for 
wear at all times in the presence of water.

Specialized Vests

Inflated Vest

Inflated Vest

Re-arm Kit

Re-arm Kit
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58028
58030

58026

58020
58010

58000

58048 58046

58044

58177 58175

58113

58114

58112

58220

58200

Non-Sterile Gauze Pads
These highly absorbent 8-ply gauze squares are used to reinforce 
a sterile bandage applied directly to a wound.  They are single-use 
cotton pads and can be used to protect skin with no open wound.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($)

SA-58026 2” x 2” (200) .............. 5.45 ........... 3.25 
SA-58028 3” x 3” (200) .............. 6.50 ........... 6.15 
SA-58030 4” x 4” (200) .............. 7.25 ........... 6.90

Alcohol Swabs and Antiseptic Towelettes
Individually wrapped, these latex-free products are a must for any first 
aid kit.  Both are non-woven, sterile and single-use only.  The alcohol 
swabs contain 70% Isopropyl alcohol and are intended primarily for 
disinfecting material; the benzalkonium chloride antiseptic towelettes 
are used for cleaning and disinfecting minor wounds.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($)

SA-58177 Swabs (200) ............... 7.50 ........... 7.00 
SA-58175 Towelettes (100) ....... 7.35 ........... 6.95

Stretch Gauze Bandage Rolls
These conforming bandages are offered in different lengths, and 
are used to secure absorbent pads on wounds. They are ideal for 
immobilizing bandages in areas where an adhesive bandage cover 
cannot be applied due to difficult contours or abundant body hair, 
such as open wounds on the calf or forearm.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($)

SA-58044 2” Roll ........................ 1.00 ........... 0.90 
SA-58046 4” Roll ........................ 1.30 ........... 1.20 
SA-58048 6” Roll ........................ 1.90 ........... 1.80

Elastic Bandages
These reusable elastic bandages are used to immobilize, compress 
and support joints after a minor injury such as a sprain. Available in 
several widths, they may also be used to secure bandages in difficult 
areas where compression is required.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($)

SA-58112 3” Bandage ............... 0.85 ........... 0.82 
SA-58113 4” Bandage ............... 1.00 ........... 0.96 
SA-58114 6” Bandage ............... 1.31 ........... 1.26

Sterile Gauze Pads
These 8-ply cotton sponge pads are used for cleaning and covering 
wounds to protect them against contamination. They are meant to 
absorb blood and allow an injury to dry. They may also be used for 
swabbing cuts and abrasions with an antiseptic.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($)

SA-58000 2” x 2” (100) .............. 4.20 ........... 3.85 
SA-58010 3” x 3” (80) ................ 6.25 ........... 5.50 
SA-58020 4” x 4” (100) .............. 11.90 ......... 10.9

Non-Sterile Latex or Nitrile Gloves
Latex or nitrile gloves provide a microbiological, chemical and physical 
barrier against all body fluids. They are primarily used to protect the 
caregiver. They are single use, and must be applied immediately 
prior to the intervention and removed immediately following. Gloves 
must necessarily be changed following any interruption during the 
treatment. It should be noted that wearing gloves is not a substitute for 
hand washing. Persons with a latex allergy may use the nitrile gloves.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($)

SA-58200 Latex, Small (100) ..... 10.95 ......... 9.90 
SA-58205 Latex, Medium (100) . 10.95 ......... 9.90 
SA-58210 Latex, Large (100) ..... 10.95 ......... 9.90
SA-58220 Nitrile, Small (100) .... upon request 
SA-58221 Nitrile, Medium (100) upon request 
SA-58222 Nitrile, Large (100) .... upon request

Cotton Balls
Non-sterile and single use only, these little white cotton balls are 
primarily used as hygienic swabs to clean the skin around cuts, 
scrapes, or minor and superficial burns. They are also completely safe 
to use around the eye, ear and nose areas.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($)

SA-58185 Cotton Balls (500) ..... 6.90 ........... 5.90

First Aid
Whether you are stocking an existing kit or starting a new 
one, Aquam offers a complete range of top-quality first aid 
products.

As rapid intervention is often required, all of the following 
items are stocked at all times, and can be shipped quickly.
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58130 58125 58120 58146

58154 58155 58153 58151 58152 58156

58135

58140 58145

58095

58098

58090

58085

58080

White Adhesive Tape
Waterproof and very comfortable, this all-purpose hypoallergenic tape 
is latex free. It may also be used to secure bandages and clips.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($)

SA-58120 ½” Tape ..................... 1.70 ........... 1.65 
SA-58125 1” Tape ...................... 2.10 ........... 1.99 
SA-58130 2” Tape ...................... 5.50 ........... 4.99 
SA-58146 Steri-strips (6) ........... 3.25 ........... 3.10

Assorted Elastoplast Bandages
These woven adhesive bandages are convenient for covering all 
types of small wounds. They are sturdy and durable. The woven fabric 
stretches with the skin’s movement, and the strong adhesive keeps 
the bandage securely in place. Each bandage has an absorbent, non-
adherent pad which protects and cushions the wound comfortably.  
They are available in various sizes and shapes to accommodate 
everything from small wounds on hands to larger ones on knees or 
elbows. The rolled bandage may be cut to a desired length.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($)

SA-58151 7.5 x 2.2 cm (100) ...... 17.85 ......... 16.85 
SA-58152 5.0 x 7.5 cm (100) ...... 61.00 ......... 57.50 
SA-58153 3.8 x 3.8 cm (100) ...... 29.95 ......... 28.30 
SA-58154 3.8 x 2.2 cm (100) ...... 20.90 ......... 19.90 
SA-58155 Fingertip (50) ............. 22.75 ......... 20.50 
SA-58156 Knuckle (100)  ........... 31.00 ......... 28.95 
SA-58158 Rolled (8m) ................ 49.90 ......... 46.00

Sterile Compression Bandages
They are meant to apply pressure to severely bleeding injuries without 
inhibiting blood circulation or adhering to the wound. Individually 
wrapped, each bandage is supplied with clips to maintain pressure 
on the wound without the use of adhesive tape. In certain situations, 
the compression bandage may replace manual pressure, enabling the 
first aider to attend to other areas requiring emergency care.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($)

SA-58080 2” Bandage ............... 1.40 ........... 1.30 
SA-58085 3” Bandage ............... 1.20 ........... 1.10 
SA-58090 4” Bandage ............... 1.55 ........... 1.40 
SA-58095 6” Bandage ............... 2.55 ........... 2.30 
SA-58098 With Pressure Block 4.40 ........... 4.00

Eye Pads
Covered with a fine mesh gauze, these soft cotton pads are specially 
shaped to fit the eye cavity. They are used to cover the eyes in case of 
lacerations, burns or other injuries. They may also be used to stabilize 
small debris lodged in the eye.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($)

SA-58099 2” X 1.5” (50) ............. 21.90 ......... 19.90

Transpore Tape
Gentle, hypoallergenic, and strongly adhesive, this transparent tape 
is ideal for quickly securing thick bandages, such as eye pads. 
Perforated and breathable, it won’t trap humidity on the skin surface. It 
can be torn easily into thin strips in both directions, even while wearing 
gloves.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($)

SA-58135 ½” wide ...................... 1.75 ........... 1.50 
SA-58140 1” wide ....................... 3.50 ........... 3.30 
SA-58145 2” wide ....................... 6.25 ........... 6.00

Plastic Adhesive Bandages
The plastic MedPro bandages are made of perforated, water-resistant 
material with an absorbent non-adherent pad. Their breathable 
material does not trap moisture.
  Unit ($)

SA-58150 Medpro, Plastic (100) 2.95 ........... 2.60
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58304

58300 58302 58260

58250 58251 58256

58275

58276

Scissors and Tweezers
Scissors and tweezers are indispensable tools in a first-aid kit. 
Tweezers are primarily used for taking out slivers, or removing pads, 
compresses and bandages.  The scissors cut effortlessly through all 
types of gauze, bandages or close-fitting clothing.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($)

Scissors
SA-58250 Lister, 4 ½” ................ 4.40 ........... 3.80 
SA-58251 Deluxe Lister, 5 ½” ... 4.90 ........... 3.50 
SA-58256 All-Purpose, 7 ½” ..... 5.10 ........... 4.95 
SA-58260 Econo, 4” ................... 1.40 ........... 1.00
Tweezers
SA-58275 Standard 3” ............... 1.25 ........... 1.00 
SA-58276 Deluxe 5” ................... 2.65 ........... 2.55

Recycled Fibre Blanket
Indispensable first-aid item, this recycled-fibre blanket is 
recommended for emergency rescue or in the case of fire. Designed to 
warm up and protect a victim, it can also serve as a makeshift stretcher 
if needed. Economical and durable, this blanket is a must-have for first 
responders, schools and in first-aid rooms. Made of felted material.

Dimensions: 60" x 84"

 Unit ($) 12 + ($)

SA-58225 Blanket ...................... 17.50 ......... 15.95

Hot or Cold Compresses
The reusable compress goes from microwave to freezer and may be 
used in different ways. Warm, it will soothe muscle aches, such as 
neck or lower back pain; cold, it will relieve nerve pain. It can also 
be used to reduce inflammation and bruising. Non-toxic, flexible, and 
latex-free, all three models are single-use only and will provide instant 
heat or cold by folding the compress in half. The hot or cold effect lasts 
about 20 minutes.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($)

SA-58304 Reusable, Cold / Hot . 2.90 ........... 2.80 
SA-58305 Instant, Hot ................ 1.50 ........... 1.35 
SA-58300 Instant, Cold (L) ........ 1.35 ........... 1.20 
SA-58302 Instant, Cold (S) ........ 1.10 ........... 0.99

Emergency Blanket
It will keep a distressed person warm and dry, thus reducing the 
effects of hypothermia. It protects against the cold, rain and even 
extreme heat. Rugged but light and compact, it easily fits into a car 
or in a first-aid kit.

Dimensions: 56" x 80"

 Unit ($) 12 + ($)

SA-58230 Emergency Blanket .. 2.95 ........... 2.85

Wooden Splints
These splints are intended for immobilization of a fractured limb. Can 
be quickly installed using a compression bandage. Includes two 3" x 8" 
splints and four 7" x 2.5" splints.

 Unit ($) 12 + ($)

SA-58310 Splints (6) .................. 10.99 ......... 9.99

Multi-Purpose Speedsplint®

Made of highly visible yellow extruded plastic, this easy-to-use splint 
is perfect for fast, temporary immobilization. It may be worn during 
X-rays. The Speedsplint offers a universal fit for adults and children. 
Strong, very light and humidity resistant, it can easily be cut and 
adjusted to improve comfort. Instructions printed on the splint.

Dimensions: 4" x 8"

 Unit ($)

SA-52700 Speedsplint ............... 13.50 

Triangular Bandage
It can function in multiple ways – as a sling to support an injured arm, 
as part of an improvised splint or even as a compression bandage. 
Essential for inhibiting movement in order to avoid aggravating an 
injury. Supplied with two safety pins.

Dimensions: 36" x 36" x 51"
 Unit ($) 12 + ($)

SA-58115 Triangular Bandage .. 1.45 ........... 1.39 
SA-58290 Safety Pins (12) ......... 0.90 ........... 0.80

Foam and Aluminum Splint
This easy-to-use, X-ray friendly aluminum splint is covered in rubber 
foam. It can easily be cut with a pair of scissors to obtain the exact 
shape required to properly secure an injured member.

 Unit ($)

SA-52600 4” x 36” Splint ........... 11.90 
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53975 53905

First-Aid Manual
Published by the Lifesaving Society, this manual is a must-have in your 
first-aid kit. It addresses the principles of emergency intervention and 
anatomy, as well as the signs and symptoms of injuries, trauma, and 
certain medical conditions. There is a clearly defined table outlining the 
problems, signs and symptoms as well as the appropriate treatments.

 Unit ($)

SA-58395 Bilingual Manual ....... 2.75

Office First-Aid Kit
Born of a fruitful collaboration between Aquam and the Lifesaving 
Society, this kit contains all the instruments, bandages and antiseptics 
required for minimum office first aid. Its dimensions (11" x 6.5" x 6") 
make it visible and easily accessible.

 Unit ($)

SA-54025 Office First-Aid Kit .... 53.55 

First-Aid Kits
Our First-Aid Kits are completely equipped to handle most minor 
emergencies. They are available either in a portable or wall-mounted 
case.

   Unit ($)

SA-54190 Wall-Mounted (14.5” x 10” x 3.25”) ............... 65.00  
SA-54200 Portable (17” x 9” x 9”) .................................. 72.00 

Mini First-Aid Kit
Packed with essential first-aid components, the Mini First-Aid Kit is just 
the perfect size. A durable nylon bag houses your first-aid products. It 
is easy to carry using its handles. Highly visible thanks to its bright red 
colour, this functional product is ideal for the pool, office, home or car. 

Dimensions: 9" long x 7" high x 3" thick

 Unit ($)

SA-54000 Mini First-Aid Kit ....... 32.00 

First-Aid Kits
The Lifeguard Kit is designed for those who like to carry their own first-
aid kit. It is fully equipped to handle minor emergencies and includes a 
pocket mask. The Counselor Kit is ideal for camp counselors in charge 
of groups of children throughout the day where a first-aid kit is not 
available. Dimensions: 14" x 7" x 5"

 Unit ($)

SA-53986 Lifeguard Kit ............. 75.00  
SA-53990 Counselor Kit ............ 89.00 

Empty Waist Pack and Plastic Case
Worn around the waist, it will always keep your first-aid kit handy. Its 
compartmentalized design will ensure that items are organized and 
quickly accessible. The plastic empty case with removable upper 
shelf is perfect for homemade first-aid kits because it can hold a large 
quantity of items.

  Unit ($)

SA-53905 Plastic Case (17” x 9” x 9”) ........ 28.00  
SA-53975 Waist Pack ................................... 26.75 
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58359

58352

58350

Aquam Pocket Mask
Many instructors and head lifeguards have tested Aquam’s pocket 
mask. It has been found to be quite malleable, offering a better fit 
around the contours of the face. Two models are available: one with 
oxygen valve, the other without. Both models are equipped with one-
way valve with bacterial filter, transparent dome, elastic head strap, 
gloves, wipes, and come in a hard-plastic carry case.

 Unit ($)

SA-58350 Regular ...................... 13.75  
SA-58352 w/ Oxygen Valve ....... 13.75 

Replacement Parts

SA-58355 One-Way Valve ......... 3.90  
SA-58359 Neoprene Pouch ....... 8.95

Viral Filter
Compatible with Aquam pocket masks (SA-58350 and SA-58352), it 
protects the rescuer during resuscitation by preventing the passage of 
bacterial and viral agents.

Filtration capacity of 99.2% of particles with a diameter equal or 
superior to 0.3 microns. Disposable and single use.

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

SA-58357 Viral Filter .................. 4.19 ........... 3.50 ........... 3.25

Face Shield Key Chain
Convenient and compact, this face-shield key chain has a two-way 
biological filter that will prevent the passage of viruses and bacteria. It 
also acts as a physical barrier against moisture and body fluids. Printed 
graphic illustrations guide the rescuer in performing rescue breathing.

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

SA-58329 Shield Key Chain ...... 7.95 ........... 6.95 ........... 6.25

Face Shields
This bidirectio nal filter-equipped plastic mask is the perfect single-
use CPR barrier. It avoids direct contact between rescuer and victim. 
They fit into wallets, pockets, and small handbags. Since they are 
inexpensive, they can easily be included in all of the first-aid kits .
 Unit ($)

SA-58327 Face Shields (10) ...... 18.90 

Ambu Pocket Mask Kit
This convenient vinyl pouch (16.5 x 15 cm) contains a pocket-mask 
kit consisting of  one adult mask, one child mask, a one-way valve 
(adaptable to both masks) and a pair of latex gloves.
 Unit ($)

SA-58348 Pocket Mask Kit ........ 18.50 

Procedure Masks
Single-use face mask designed to protect from droplets that might be 
infectious.

Model may vary.

SA-58360 Masks .................................................. upon request

Safety Glasses
Comfortable and light safety glasses that fit with or without eyeglasses.  
Clear lenses, vented temples and 99.9% UV protection.

 Unit ($) 12 + ($)

SA-58360 Glasses ...................... 4.50 ........... 3.95
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58790 58800

53804

53805

Ambu Adjustable Cervical Collar
The Ambu Perfit ACE offers the most effective and accurate fit on the 
market. The adult Perfit ACE offers 16 precise settings for a customized 
fit. It can be adjusted to no-neck, short, regular, or tall collar settings. 
It also has a large tracheal hole. Offering 12 precise settings, the Mini 
Perfit ACE is specially designed for patients with a small neck. You can 
adjust the size to infant, pediatric and small adult settings. Not only is 
it convenient, it is also easy to use.
  Unit ($)

SA-53804 Mini Perfit ACE (Pedi atric) .......... 28.99  
SA-53805 Prefit ACE (Adult) ........................ 28.99 

Lifesaving Manikins     
The Lifesaving Manikins have been completely redesigned. They are 
more lifelike, resistant and easy to use. Equipped with 3 hermetically 
sealed plugs, they are easy to fill and empty. They also feature a chest-
plug with a 2 inch opening that allows for the manikins to be half-filled. 
Dead space at the bottom of the manikins is minimal, which limits the 
volume of hard-to-drain remaining water.
 Unit ($)

SA-58790 Training ................... 185.00  
SA-58800 Lifesaving Sport ..... 327.99 

Replacement Parts

PSA-58800-01 Drain White Plug ..... 22.00  
PSA-58800-04 White Plug (Chest) .. 2.00  
PSA-58800-09 Top Black Plug ........ 3.99 

Good grip at the nape 
of the neck, the chin 
and the underarms.

Head plug - 
hermetically sealed, 
easy to open, and 
stays attached to the 
manikin to prevent loss

4 pound weight, 
contains no lead

Cervical Collars
These plastic and foam cervical collars are offered in four sizes and 
are colour coded for easy sizing.
 Unit ($)

SA-53500 No-Neck ..................... 32.00  
SA-53600 Short .......................... 32.00  
SA-53700 Regular ...................... 32.00  
SA-53800 Long ........................... 32.00 

Guedel Oral Airways
These semi-rigid plastic tubes are used to maintain the airway of an 
unconscious person open by preventing the tongue from falling back 
on the epiglottis, hence closing off the airway. They are inserted until 
the collar is touching the lips. The straight part is inserted between the 
teeth. The curved portion is placed over the tongue, separating it from 
the back of the throat.

 Unit ($) 12 + ($)

SA-58325 Airways (8) ................ 33.00 ......... 29.00

Resuscitation mask with filter
Resuscitation mask with an oxygen reservoir system, an O2 tubing and 
a pop-off valve. 

Infant: less than 10 kg / 22 lb
Child: 10-30 kg / 22-66 lb 
Adult: 30 kg + / 66 lb +
 Unit ($)

SA-58335-F Infant .......................... 29.99
SA-58336-F Child .......................... 29.99
SA-58337-F Adult .......................... 29.99

Manual Vacuum Pump Resuscitator
The portable pump is a handheld device used to free the upper 
respiratory tract in a safe, effective manner. The vacuum level is 
adjustable: 100% for adults, 50% for children. The pump has an anti-
return valve to prevent contamination of the device. It comes with a 
disposable, single-use storage bottle eliminating the need for cleaning 
and sterilization. Catheters for adults and children are included.
  Unit ($)

SA-58322 Handheld Res-Cue Pump ........... 92.99 

Replacement Parts

SA-58323 Bottle and Catheters ................... 15.99  
SA-58324 Flexible Red Case ........................ 20.99 
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58511

58505

58518

58525 58526

Professional Training Manikins

Amazing Feedback Tools Make All The Difference!
Prestan’s revolutionary CPR Rate Monitor provides instant feedback for the rate of 
chest compressions. Students can gauge speed on their own. Instructors can monitor 
several students quickly and easily. Lights continually signal rate progression, confirming 
compressions are within the 100-120 cpm range recommended by the AHA Guidelines. 
The yellow light will blink if the 120 cpm upper limit is exceeded, warning students to slow 
down.

Students can also be confident they are compressing to the appropriate depth. The unique 
Clicker Mechanism provides an audible confirmation when the correct compression depth 
is reached between 2.0 -2.4 inches.
Clicker is in all Professional Manikins / CPR Rate Monitor is optional

Professionnal Manikins
Realistic to the eye and the touch, the Prestan Professional Training 
Manikin series is unlike any other on the market. Available individually 
or in convenient multi-packs of four for class training purposes, these 
manikins are uniquely designed to give each student a realistic 
experience that provides for the best « real life » CPR outcomes. 
Available with or without the CPR feedback monitor. Three-year 
warranty.

• Available in adult, child and infant models
• Easy to carry and setup at training sites
• Patented face / head tilt simulates how an actual victim’s head would 

move if he required CPR and teaches students how to properly 
open the airway

• Easily inserted face-shield/ lung-bag provides visual chest rise to 
ensure students receive the most accurate and realistic training

• Face shield is secured so it won’t slip and there’s no need for 
adhesives

• Not made with natural rubber latex
 Unit ($)

With CPR Rate Monitor
SA-58501 Infant (1) .................. 171.15 
SA-58503 Infant (4) .................. 658.81 
SA-58506 Child (1) ................... 158.65 
SA-58508 Child (4) ................... 613.38 
SA-58511 Adult (1) ................... 188.94 
SA-58513 Adult (4) ................... 734.55 
SA-58517 Collection (3) ........... 469.51  
 (1 adult, 1 child, 1 infant)

SA-58518 Family (5) ................. 749.68  
 (2 adults, 1 child, 2 infants)

Without CPR Rate Monitor
SA-58500 Infant (1) .................. 149.94 
SA-58502 Infant (4) .................. 575.52 
SA-58505 Child (1) ................... 128.36 
SA-58507 Child (4) ................... 492.22 
SA-58510 Adult (1) ................... 158.65 
SA-58512 Adult (4) ................... 613.38 
Manikin single units come with 10 Face-Shield/Lung-Bags and a nylon carrying case.
Manikin 4-packs come with 50 Face-Shield/Lung-Bags and a nylon carrying case with a 
detachable shoulder strap.

Face Shields
SA-58527 Infant manikin (50) .... 21.54 
SA-58528 Child manikin (50) .... 22.81 
SA-58529 Adult manikin (50) .... 23.94 

Ultralite Manikin
This manikin is easy to set up and is sold in a convenient and 
lightweight 4-pack for efficient training on-the-go. It features stackable 
torsos and heads.

  Unit ($)

SA-58519 Without CPR Rate Monitor 499.94 
SA-58520 With CPR Rate Monitor 563.25 

UltraTrainer
This compact and lightweight unit will give students a realistic training 
experience with training pads that sense when they are placed on a 
manikin. In addition, the pads are preconnected and voice prompts 
are clear and calm. Instructors can customize their training classes 
with options to turn on or off the compression metronome and/or the 
“give breaths” voice prompt. 3-year warranty.

 Unit ($)

SA-58525 UltraTrainer (1) ........ 130.68 
SA-58526 UltraTrainer (4) ........ 508.20 
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T-Shirt, Tank Top and Hoodie
The cotton tee and tank are perfect for indoor pools, or outdoors during 
hot summer days. The hoodie, which features a kangaroo pocket and 
a drawstring hood, is a great coverup for chilly mornings. T-Shirt and 
tank: 100% cotton. Hoodie: 50% cotton/50% polyester.

Custom logo printing on the front is available. Contact customer 
service for further details.

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

VE-92145-XX T-Shirt - Bilingual ..... 10.75 ......... 9.50 ........... 8.35 
VE-92146-XX T-Shirt - French ......... 10.75 ......... 9.50 ........... 8.35 
VE-92147-XX T-Shirt - English ........ 10.75 ......... 9.50 ........... 8.35 
 
VE-92150-XX Tank Top - Bilingual . 11.25 ......... 9.85 ........... 8.95 
VE-92151-XX Tank Top - French .... 11.25 ......... 9.85 ........... 8.95 
VE-92152-XX Tank Top - English ... 11.25 ......... 9.85 ........... 8.95

VE-92160-XX Hoodie - Bilingual ..... 24.95 ......... 22.80 ......... 20.95

Cap
Made of 100% cotton, it is embroidered with the Lifesaving Society 
logo.

 Unit ($)

VE-92132-01 White Cap .................. 13.25 

English FrenchBilingual

CODE-XX SIZE

01 Small

02 Medium

03 Large

04 X-Large

Specially marked clothing and accessories make lifeguards 
easily identifiable, in both indoor and outdoor facilities.Official Clothing Line

92147 92152 92160
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BACK

Lifeguard Hats
Essential for fending off UV rays, hats also make lifeguards easy 
to spot. The Performance Cap (white only) is made of fast-drying, 
antimicrobial, UV-resistant fabric. The classic cap (red or white) and 
the bucket hat are both made of 100% brushed cotton.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

Classic Cap  ................................... 10.95 ......... 9.50 ........... 8.50
VE-92270-01 White - Sauveteur 
VE-92271-01 White - Lifeguard 
VE-92272-01 Red - Sauveteur 
VE-92273-01 Red - Lifeguard
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

Performance Cap ............................... 17.25 ......... 16.50 ......... 14.95
VE-92277-01 Sauveteur 
VE-92278-01 Lifeguard 

Bucket Hat  ................................... 12.95 ......... 11.50 ......... 10.95
VE-92275-01 Sauveteur 
VE-92276-01 Lifeguard

92273 92276

9227892271

Lifeguard Clothing Line

Lifeguard Rashguard
This long sleeve rashguard in solid red is a great basic addition to 
your swim wardrobe. With a UPF rating of 50+, you can be active while 
being protected from the sun. Made of soft polyester and spandex, the 
fabric is durable, comfortable and exceptionally breathable.

Women : XS - XL
Men : S - XL
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

VE-92113-XX Women - Sauveteur ... 44.85 ......... 42.25 ......... 38.90 
VE-92114-XX Men - Sauveteur ......... 44.85 ......... 42.25 ......... 38.90 
VE-92115-XX Women - Lifeguard .... 44.85 ......... 42.25 ......... 38.90 
VE-92116-XX Men - Lifeguard .......... 44.85 ......... 42.25 ......... 38.90

Contact us for a custom print.
VE-92117-XX Women - no logo ....... 37.85 ......... 35.25 ......... 31.90 
VE-92118-XX Men - no logo ............. 37.85 ......... 35.25 ......... 31.90

Lifeguard Swimsuit
With this swimsuit, lifeguards can be spotted in the blink of an eye. 
Comfortable and fully lined at the front, it provides UPF 50+ sun 
protection.

Made of 100% polyester.
  Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

SW-DRESA250-XX ....Sauveteur ....... 63.65 ......... 60.20 ......... 56.75 
SW-DRELI250-XX ......Lifeguard ........ 63.65 ......... 60.20 ......... 56.75
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Lifeguard T-Shirts and Tanks
Lifeguards are easily identifiable in these popular shirts. All styles feature 
the “Lifeguard” or “Sauveteur” logo front and back. The collection is 
made of 100% pre-shrunk cotton. Available from S to XL.

Lifeguards who prefer athletic shirts will love these lightweight, fast-
drying performance tees. Made of 100% Polyester.

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

T-Shirt - Cotton
VE-92220-XX Sauveteur - white ...... 10.75 ......... 9.85 ........... 8.95 
VE-92221-XX Lifeguard - white ....... 10.75 ......... 9.85 ........... 8.95

VE-92222-XX Sauveteur - red ......... 11.50 ......... 10.75 ......... 9.50 
VE-92223-XX Lifeguard - red .......... 11.50 ......... 10.75 ......... 9.50

Long Sleeve T-Shirt
VE-92228-XX Sauveteur .................. 14.95 ......... 13.75 ......... 12.65 
VE-92229-XX Lifeguard ................... 14.95 ......... 13.75 ......... 12.65

Tank Top
VE-92226-XX Sauveteur .................. 13.25 ......... 11.80 ......... 10.90 
VE-92227-XX Lifeguard ................... 13.25 ......... 11.80 ......... 10.90

Lifeguard Hoodie
Sporting a ‘Lifeguard’ or ‘Sauveteur’ logo, these Aquam hoodies are 
always a hit with lifeguards. It showcases white printed logos on the 
back and front. Made of 100% pre-shrunk cotton, these garments 
make it easy for swimmers to spot lifeguards around the water area.

Available from S to XL.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

VE-92235-XX Sauveteur - red ......... 26.50 ......... 24.50 ......... 22.35 
VE-92236-XX Lifeguard - red .......... 26.50 ......... 24.50 ......... 22.35 
VE-92237-XX Sauveteur - navy ....... 26.50 ......... 24.50 ......... 22.35 
VE-92238-XX Lifeguard - navy ........ 26.50 ......... 24.50 ......... 22.35

Lifeguard Sweatpants
Basic sweatpants, these have elasticized ankle cuffs, a drawcord 
elastic waist for a secure fit, and pockets. Lifeguards will appreciate 
the extra coverage and comfort when the occasion calls for it. 95% 
cotton, 5% polyester.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($)

VE-92250 Sauveteur .................. 31.90 ......... 29.25 
VE-92251 Lifeguard ................... 31.90 ......... 29.25

92223 92221 9222992227
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Lifeguard Packable Windbreaker
An essential wardrobe component for outdoor lifeguards, this water-
resistant windbreaker stows into its own lower left pocket, and features 
a printed label for chafe-free comfort over a swimsuit. Made of 100% 
Polyester.

Available from S to XL

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

VE-92240-XX Sauveteur Logo ........ 39.45 ......... 37.25 ......... 33.95
VE-92241-XX Lifeguard Logo ......... 39.45 ......... 37.25 ......... 33.95

Lifeguard Poncho
This waterproof poncho will keep you dry in rainy weather. It has a hood 
with adjustable draw cords and snap down sides. Pouch included for 
storage.

Made of 100% polyester. One size.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

VE-92244 Sauveteur Logo ........ 39.45 ......... 37.25 ......... 33.95 
VE-92245 Lifeguard Logo ......... 39.45 ......... 37.25 ......... 33.95

Lifeguard Parka
This knee-length parka has water-resistant qualities that will keep you 
warm and comfortable in any weather. It has two lined pockets and an 
adjustable hood. It will certainly become a lifeguards’ favourite!

Made of nylon and microfleece. Available from S to XL.

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

VE-92242-XX Sauveteur Logo ........ 128.25 ....... 121.05 ....... 110.50
VE-92243-XX Lifeguard Logo ......... 128.25 ....... 121.05 ....... 110.50

Hip Pack
This hip pack is made of durable, tear-resistant nylon. It includes a 
heavy duty adjustable 114 cm waist strap and it comes with three 
water-resistant zipper pockets.

Dimensions: 18 cm x 13 cm x 8 cm
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

SA-58370 Sauveteur .................. 10.90 ......... 10.25 ......... 9.50 
SA-58369 Lifeguard ................... 10.90 ......... 10.25 ......... 9.50

All Tides Lanyard
A practical way to keep keys handy, this sharp lanyard will appeal to 
anyone who has worked hard enough to achieve lifeguard status…and 
who needs a place to hang their whistle as well!
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

LY-60343-01 Sauveteur .................. 3.50 ........... 3.25 ........... 2.99 
LY-60343-02 Lifeguard ................... 3.50 ........... 3.25 ........... 2.99

Lifeguard Keychain
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

LY-60341-FRA French .................... 2.75 ........... 2.25 ........... 1.99 
LY-60341-ANG English ................... 2.75 ........... 2.25 ........... 1.99

Lifeguard Packable Windbreaker
An essential wardrobe component for outdoor lifeguards, this water-
resistant windbreaker stows into its own lower left pocket, and features 
a printed label for chafe-free comfort over a swimsuit. Made of 100% 
Polyester.

Available from S to XL

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

VE-92240-XX Sauveteur Logo ........ 39.45 ......... 37.25 ......... 33.95
VE-92241-XX Lifeguard Logo ......... 39.45 ......... 37.25 ......... 33.95
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Aquam Tactel Shorts
These classic Aquam Tactel shorts are a must-have. Made of fast-
drying nylon, with a mesh liner, a drawstring at the waist, and two front 
pockets, they’ll be your new go-to shorts.

Available with the Sauveteur or Lifeguard logo or without it.

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

No logo  ................................... 19.65 ......... 18.80 ......... 17.85 
VE-92284-XX Red (XS-XXL) 
VE-92285-XX Navy (S-XL) 

Logo  ................................... 21.85 ......... 20.70 ......... 18.90
VE-92286-XX Sauveteur Red (XS-XXL) 
VE-92287-XX Lifeguard Red (XS-XXL) 
VE-92290-XX Sauveteur Navy (S-XL) 
VE-92291-XX Lifeguard Navy (S-XL)

Speedo Canada Roofer 16’’ Shorts
Made from water-repellent fabric, this swim short features an adjustable 
elastic waistband with drawstring and a built-in mesh liner. It offers 
UPF 50+ sun protection. 

Made of polyester. Outseam: 16 ”.

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

VE-92306-XX Black (S-XL) .............. 25.49 ......... 23.99 ......... 22.49 
VE-92307-XX Navy (S-XL) ............... 25.49 ......... 23.99 ......... 22.49 
VE-92308-XX Red (S-XXL) ............... 25.49 ......... 23.99 ......... 22.49

Aquam Female Shorts
Fast-drying, with a bit of stretch for ease of movement, they are easy to 
slip on over a bathing suit. They feature a zippered back pocket over 
a mesh liner for breathability, and a comfortable elastic waist with an 
adjustable drawcord. Inseam: 2 1/2 in. Made of 95% polyester, 5 % 
spandex
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

VE-92296-XX Navy ........................... 36.00 ......... 34.00 ......... 32.00

Women’s Athletic Shorts
Made of fast-drying Dry-Excel™ polyester, with a moisture-wicking 
liner, they feature a drawcord elastic waist, inner brief, and inside key 
pocket. Four-inch inseam.

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

VE-92297-XX Royal .......................... 28.80 ......... 27.20 ......... 25.60
VE-92298-XX Red ............................. 28.80 ......... 27.20 ......... 25.60
VE-92299-XX Black .......................... 28.80 ......... 27.20 ......... 25.60

CODE-XX SIZE

00 XX-Small 2

01 X-Small 4

02 Small 6

03 Medium 8

04 Large 10

05 X-Large 12

CODE-XX SIZE

00 X-Small

01 Small

02 Medium

03 Large

04 X-Large

CODE-XX SIZE

00 X-Small

01 Small

02 Medium

03 Large

04 X-Large

05 XX-Large

CODE-XX SIZE

01 Small

02 Medium

03 Large

04 X-Large

CODE-XX SIZE

01 Small

02 Medium

03 Large

04 X-Large

05 XX-Large

Tyr Boardshort
This lightweight swim short is perfect for casual or active use. Made 
from fast-drying polyester / elastane, it features an elastic, drawstring 
waist, inner mesh liner, and a Velcro-closure side pocket. Inseam 7 ½”. 
Fabric: 96% polyester / 4% elastane.

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

VE-92362-XX  Boardshort ................ 40.79 ......... 38.39 ......... 35.99

Arena Fundamentals Boxer Short
Quick drying shorts with attached inner brief, side pockets, and back 
pocket with velcro closure. Made of 100% polyester.

16" inseam.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

 31.50 ......... 29.75 .......... 28.00

VE-92315-01 X-Small
VE-92315-02 Small
VE-92315-03 Medium
VE-92315-04 Large
VE-92315-05 X-Large
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Aquam Squeeze Water Bottle

This squeeze-and-squirt bottle is perfect for high-speed hydration—
great for lifeguards and athletes on the go. It will only dispense if it’s 
squeezed. One-litre (33 oz) capacity. BPA free.

Measures 10" H x 3" diam.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

Price 7.50 ........... 6.85 ............ 6.25

Speedo Goggle Anti-Fog Solution
With the Speedo Anti-Fog Solution, goggle lenses are crystal clear. 
Cleaning the lens-surface, it makes chemicals and dirt clear out in a 
blink.

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36+ ($)

LY-60440 Anti-Fog Solution ..... 12.60 ......... 11.90 ......... 11.20

Finis Tempo Trainer Pro
Just like a personal pace coach, it helps elevating training and 
maximizing performance . Its underwater-audible beep improves 
stroke consistency and cycle rates. It is worn underneath the cap or 
placed under the goggle strap near the temple.

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36+ ($)

LY-60435 Tempo Trainer .......... 62.99 ......... 58.99 ......... 55.99

Finis Duo MP3 Player
Designed for swimmers, it offers the highest quality sound without 
the use of ear buds. It utilizes Bone Conduction audio transmission 
to deliver crystal clear audio through cheekbones to the inner ear.  
It is secured to the goggle straps with an integrated clip. 4GB flash 
memory. 7-hour battery life.

 Unit ($)

LY-60437-KG Black - Green ............ 167.99

Speedo Surfwalker 2.0 Water Shoes
The Speedo Surfwalker 2.0 Water Shoes are a must-have for 
aquaspinning. Thanks to their durable four-way stretch, these water 
shoes are comfortable, easy to wear, and they stay in place while you 
exercise. They also offer a non-skid protection for walking on the pool 
deck. The men’s model ranges from sizes 7 to 13; the women’s, from 
5 to 11.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

Price 25.20 ......... 23.80 .......... 22.40

Aquam Turtle Clipboard     
Offering a rigid and smooth wri ting surface, it is sturdier than any 
ordinary wooden clipboard. Made from the highest quality plastic, it is 
available in a variety of vibrant colours. Lightweight, durable, fun, and 
convenient, it is a must for your pool.

Dimensions: 16” x 10” x 5⁄8”
 Unit ($)

Price 26.99

Men Women

LY-60620-07 Men’s 7 
LY-60620-08 Men’s 8 
LY-60620-09 Men’s 9 
LY-60620-10 Men’s 10 

LY-60620-11 Men’s 11 
LY-60620-12 Men’s 12 
LY-60620-13 Men’s 13 
LY-60620-14 Men’s 14

LY-60380 Blue 
LY-60381 Red 

LY-60382 Orange 
LY-60383 Black

LY-60450  Red 
LY-60451 Green 

LY-60452 Blue 
LY-60453 Yellow

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

Price 25.20 ......... 23.80 .......... 22.40

LY-60622-05 Women’s 5 
LY-60622-06 Women’s 6 
LY-60622-07 Women’s 7 
LY-60622-08 Women’s 8 

LY-60622-09 Women’s 9 
LY-60622-10 Women’s 10 
LY-60622-11 Women’s 11
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Speedo Sports Towel
Highly compact, it absorbs many times its weight in water. This cotton 
acrylic towel is easy to wash. Lightweight, quick drying, and easy to 
travel with, it’s great for all water sports.

Dimensions: 12.4” x 16.5”

 Unit ($) 12 + ($)

LY-60415-04 Blue ............................ 19.80 ......... 18.70

Sueded Microfibre Towels
These microfibre towels are incredibly soft and amazingly absorbent. 
They take up almost no space in your bag which makes them perfect 
for training. Offered in several colours with a contrasting edge seam. 
30” x 60”.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

Price 23.90 ......... 22.90 .......... 21.90

Arena SPIKY2 Backpack
Perfect for the pool. Made of polyester. Water-resistant PVS. Multi-
compartment ventilation for moisture control.

Dimensions : 13" x 19" x 9"

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

LY-60575-51 Black ............................. 81.00 ......... 76.50 ......... 72.00 
LY-60575-71 Royal Blue .................... 81.00 ......... 76.50 ......... 72.00 
LY-60575-76 Navy .............................. 81.00 ......... 76.50 ......... 72.00

Aquam Mesh Drawstring Bag
The Aquam Breathable Mesh (100% polyester) Drawstring Bag with 
locking toggle is ideal for carrying wet gear after pool training.

Dimensions: 18" x 28"
 Unit ($) 12 + ($)

Price 10.99 ......... 9.99

LY-60500 Black 
LY-60501 Navy 
LY-60502 Red  
LY-60503 Royal 
LY-60504 Yellow 
LY-60507 Pink

Arena Mesh Sports Bag
The Arena Mesh Sports Bag is perfect for carrying wet gear after pool 
training. 100% nylon.

Dimensions : 20" x 26"

 Unit ($) 12 + ($) 36 + ($)

LY-60510 Black .......................... 22.50 ......... 21.25 ......... 20.00 
LY-60513 Royal .......................... 22.50 ......... 21.25 ......... 20.00

Speedo Teamster 35L Backpack
Separate wet and dry storage compartments. Offset raised laptop 
sleeve. Front and side zip pockets. Side media pouch. Water bottle 
holder. Highest quality YKK® zippers. Water-resistant bottom.

Dimensions: 20 in x 17 in x 8 in.
 Unit ($) 12 + ($)

Price 69.00 ......... 64.00

LY-60530-001 Black 
LY-60530-437 Royal / Black 
LY-60530-A48  Navy / Black 
LY-60530-B74 Pink / Pink 
LY-60530-B83 Red / Black 
LY-60530-B88 Lime / Black 
LY-60530-B92 Violet / Black

MyFLOAT Bag
The myFLOAT floatable bag attaches to the swimmer's waist with an 
easily adjustable belt strap. It floats behind you without causing any 
drag. Two extra-reinforced top handles ensure easy grabbing while 
in the water. Its bright colour makes the swimmer highly visible to all 
types of watercraft. It is completely waterproof, can hold as much as 
you need, and is easily carried on land.

 Unit ($)

SA-51396 Orange ....................... 60.99  
SA-51397 Pink ............................ 60.99 

LY-60606-AQ Aqua 
LY-60606-PP Pink 
LY-60606-BB Blue 

LY-60606-CG Grey 
LY-60606-RO Red
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Two-Piece Swimsuit
 Product Number Aquam Code Size

Top 6582C ......................SW-D2PCT .................XS - XL

 Unit ($) 12+ ($) 36+ ($)

 28.99 ........................26.99 ...........................25.99

Bottom 6583C ......................SW-D2PCB .................XS - XL

 Unit ($) 12+ ($) 36+ ($)

 28.99 ........................26.99 ...........................25.99

Super Pro Back
 Product Number Aquam Code Size

Junior 819001 .....................SW-SSUP ...................4 - 12

 Unit ($) 12+ ($) 36+ ($)

 54.40 ........................51.20 ...........................48.00

Senior 819002 .....................SW-SSUP ...................26 - 40

 Unit ($) 12+ ($) 36+ ($)

 54.40 ........................51.20 ...........................48.00

Jammer
 Product Number Aquam Code Size

Junior 825763 .....................SW-SSCU ...................22 - 28

 Unit ($) 12+ ($) 36+ ($)

 39.10 ........................36.80 ...........................34.50

Senior 825764 .....................SW-SSCU ...................30 - 38

 Unit ($) 12+ ($) 36+ ($)

 39.10 ........................36.80 ...........................34.50

Flyback
  Aquam Code Size

Senior Sauveteur ................SW-DRESA-XX ...........26 - 40

 Unit ($) 12+ ($) 36+ ($)

 63.65 ........................60.20 ...........................56.75

Senior Lifeguard ..................SW-DRELI250-XX .......26 - 40

 Unit ($) 12+ ($) 36+ ($)

 63.65 ........................60.20 ...........................56.75
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Flyback
 Product Number Aquam Code Size

Junior 819015 .....................SW-SSPO ...................6 - 12

 Unit ($) 12+ ($) 36+ ($)

 58.65 ........................55.20 ...........................51.75

Senior 819016 .....................SW-SSPO ...................26 - 40

 Unit ($) 12+ ($) 36+ ($)

 58.65 ........................55.20 ...........................51.75

Super Pro Back
 Product Number Aquam Code Size

Junior 819003 .....................SW-SUPO ...................6 - 12

 Unit ($) 12+ ($) 36+ ($)

 58.65 ........................55.20 ...........................51.75

Senior 819004 .....................SW-SUPO ...................26 - 44

 Unit ($) 12+ ($) 36+ ($)

 58.65 ........................55.20 ...........................51.75

Brief
 Product Number Aquam Code Size

Junior 805011 .....................SW-SSBP ....................22 - 28

 Unit ($) 12+ ($) 36+ ($)

 34.00 ........................32.00 ...........................30.00

Senior 805012 .....................SW-SSBP ....................30 - 38

 Unit ($) 12+ ($) 36+ ($)

 34.00 ........................32.00 ...........................30.00

Launch Splice Crossback
 Product Number Aquam Code Size

Junior 8191408 ...................SW-SLSF ....................6 - 12

 Unit ($) 12+ ($) 36+ ($)

 68.00 ........................64.00 ...........................60.00

Senior 8191409 ...................SW-SLSF ....................26 - 40

 Unit ($) 12+ ($) 36+ ($)

 68.00 ........................64.00 ...........................60.00

Jammer
 Product Number Aquam Code Size

Junior 805013 .....................SW-SSJP ....................22 - 28

 Unit ($) 12+ ($) 36+ ($)

 44.20 ........................41.60 ...........................39.00

Senior 805014 .....................SW-SSJP ....................30 - 38

 Unit ($) 12+ ($) 36+ ($)

 44.20 ........................41.60 ...........................39.00

Senior

Launch Splice Jammer
 Product Number Aquam Code Size

Senior 8051408 ...................SW-SJLP .....................22 - 38

 Unit ($) 12+ ($) 36+ ($)

 49.30 ........................46.40 ...........................43.50

Launch Splice Brief
 Product Number Aquam Code Size

Senior 8051409 ...................SW-SBLP ....................22 - 38

 Unit ($) 12+ ($) 36+ ($)

 39.10 ........................36.80 ...........................34.50

Senior
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Solid Swim Tech High
 Product Number Aquam Code Size

Senior 2A594 ......................SW-AMAKA .................26 - 40

 Unit ($) 12+ ($) 36+ ($)

 59.49 ........................55.99 ...........................52.49

Solid Jammer
 Product Number Aquam Code Size

Junior 2A261 ......................SW-ABRDY .................22 - 28

 Unit ($) 12+ ($) 36+ ($)

 42.50 ........................40.00 ...........................37.50

Senior 2A256 ......................SW-ABRDA .................26 - 40

 Unit ($) 12+ ($) 36+ ($)

 46.75 ........................44.00 ...........................41.25

Solid Swim Pro
 Product Number Aquam Code Size

Junior 2A611 ......................SW-AMALY .................22 - 28

 Unit ($) 12+ ($) 36+ ($)

 55.24 ........................51.99 ...........................48.74

Senior 2A595 ......................SW-AMALA .................26 - 40

 Unit ($) 12+ ($) 36+ ($)

 59.49 ........................55.99 ...........................52.49

Solid Lightech High
 Product Number Aquam Code Size

Senior 2A593 ......................SW-AMASA .................26 - 40

 Unit ($) 12+ ($) 36+ ($)

 59.49 ........................55.99 ...........................52.49

Solid Brief
 Product Number Aquam Code Size

Junior 2A258 ......................SW-ASARY .................22 - 28

 Unit ($) 12+ ($) 36+ ($)

 29.75 ........................28.00 ...........................26.25

Senior 2A254 ......................SW-ASARA .................26 - 40

 Unit ($) 12+ ($) 36+ ($)

 34.00 ........................32.00 ...........................30.00

Durafast Solid Microfit
 Product Number Aquam Code Size

Senior DSTL ........................SW-TDST ....................26 - 40

 Unit ($) 12+ ($) 36+ ($)

 59.49 ........................55.99 ...........................52.49
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Solid Cut-Out
 Product Number Aquam Code Size

Senior NESSA018 ...............SW-NCUT ...................24 - 40

 Unit ($) 12+ ($) 36+ ($)

 66.29 ........................62.39 ...........................58.49

Solid Racerback
 Product Number Aquam Code Size

Senior NESSA017 ...............SW-NLIN .....................22 - 40

 Unit ($) 12+ ($) 36+ ($)

 66.29 ........................62.39 ...........................58.49

Solid Jammer
 Product Number Aquam Code Size

Senior NESSA006 ...............SW-NJAP ....................22 - 38

 Unit ($) 12+ ($) 36+ ($)

 52.69 ........................49.59 ...........................46.49

Solid Brief
 Product Number Aquam Code Size

Senior NESSA004 ...............SW-NNBP ...................24 - 40

 Unit ($) 12+ ($) 36+ ($)

 40.79 ........................38.39 ...........................35.99

High Neck One-Piece
 Product Number Aquam Code Size

Senior 93210 .......................SW93210 ....................24 - 42

 Unit ($) 12+ ($) 36+ ($)

 56.10 ........................52.80 ...........................49.50

Durafast Racer
 Product Number Aquam Code Size

Senior RDUR7 ....................SW-TRDU ...................22 - 40

 Unit ($) 12+ ($) 36+ ($)

 27.19 ........................25.59 ...........................23.99

Durafast Jammer
 Product Number Aquam Code Size

Senior SDUR7 .....................SW-TSDU ...................22 - 40

 Unit ($) 12+ ($) 36+ ($)

 37.39 ........................35.19 ...........................32.99

Durafast Maxfit Two-Piece
 Product Number Aquam Code Size

Senior BDUR7 .....................SW-TBDU ...................28 - 40

 Unit ($) 12+ ($) 36+ ($)

 54.39 ........................51.19 ...........................47.99

Durafast Maxfit
 Product Number Aquam Code Size

Senior MDUR7 ....................SW-TMDU ...................22 - 40

 Unit ($) 12+ ($) 36+ ($)

 54.39 ........................51.19 ...........................47.99
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83035 83040

83047

83048

83045

Sea Serpent Storage Carts     
Both models are equipped with high-density plastic base, non-
marking swivel castors, and stainless steel hardware.

Sea serpents not included. Assembly is required.

AC-83135 : 1.3 m high x 80 cm base diameter, capacity : 30 
AC-83118 : 1.8 m long x 76 cm wide x 1 m high, capacity : 100

 Unit ($)

AC-83135 Vertical ...................... 582.99  
AC-83118 Horizontal .................. 1002.99 

Equipment Net
The Equipment Net allows you to conveniently —and economically— 
store balls and light equipment.

Dimensions:  29" long x 23" wide 
Dimensions: 42" long x 34" wide

  Unit ($)

AC-83110 Small Equipment Net .................. 10.99  
AC-83115 Equipment Net ............................. 16.50 

Fin Storage System     
This wall-mounted unit is designed to hang approximately 30 fin pairs 
on powder-coated stainless steel rods. It may be installed either in 
an equipment storage room or on the pool deck. In order to use this 
system, grommets must be installed on the fins, a service we offer.

 Unit ($)

AC-83000 Fin Storage System .. 362.99  
ER-07400 Grommet Installation 6.99 
 (on Fin Pair)

Mat Storage Systems     
These sturdy unit, which are entirely made of polyester powder-coated 
stainless steel, were specially designed to store Aquam mats.

• AC-83035 : Holds up 25 TR-37501 mats (0.5")
• AC-83040 : Holds up 3 ER-02200 mats (2")

     Unit ($)

AC-83035 Mat Storage System .................... 208.99 
AC-83040 Large Mat Storage System ......... 166.99 

Aquam Storage Systems     
They can only be used with Aquam belts as they are equipped with the 
same clips used to make our straps.

Capacities :

• Dorsal balls : 24 dorsal balls (2 rows of 12 units)
• Aquafitness and ATX belts : 12 belts
• Waist and Aquafun Belts : 18 belts
 Unit ($)

AC-83045 Aquafitness and ATX 187.99 
AC-83047 Dorsal Balls ............... 187.99 
AC-83048 Waist and Aquafun ... 187.99 
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83231

Storage Unit for Kickboards and Pull Buoys     
This wall-mounted unit keeps kickboards and pull buoys neatly 
arranged on the pool deck or in the equipment room. Made of high-
density plastic, they both have a storage capacity of approximately 25 
to 30 units. Assembly is required.

  Unit ($)

AC-83120 Kickboard Shelving Unit ............. 309.99  
AC-83125 Pull Buoy Shelving Unit .............. 309.99 

Dolphin Floating Seat Storage Cart     
This storage cart is designed to help you store and transport up to 14 
Dolphin Seats easily. It is made of high-density plastic, stainless steel 
hardware and non-marking swivel castors. Dolphin Seats not included. 
Assembly is required.

Dimensions: 64" long x 33" wide x 39 3/8" high

   Unit ($)

AC-83145 Dolphin Floating Seat Storage Cart .............. 597.99 

ToteMaster Storage Carts
These all-purpose carriers are the solution you need to keep the 
pool deck clear and organized. Available in two sizes, the regular 
ToteMaster and the ToteMaster Plus, for maximum storage capacity.

• Capacity: 25 balls for the regular cart, 50 for the Plus cart
• ToteMaster Plus: a divider is included
• Both feature a lockable hinged lid (lock not included)
• Both are powder coated, all-welded steel wire

Dimensions

• Regular: 36" L x 24" W x 36" H
• Plus: 60" L x 24" W x 36" H
  Unit ($)

AC-83210 ToteMaster ................................... 341.99 
AC-83212 ToteMaster Plus ........................... 492.99 
PAC-83210 Replacement Casters (4) ............ 341.99 

Collapsible Bulk Container
This container is the solution you need for robust and high capacity 
storage.

• Stack up to 4 containers high for a weight capacity of 2000 lb
• Vented panels to allow air circulation
• Hinged drop door
• Spring automatically latches lock sidewalls
• 4 casters: 2 swivel and 2 locking
• Easy to assemble
• Dimensions: 39 ¼" L x 31 ½" W x 29" H
• Construction: high density blue polypropylene
• Total capacity (1 container): 600 lb

*This product is a complete container (with lid and caster set). Its 
other pieces are available and sold separately to allow the stacking of 
multiple containers.

 Unit ($)

AC-83230 Container ................... 494.90 
 (w/ lid, casters)

AC-83231 Container ................... 415.90 
PAC-83231-01 Lid .............................. 194.90 
PAC-83231-02 Caster Set (4) ............ 98.90 
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82802 Pull Buoy and Kickboard 
Storage Cart     
Made from high-density plastic, stainless 
steel hardware, and non-marking swivel 
castors, this cart is durable. The top part holds 
approximately 25 rigid kickboards and 40 
pull buoys. The bottom part can hold 8 small 
storage units (AC-82900) or another 48 rigid 
kickboards. It can be wheeled around easily. 
Swim equipment not included. Assembly is 
required.

Dimensions: 36" L x 30" W x 60" H
 Unit ($)

AC-83134 Storage Cart ............1079.99 

Tube Storage Cart     
This cart can fit approximately 9 tubes with 
an inside diameter of 14". Equipped with a 
high-density plastic base and non-marking 
swivel castors, this unit is durable and easy to 
maneuver. Tubes not included. Assembly  is 
required.

Dimensions: 76" H x 31 ½" D

 Unit ($)

AC-83130 Tube Storage Cart .... 429.99 

Deck Stor-A-Way®     
Made of ABS plastic, it is designed especially for storing aquatic 
equipment. Its shelves are perforated, allowing stored items to dry 
properly. The fibreglass base of the Stor-A-Way is mounted on wheels. 
Well ventilated and lockable, this cupboard is a practical solution to 
pool equipment storage.

Dimensions: 33" L x 31" W x 70" H. Weight: 160 lb

AC-83200 Deck Stor-A-Way® .............................. upon request
FOB Factory

Shelving Unit     
Four shelves facilitate equipment storage and organization. The 
unit can accommodate 16 small storage boxes (AC-82900). Swim 
equipment and boxes not included. Assembly is required.

Dimensions: 59" L x 19" W x 48" H

 Unit ($)

AC-83135 Shelving Unit ............ 582.99 

Vest Storage Cart     
This PVC storage unit lets you hang your vests 
to allow proper drying while keeping your 
storage room neat. It can fit approximately 
60-70 vests. Equipped with a high-density 
plastic base and non-marking swivel castors, 
this unit is durable and easy to maneuver. 
Hangers and vests not included. Assembly is 
required.

Dimensions: 64" L x 30" W x 75 ½" H

 Unit ($)

AC-83139 Vest Storage Cart ..... 934.99 

Storage Units     
The smaller units (13" x 13" x 11") can be stacked in order to free floor 
space. The larger unit is furnished with wheels. It can hold up to 16 
cubic feet (43" x 31" x 33"). Perforations on the unit allow air circulation 
and water draining, thus promoting proper equipment drying. A lid is 
also available to close or lock the unit.

  Unit ($)

AC-82800 Large 16 cu. ft Storage Unit ........ 607.99  
AC-82802 Cover for 16 cu. ft Storage Unit . 225.99 

Replacement Parts

PAC-82800-01 Replacement Swivel Wheel ........ 30.25  
PAC-82800-02 Replacement Fix Wheel .............. 22.25  

AC-82900 Small Storage Unit ...................... 16.95 

Aqua-Step Storage Cart     
It helps moving material around and keeping the pool deck clear. It 
stores up to twelve Aqua-Steps and is equipped with locking wheels 
for safety. Made of aluminum, stainless steel and high-density plastic. 

Dimensions: 64" L x 30" W x 36" H

 Unit ($)

AC-83132 Storage Cart .............. 866.99 
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Vacuum Hoses
Perfect for all pools, these heavy-duty institutional-grade hoses are 
crush-resistant and offer ma ximum ultraviolet protection. The 50 ft long 
hoses are available in 1 ½" and 2" diameters.

   Unit ($)

MT-92600 Institutional Hose 1 ½” x 50’ ......................... 143.99  
MT-92700 Institutional Hose 2” x 50’ ............................. 282.99  
MT-92800 Hose Cuff 1 ½” ................................................ 8.99  
MT-92900 Hose Cuff 2” .................................................... 13.99  
MT-93000 Hose Coupling 1 ½” ....................................... 10.99  
MT-93100 Hose Coupling 2” ........................................... 12.99  
MT-93110 1 ½” Wall Vacuum Adapter ............................ 64.90  
MT-93112 2” Wall Vacuum Adapter ................................ 82.00  
MT-93114 1 ½” to 2” Wall Vacuum Adapter .................. 74.00 

Hose Reel
Portable and designed to fit through a 
standard door, this reel holds up to 100 ft of 2" 
diameter hose. Made of solid stainless steel, it 
ensures years of trouble-free use.

 Unit ($)

MT-92590 Hose Reel .............. 1837.99 

Aluminum-Back Brushes
Perfect for regular daily cleanings, the nylon bristle brush is 45 cm 
wide. The stainless steel bristle brush is perfect for cleaning the algae 
off your pool walls.
  Unit ($)

MT-94000 45 cm Nylon Bristle Brush .......... 24.75  
MT-94200 20 cm Algae Brush ...................... 26.90 

Skimmers
They are equipped with sturdy aluminum 
frame and polyester netting.

• MT-94400 : Re gular size skimmer / net
• MT-94405 : Deep skimmer net
 Unit ($)

MT-94400 Skimmer Net ............. 19.90  
MT-94405 Deep Skimmer Net .... 39.95 

Thermometer
Our thermometer is enclosed in a durable plastic case 
and displays temperature both in Fahrenheit and in 
Celsius. Equipped with a nylon cord, the deluxe model 
is 25 cm long. Our thermometer doesn’t contain toxic 
liquids. Model may differ from the one shown here.

 Unit ($)

MT-94801 Thermometer ............ 6.50 

Accessory Hooks
  Unit ($)

SA-50300 Backboard Hook .......................... 31.99  
AC-83500 Plastic Hose Hook (2) .................. 12.95  
AC-83502 Aluminum Hole Hook (2) ............. 12.95  
AC-83504 Aluminum Hook for Life Ring ..... 28.99  
AC-83505 Ring Buoy Hook for Chair .......... 40.99 

Poles
The lifesaving pole is designed for rescues. It is insulated and comes 
in one piece. The telescopic poles and two-piece poles are ideal for 
use with skimmers, brushes, or vacuum heads.

  Unit ($)

Lifesaving
SA-52200 3.6 m Insulated Pole .................... 98.00  
SA-52400 Rescue Hook ................................ 27.55  
 
SA-52300 3.6 m Pole ..................................... 48.00  
 
Telescopic Poles 
DV-80795 Fibreglass (2.4 to 4.8 m) ............. 88.99  
DV-80799 Aluminum (12 to 36 ft) ................. 142.00  
DV-80800 Pole (2.4 to 4.8 m) ........................ 60.99  
DV-80900 Pole (3.6 to 7.2 m) ........................ 99.00 

Vacuum Heads
The plastic model features adjustable polyurethane ball bearing 
wheels, metal swivel snap and adaptable handle. The metal model, 
made of anodized aluminum and chromed bronze, features 4 heavy-
duty, non-mar king, adjustable wheels, and brushes for smooth 
gliding across the pool bottom. Both compatible with the 1 ½" (internal 
connection) and with the 2" (external connection) hoses.
 Unit ($)

MT-93500 Plastic 22” (4.5 kg) ... 179.00  
MT-93600 Plastic 29” (5 kg) ...... 215.00  
MT-93915 Bronze 18” (1.5”) ...... 599.00  
MT-93920 Bronze 18” (2”) ......... 599.00 
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Test Kits
They both use DPD tablets for optimal accuracy. Our Lifeguard Kit 
lets you test for total and free chlorine as well as for pH. The more 
complete Manager Kit lets you perform the follo wing tests: free and 
total chlorine, pH, alkalinity, total and calcium hardness, acid demand 
and cyanuric acid.

   Unit ($)

MT-97000 Lifeguard Test Kit ........................................... 124.99  
MT-97100 Manager Test Kit ............................................ 166.99  
MT-97500-01 Chlorine Slide Bar, 0.2 to 3.0 ppm ................ 41.99  
MT-97600-01 Chlorine Slide Bar, 0.5 to 10.0 ppm .............. 41.99  
MT-97700-01 pH Slide Bar .................................................... 40.99  
MT-97701-01 Viewer .............................................................. 31.99  
MT-97800 10 ml Test Tube .............................................. 6.99  
MT-97900 Alkalinity and Hardness Test Tube ............... 10.90  
MT-98000 Sample Bottle ................................................. 6.90  
MT-98300 DPD 1 Tablets (100) ........................................ 5.95  
MT-98400 DPD 3 Tablets (100) ........................................ 5.95  
MT-98500 Phenol Tablets (100) ...................................... 5.95  
MT-98600 Alkalinity Tablets (100) .................................. 6.90  
MT-98700 Calcium Hardness tablets (100) .................... 6.90  
MT-98800 Cyanuric Acid Tablets (100) .......................... 12.00 

Taylor Test Kits
The kits include nine tests for thorough testing: total chlorine, free 
chlorine, bromine, pH, total alkalinity, acid demand, base demand, 
calcium hardness, and cyanuric acid. The Taylor #2005 kit includes 
22 ml reagent bottles and the #2005C includes 60 ml bottles. Bottles 
are also available separately.

 Unit ($)

MT-96905 #2005 Kit .................... 149.65 
MT-96907 #2005C Kit ................. 268.00  
MT-96910 Comparator Bloc ...... 25.95  
PMT-96905-01 French Guide ............ 4.50  
PMT-96905-02 English Guide ........... 4.50 

Reagents
Aquam # Taylor # Product Size Price ($) Aquam # Taylor # Product Size Price ($)

MT-96915 R-0001 DPD Reagent #1 22 ml 9.95 MT-96943 R-0008 Total Alkalinity Indicator 22 ml 7.95

MT-96916 R-0001 DPD Reagent#1 60 ml 19.95 MT-96944 R-0008 Total Alkalinity Indicator 60 ml 13.95

MT-96919 R-0002 DPD Reagent#2 22 ml 9.95 MT-96947 R-0009 Sulfuric Acid 0.12N 22 ml 7.95

MT-96920 R-0002 DPD Reagent #2 60 ml 20.95 MT-96948 R-0009 Sulfuric Acid 0.12N 60 ml 12.95

MT-96923 R-0003 DPD Reagent#3 22 ml 10.95 MT-96951 R-0010 Calcium Buffer 22 ml 9.95

MT-96924 R-0003 DPD Reagent#3 60 ml 21.95 MT-96952 R-0010 Calcium Buffer 60 ml 15.95

MT-96927 R-0004 pH Indicator Solution 22 ml 8.95 MT-96955 R-0011L Calium Indicator Liquid 22 ml 15.95

MT-96928 R-0004 pH Indicator Solution 60 ml 14.95 MT-96956 R-0011L Calium Indicator Liquid 60 ml 23.95

MT-96931 R-0005 Acid Demand Reagent 22 ml 8.95 MT-96959 R-0012 Hardness Reagent 22 ml 9.95

MT-96932 R-0005 Acid Demand Reagent 60 ml 14.95 MT-96960 R-0012 Hardness Reagent 60 ml 14.95

MT-96935 R-0006 Base Demand Reagent 22 ml 8.95 MT-96963 R-0013 Cyanuric Acid Reagent 60 ml 12.95

MT-96936 R-0006 Base Demand Reagent 60 ml 14.95 MT-96970 R-0870 DPD Powder 10 g 23.95

MT-96939 R-0007 Thiosulfate N/10 22 ml 7.95 MT-96973 R-0871 Titrating Reagent (Chlorine) 22 ml 24.95

MT-96940 R-0007 Thiosulfate N/10 60 ml 13.95 MT-96974 R-0871 Titrating Reagent (Chlorine) 60 ml 32.95

MT-96978 R-0872 Titrating Reagent (Bromine) 60 ml 34.95

Enviromor Multi Purpose Cleaner
This multi-surface descaler is safe and biodegradable. It effectively 
cleans rust on equipment or ceramics as well as limescale deposits on 
windows. It is non-corrosive and emits no harmful vapours.
 Unit ($)

DV-82541-946 946 ml .................... 9.69 

EP60 Metalon Stainless Steel Cleaner and Polish
This product acts as both a cleaner and polisher for stainless steel. 
It slows the development of rust and tarnish on equipment if applied 
after cleaning with Enviromor. Biodegradable and non-harmful.
 Unit ($)

DV-82542-946 946 ml .................... 8.99 

P76 Cream Cleanser
This cream cleanser quickly and easily removes tough stains on 
pool decks. It adheres to vertical surfaces and if needed, is safe on 
stainless steel, chrome, ceramic and other surfaces. Phosphate-free.
 Unit ($)

DV-82543-946 946 ml .................... 6.49 
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Automatic Pool Cleaners

We now offer the Wave line, Dolphin’s commercial robotic pool cleaners. 
As an authorized distributor and repair centre, we are pleased to offer 
a range of products that meet the specific needs of all types of aquatic 
installations.

Our Services 
To keep your equipment running well and avoid inconvenient 
breakdowns, we suggest regular maintenance and repair due to normal 
wear. If you entrust your pool cleaner to our care, our certified technicians 
will accurately assess any problems and proceed with the necessary 
repairs. We also keep an inventory of replacement parts. 

Which Pool Cleaner to Choose?

Models

Dolphin Aquatron Hayward

Wave 20 Wave 100 Wave 150XL Wave 200XL Wave 300XL Gemini Magnum Tiger Shark 2

Pool Size Up to 15 m Up to 25 m Up to 32 m Up to 32 m Up to 50 m Up to 50 m Up to 25 m Up to 25 m

Suction Rate 66 gpm 75 gpm 150 gpm 150 gpm 175 gpm 166 gpm 93 gpm 75 gpm

Filtration Filter bag : 
50 or 70 μm

Filter bag : 
50 or 70 μm

Cartridge System : 
50 or 100 μm

Spiral 2 layers 
system : 

50 or 100 μm

Filter bag : 
50, 70 or 150 μm Up to 2 μm Up to 2 μm Cartridge System

Cleaning Area 2 880 ft2 / h 4 860 ft2 / h 4 860 ft2 / h 5 820 ft2 / h 9 307 ft2 / h 6 996 ft2 / h 6997 ft2 / h

Cable Length 60 ft 98 ft 115 ft 115 ft 140 ft (standard) 
164 ft (optional) 150 ft 120 ft 100 ft

Wall Mode 
Cleaning Option

Delay Start

Remote Control

Motor Unit Voltage 24 VCC 27 VCC 27 VCC 27 VCC 27 VCC 24 VCC 24 VCC 24 VCC

Brushes Dual active 
combined brushes

Dual active 
combined brushes

Dual direction active 
brushes1

Dual direction active 
brushes1

Dual-active brushes 
and 4 side brushes Dual PVA brushes Super Grip PVA 

brushes Rubber brushes

Mobility CleverClean® 2 CleverClean® 2 CleverClean® 2 CleverClean® 2 CleverClean® 2 AquaSmart® 3 AquaSmart® 3 On-board computer

Cycle Time 1 or 3 hours 4, 6 or 8 hours 4 - 6 hours 1 - 8 hours 1 - 8 hours 3 - 5 hours 3 - 5 hours 7 hours

Swivel Cable

Caddy Included Included Included Included with roller Included with roller Included Included Included

Weight 22 lb 29 lb 55 lb 55 lb 55 lb 36 lb 18 lb 21 lb

1 Rotates 1.5 times faster than the robot.
2 The CleverClean™ Technology allows your robot to map out the most efficient cleaning route by learning the pool’s layout, 
including the obstacles such as ladders, to then choose the optimal cleaning method.

3 The Aqua SmartSystem™ aids the robot to fully cover and efficiently clean any standard swimming pool.

Maintenance Repair Short or Long-Term 
Rental
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Dolphin Wave 20
The Dolphin Wave 20 is suitable for small pools up to 15 
meters long and is efficient on all types of pool bottoms.

MT-96100 Wave 20 .................................upon request

Dolphin Wave 300XL
The Dolphin Wave 300XL is the ideal robotic cleaner for 
large institutional pools, Olympic facilities, water parks and 
other sites with larger pools.

MT-96130 Wave 300XL ..........................upon request

Dolphin Wave 150XL
The Dolphin Wave 150XL effectively cleans large 
commercial pools so that you can keep your pool open for 
business while minimizing cleaning downtime.

MT-96120 Wave 150XL ..........................upon request

Dolphin Wave 200XL
Easy-to-use and easy-to-clean, the Dolphin Wave 200XL is 
the best wall-to-wall cleaner in its class, as well as providing 
an efficient solution for multiple pool facilities.

MT-96125 Wave 200 ...............................upon request

Dolphin Wave 100
The best value for money robot, the Dolphin Wave 100 is 
fully efficient for parks, high schools, YMCA and other small 
institutional pools.

MT-96110 Wave 100 ...............................upon request
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Portable Filter Vacuum Pump and Cart
You can carry your vacuum pump without any trouble. It comes with a 
Pentair portable filter vacuum pump. The cart is powder-coated with 
a blue rust-inhibiting paint. The caster-type wheels are made of solid 
rubber. The filter vacuum pump unit comes with 100' of #12-3 grounded 
rubber-coated electrical cable. A CSA-approved on-off switch and 
a built-in GFCI are mounted on the pump cart. The portable filter 
vacuum pump has been tested for compliance with safety standards 
and regulations. It is certified by the CSA inspection agency. 

MT-95700 Portable Filter Vacuum Pump ..............upon request

TigerShark 2
The TigerShark 2 is a compact robotic pool cleaner with 
an easy cleanup and has a low replacement cost due to its 
cartridge filtration system.

MT-96275 TigerShark 2 .........................upon request

Magnum
The Magnum is the perfect robotic pool cleaner for 
swimming facilities at schools, universities, hospitals and 
hotels.

MT-96230 Magnum ................................upon request

Gemini
Designed for sophisticated and reliable pool cleaning, the 
Gemini is intended for commercial pools up to Olympic 
proportions.

MT-96165 Gemini ...................................upon request
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Ranger 2
• 350 lb (160 kg) weight capacity
• Powered by a rechargeable battery
• Seat is field reversible (possible to 

change seat direction on site)
• User-operated with handset
• Anchored to pool deck
• Powder-coated stainless steel
• ADA compliant and UL certified
• Options available 

 

HD-99528 Ranger 2 
PHD-99509-01 Cover - blue 
PHD-99509-04 Anchor

Scout 2
• 375 lb (170 kg) weight capacity
• 360° rotation
• Powered by a rechargeable battery
• User-operated handset
• Anchored to pool deck
• Powder coated stainless steel 

construction
• Verified to meet ADA standards 

HD-99525 Scout 2 
PHD-99509-02 Cover - blue 
PHD-99509-05 Anchor 
PHD-99509-08 Sling + assembly

Mighty 600 Pool Lift
•  600 lb (272 kg) weight capacity
• 360° rotation
• Powered by a rechargeable 

battery
• Adjustable seat height
• User-operated handset
• In ground anchoring; compatible 

with standard Scout 2 and 
Revolution concrete anchors

• Powder-coated stainless steel 
construction

• UL certified and ADA compliant
• Options available

HD-99529 Mighty 600 
PHD-99509-03 Cover - blue 
PHD-99509-05 Anchor

Elkhorn MP400
• 400 lb (181 kg) weight capacity
• Manual powered lift
• Single lever hydraulic ram
• Anchored to pool deck
• Stainless steel anchor system
• Portable and lightweight (weighs less 

than 60 pounds)
• Virtually frictionless
• ADA compliant

HD-99550 Elkhorn MP400 
HD-99535 Anchor

Portable Pro Pool
• 350 lb (157 kg) weight capacity
• Powered by a rechargeable battery
• User-operated handset
• Portable, no need for anchors
• Powder coated stainless steel construction
• Compact model, comes with a wheeled transport cart
• Verified to meet ADA standards 

HD-99527 Portable Pro-Pool 
PHD-99509-01 Cover - blue

Pool Lifts
A pool lift is the only way to truly ensure that your facility is 
safe and accessible for everyone, including persons with 
reduced mobility. We have a large selection of lifts, both 
stationary and mobile, to choose from.

Price .............upon request

Admiral
• 450 lb (204 kg) weight capacity
• Powered by a rechargeable battery
• Seat is field reversible (possible to 

change seat direction on site)
• Adjustable seat arm for ease of transfer 

from wheel chair
• Adjustable base plate
• Powder-coated stainless steel
• UL Certified 

HD-99514 Admiral 
PHD-99509-01 Cover - blue 
PHD-99509-04 Anchor
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PAL2
• 300 lb (136 kg) weight capacity
• 240° rotation
• Powered by a rechargeable battery
• User-operated hand control, and LiftOperator Intelligent Control 
• Free-standing, portable, may be secured to pool deck
• ADA compliant
• Options available 

HD-99481 PAL2 
PHD-99479-02 Cover - beige

aXs2
• 300 lb (136 kg) lifting capacity
• 360° rotation
• Powered by a rechargeable battery
• User-operated hand control, and LiftOperator Intelligent Control
• Anchored to pool deck
• Powder coated stainless steel and aluminum construction
• Compact design, occupies minimal deck space
• ADA compliant
• Anchor included 

HD-99482 aXs2 
PHD-99479-01 Cover - beige

Splash!
• 400 lb (181 kg) lifting capacity
• 344° rotation
• Powered by a rechargeable battery
• User-operated hand control, and LiftOperator Intelligent Control
• Anchored to pool deck
• Powder coated stainless steel and aluminum construction
• ADA compliant
• Options available
• Anchor included 

HD-99490 Splash! 
PHD-99479-02 Cover - beige

ML300
• 300 lb (136 kg) lifting capacity
• Powered by a rechargeable battery LiftOperator® Intelligent 

Control System
• Flange mounted with 4 anchor bolts
• Retrofit anchor jig is standard
• Powder-coated stainless steel and aluminum construction
• ADA compliant 

HD-99486 ML300 
PHD-99479-03 Cover - beige

Glacier II BP 600
The Glacier II lift is a 600 lb capacity battery powered lift made of 
extremely corrosion resistant 316 L stainless steel components. 
Designed as a space-saving ramp replacement, this lift will be 
an integral part of the pool for its entire life span. Robust design 
components include a stainless steel drive screw, dual 50 mm width 
belts for leveling, polycarbonate anti entrapment assembly and ½" 
thickness HDPE panels. Adjustable upper and lower limit switches 
and slotted stainless steel deck plate allow for varying installation 
conditions. This lift comes with two rechargeable lithium ion batteries 
(40 lifts per charge) and a wireless transmitter.

HD-99540 Glacier II BP 600

Motion Trek BP Series
• 350 lb or 400 lb weight capacity
•  Powered by a rechargeable battery
•  360° rotation
•  User-operated handset
•  Anchored to pool deck
•  Powder coated stainless steel construction
•  Flip-down arm rests for ease of transfer
• ADA compliant

Deluxe models
• Adjustable padded head rest
• Flip-up footrest with footboard

HD-99536 BP350
HD-99537 BP350 Deluxe
HD-99538 BP400
HD-99539 BP400 Deluxe
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16.5"

26"

MAC Wheelchair
This wheelchair is an essential for facilities equipped with a ramp, a 
zero-depth entry or a movable floor.

• Front and rear stabilizer wheels
• Swing-away armrests
• Rigid rotomolded plastic seat (18" wide)
• Made of powder-coated stainless steel
• Capacity: 300 lb

HD-99280 MAC Wheelchair
FOB Factory

Standard Wheelchair     
The heavy-duty stainless steel aquatic wheelchair is 100% made of 
materials that are suitable for pool environments.

• Tough front and back wheels
• Versatile, removable, up-folding footrests
• Swing-away armrests
• Upper chest strap and lower nylon seat belt
• Anti-mildew and antifungal mesh upholstery
• Double-cross braced stainless steel frame
• 5-year warranty
• Wheels add another 9"
• Capacity: 350 lb
• Weight: 48 lb

HD-99275 18 po 
HD-99276 20 po 
HD-99278 24 po
FOB Factory

Access Ramp     
It is perfect for the elderly, expectant mothers, injured or arthritic 
patrons.

• Durable, non-slip plastic ramp
• PVC aluminum-reinforced double guardrails
• Heavy-duty construction
• Made from type-304 stainless steel
• 2 anchors on deck
• Easy movement with the non-marking wheel system
• Dimensions: 0.75 m wide x 3 m long
• Approximate weight: 250 lb

HD-99000 Access Ramp

Step-in Ladder
This gently sloped Step-in ladder makes pool access easier for all, 
especially patrons uncomfortable with vertical ladders.

• Reinforced PVC and aluminum handrails
• Non-slip steps
• Easy and quick installation
• Easy storage with the non-marking wheel system
• Two solid anchors
• Ideal for pools with a depth of 1.05 m or more
• Made of plastic
• Available in three models
• Assembly required
• Approximated weight: 200 lb

HD-99086 6-step 
HD-99087 7-step 
HD-99088 8-step

Low-Profile Aquatic Wheelchair
This is the only wheelchair specially developed for commercial 
swimming pools.

• Easily manoeuvrable
• Well-constructed and sturdy
• Durable and low maintenance
• Made of plastic, aluminum and stainless steel
• Weight: 29 lb

HD-99250 Wheelchair

Easy Ladder
Swimmers of all types benefit from the 
innovative design of the Easy Ladder.

• Plastic rails
• Durable fibreglass construction
• Non-slip steps
• Easy to install and remove
• Available in 3 heights
• Shipping weight: 165 lb / 185 lb / 225 lb

HD-99020 0 po - 48 po 
HD-99022 49 po - 58 po 
HD-99024 59 po - 84po

Replacement part

PHD-99020-02 U-Trim Kit

Aquatic Accessiblity 
We offer a number of adapted accessibility solutions for 
individuals with reduced mobility, permitting a safe pool entry for 
all users.

Please note that due to their size and weight, these items must be 
shipped by a freight carrier.

Price .............. upon request

Colour options
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Item Code Description Quantity Unit Price Total

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

Payment Sub-Total

Open Account G.S.T.

Card Number :                                                                                                          H.S.T.

Expiration Date :            /           Total

100-5500 Fullum, Montreal QC H2G 2H3 • 514-948-4878 or 1-800-935-4878 • fax 514-948-4879 Pages :            /           

Signature

Order Form
Date : Purchase # :

Ordered by :

Billing Shipping (if different from billing information)

Client # Client #

Name Name

Address Address

City Prov. PC City Prov. PC

Tel # Fax # Tel. # Fax #



Credit Policy
All new or infrequent clients will be shipped their merchandise 
prepaid, MasterCard or Visa, until a credit line is established with 
our credit department. Past due invoices will carry a service 
charge of 2% per month (24% per annum). Any past due account 
will be turned over to a third party collection service. The 
purchaser will be responsible for all costs incured in collection and 
attorney’s fees.

Terms
Terms, for open accounts, are net 30 days from invoice date and 
are shipped F.O.B. our warehouse. Shipment on new accounts is 
subject to credit approval. Delinquent accounts will be placed on 
credit hold and, after payment in full, may be subject to the 
following terms: prepayment, Visa or MasterCard.

Price Changes
Due to the continual change in the price of raw materials, we would 
like to take this opportunity to remind you that prices are subject to 
change without notice. We will do all that is possible to maintain 
our current published prices.

Transportation Claims
Shipments leave F.O.B. origin. Once the shipment has been 
released to the freight company, Aquam Aquatic Specialist Inc. 
cannot be held liable for freight damage or delays. Upon receiving 
your merchandise, inspect it immediately! If there is any visible 
damage to the packaging, note it on the bill of lading.

If you find any hidden damage to the products, you must report 
this to the freight company within the time limit allowed by the 
freight company, usually 24 to 72 hours. All claims for damaged 
goods must be done directly with the freight company. Keep all 
packaging, and contact Aquam Aquatic Specialist Inc. to inform us 
of the situation; there may be some information you may need from 
us.

Shortages
All discrepancies between contents of packages and packing slip 
must be reported to Aquam Aquatic Specialist Inc. in writing within 
3 days of receipt of shipment. Full details are needed, including 
packing slip and client purchase order numbers. Photos may be 
requested.

Custom / Special Orders
Custom or special orders require a 50% non-refundable deposit at 
the point of order. Special orders may not be cancelled or returned 
for credit.

Returns
Merchandise may not be returned without prior approval from 
Aquam Aquatic Specialist Inc. Contact our customer service 
department for your Return Authorization Number, which must be 
marked on the outside of the box.

Any merchandise returned without the proper return authorization 
number will be refused and the purchaser will be responsible for 
the freight both ways.

Authorized returns are subject to inspection before credit issuance 
and are subject to a 25% restocking fee.

Warranty
All products distributed by Aquam Aquatic Specialist Inc. are 
covered by manufacturers’ warranties and are the responsibility of 
the manufacturer. Customer service can help you with any warranty 
questions you may have. No other warranties, expressed or 
implied, are made by Aquam Aquatic Specialist Inc. or any of our 
agents.

Payment

Order Information

Contact Us
Aquam Aquatic Specialist inc.
100-5500 Fullum Street
Montreal QC H2G 2H3

P: 514 948-4878
TF: 1 800 935-4878
F: 514 948-4879

info@aquam.com
aquam.com


